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Utah State UniverSity 134th
Utah State University is one of  the nation's premier student-centered land-grant and space-grant universities. We 
foster the principle that academics come first; we cultivate diversity of  thought and culture; and we serve the public 
through learning, discovery and engagement.
Commencement Exercises - May 5, 2021
Logan Campus College Convocations - May 6 - 7, 2021
Statewide Campuses Graduation Ceremonies - April 23 - May 6, 2021
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Wednesday, May 5, 2021, 7:00 p.m. (Virtual)
LOGAN CAMPUS COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS 
There will be an Academic Procession beginning 15 minutes prior to each College Convocation led by the USU Scotsman Pipe 
and Drum Corps
James Pitts, Professor of  Biology, Director; Andrew Earl, Pipe Major; Emily Densley, Drum Sergeant
Teancum Hadden, Casey Peterson, Jonathon Stott, Bagpipers
Thursday, May 6, 2021
9:00 a.m.  Caine College of  the Arts, Degrees in Art + Design - Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
9:00 a.m.  Huntsman School of  Business Undergraduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
11:00 a.m.  Caine College of  the Arts, Degrees in Music & Theatre Arts - Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
11:00 a.m.  Huntsman School of  Business Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:00 p.m.  College of  Science - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:00 p.m.  S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of  Natural Resources - Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
3:00 p.m.  College of  Humanities and Social Sciences, Degrees in LPCS, ENGL, HIST - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
5:00 p.m.  College of  Humanities and Social Sciences, Degrees in SSWA, POLS, JOUR, HASS - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
7:00 p.m.  Integrated Studies Bachelor Degrees & Associate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Friday, May 7, 2021
9:00 a.m.  Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human Services
 Undergraduate Degrees in CDDE, HDFS, NURR, PSY - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
11:00 a.m. Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human Services
 Undergraduate Degrees in ITLS, SPERC, TEAL, KAHS - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
1:00 p.m.  Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human Services
 Graduate Degrees - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 p.m.  College of  Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Degrees in ASTE, NDFS, PSC, AGR - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
5:00 p.m.  College of  Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Degrees in ADVS, APEC, AVTE, LAEP - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
7:00 p.m.  College of  Engineering - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
STATEWIDE CAMPUSES GRADUATION CEREMONIES
USU Blanding Friday, April 23, 2021, 2:00 p.m., San Juan High School Auditorium, 311 N Bronco Blvd, Blanding, UT
USU Uintah Basin Saturday, April 24, 2021, 10.00 a.m., USU Roosevelt, 987 East Lagoon Street, Roosevelt, UT
USU Eastern Saturday, April 24, 2021, 10:00 a.m. & 1:00p.m., Bunnell-Dmitrich Athletic Center, 475 E 400 N, Price, UT
USU Southwest Monday, April 26 to Friday, April 30, 2021, Southwest Centers
USU Brigham City Friday, April 30, 2021, 6:00 p.m., USU Brigham City, 989 S Main Street, Brigham City, UT
USU Kaysville Saturday, May 1, 2021, 10:00 a.m., USU Kaysville, 80 East 725 South, Suite A, Kaysville, UT
USU Tooele Saturday, May 1, 2021, 7:00 p.m., Tooele High School, 301 W Vine Street, Tooele, UT
USU Moab Thursday, May 6, 2021, Virtual Event 12:00 p.m., Presentation of  Diplomas 4:00-6:00 p.m., 125 West 200 South Moab, UT
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
134TH COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Virtual Broadcast Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at 7:00 p.m.
Recording Available on USU Commencement Website
WELCOME
President Noelle E. Cockett
“NATIONAL ANTHEM,” USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans
Francis Scott Key, arranged by Kurt Bestor




by the USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans
HONORARY DEGREES
Presented by USU Board of Trustees Chair Jody K. Burnett
Linda Skidmore Daines – For her professional achievements, her contribution to the world as a humanitarian and lifelong learner, and her 
commitment to advancing women in the studies of  both arts and business, Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Linda Skidmore Daines the 
honorary degree of  Doctor of  Arts.
Karen W. Morse – For her inspirational leadership and success in research, as well as for her unwavering commitment to provide opportunities for 
supporting and advancing women in the studies of  science, Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Karen W. Morse the honorary degree of  
Doctor of  Science.
Julie Ann Robinson – For her courage and willingness to take risks, her leadership, and for her work in the advancement of  women in science, 




President Noelle E. Cockett
“ALMA MATER HYMN,” USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. Cory Evans
Theodore M. Burton, arranged by Thomas P. Rohrer and Dr. Cory Evans
Featuring the USU Wind Orchestra
Directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer
Soloists: Danielle Casos, Rachel Grob, Josh Roy, Demetria Torowus, Zack Grob, Katherine Van Shaar
FACULTY AWARDS
Executive Vice President and Provost Francis D. Galey
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND CLOSING REMARKS
President Noelle E. Cockett
“THE SCOTSMAN”




Congratulations to the Utah State University class of  2021. You have completed an important life journey. I wish you great 
success in whatever comes next and trust that your experience at Utah State University has prepared you well for what is 
ahead. 
As a graduate of  Utah State University, you have been exposed to the three “pillars” of  the land-grant university system 
– learning, discovery, and engagement. It is my hope these themes emerged during your time in school through unique 
academic experiences, hands-on research projects, and service opportunities. As you embark on the next chapter of  your 
life, these moments have provided a foundation for a better life for you and those you encounter. 
You are a different person today than you were when you first connected with USU. Over the years you have not only 
worked toward a degree, but you have grown intellectually and matured socially and emotionally. You are prepared to make 
the kind of  positive impact that proud Aggie graduates before you have made and continue to make. 
Your time at Utah State University has likely been filled with successes, but you have also faced obstacles. All of  you 
dealt with unprecedented challenges over the last year as Aggies. It has been a difficult time as a university, a community, 
a nation, and a world. However, the class of  2021 is resilient. This will serve you well in the future as you seize exciting 
opportunities and make the world a better place. 
I would like each of  you to know what an incredible privilege and opportunity it is to serve as your president. Thank you 
for the special honor that has been mine to share in this significant part of  your life. I am proud to be your president and 
part of  the Aggie family.
Noelle E. Cockett
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF COLLEGIATE MACES
Maces have long been part of  academic heraldry, though their function was not always ceremonial. Originally weapons 
of  war, maces are featured often in ancient Egyptian art where kings are shown ritually smiting their foes. This 
original function has not been entirely lost. Campus officials in the Middle Ages more than once kept students in line 
by employing their university’s mace in a manner recalling its primitive function. 
University maces today are, for the most part, treated as decorative emblems 
symbolizing the institution’s authority. Seen most often at commencement 
and other solemn occasions, they remind those in attendance of  the deep 
traditions inherent in a student’s journey through university studies. Like 
the word for the ceremony itself, “commencement”—which admonishes 
its participants to remember that this is a celebration of  beginnings, 
not endings—the mace turns the eye forward to the life to come by 
recalling the rich academic heritage of  higher learning and the promise 
of  attainment that comes through education and self-betterment. Our 
mace, thus, combines elements of  both the old and the new, traditional 
features like gems and stone enhanced with modern designs such as 
arcs of  faceted crystal. Both an impressive work of  art and a hallmark 
of  the university’s history, this mace brings to light everything that is 
best about Utah State University. 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY’S 
CEREMONIAL MACE
The top of  the mace depicts the circle of  learning, the cycle of  study, practice 
and tradition in which we learn, grow and teach. In the same way the students, 
alumni, professors and practitioners of  Utah State University represent our highest 
achievements, the brushed copper disk emblazoned with the university’s official 
seal crowns the mace and sends light upward in every direction, symbolizing the 
illumination of  truth reaching out across our community, our state and our world. 
The copper bezel has thirteen sunstones set into it. These symbolize the thirteen 
presidents who guided the institution through its first century. 
The white oak shaft comes from wood that was originally part of  the banisters of  Old 
Main and was rescued from the building after the fire of  1983. 
The base consists of  limestone provided by The Church of  Jesus Christ of  Latter-day 
Saints and taken from the same quarry that was used to build the Logan Temple. 
The mace of  Utah State University envisions the very essence of  our land-grant 
institution: seated in the bedrock of  our community, striving and growing ever higher, 
sealed on top by a ring of  metal, an emblem of  our timeless quest for the merits born 
of  learning. 
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• Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Maize
• Arts, Brown
• Business, Drab
• Education and Human Services, Light Blue
• Engineering, Orange
• Humanities and Social Sciences, White
• Natural Resources, Russet
• Science, Gold-Yellow
• School of  Graduate Studies, Black
• Associate and Integrated Studies Degrees, Black
ACADEMIC HERALDRY 
The history of  academic heraldry reaches back into the early days of  the university. In England in the fourteenth century, 
the statutes of  certain colleges forbade “excess in apparel” and prescribed the wearing of  a long gown. Hoods were 
used to cover the head until replaced by the skull cap and later academic caps. When American colleges and universities 
decided to adopt some suitable system of  academic apparel, it seemed best to agree on one that all might follow. 
Accordingly, there was held on May 16, 1895, at Columbia University, a conference of  representatives of  the boards of  
various interested institutions. From that meeting came a code of  academic dress for the colleges and universities of  the 
United States.
GOWNS
The academic gown for the associate and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. 
The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional 
manner. The rear part of  its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. It is designed this way so 




Academic hoods are worn by recipients of  advanced degrees. The master’s degree hoods are three-and-one-half  feet 
in length and are lined with the official color or colors of  the college or university conferring the degree, which at Utah 
State University are navy blue and white, displayed in a heraldic chevron. The doctoral hood consists of  a larger and 
longer assemblage of  institutional color draped over the recipient’s shoulders and falling well down the back. The binding 




Academic caps come in two forms: the traditional mortarboard (from Oxford) or square cap; and a soft cap that 
resembles an oversized beret (from Cambridge). The mortarboard used by Utah State University is worn with a tassel. 
The color of  the tassels designates the graduate’s major field of  learning, and gold tassels indicate doctors and the 
governing officials of  institutions.  
 
COLORS
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of  doctoral gowns, edging of  hoods and tassels of  caps, the colors 
associated with the different academic disciplines are as follows: 
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COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER & 
HONORARY DOCTORAL DEGREE
JULIE ANN ROBINSON
What do humans need to survive? Air, water, nutrients, shelter, 
sleep? At first glance, it’s a short and seemingly simple list. 
Yet, ensuring all of  these needs are met becomes increasingly 
complex at closer observation – and, beyond the familiar 
confines of  our planet.
Utah State University alumna Julie A. Robinson, as Chief  
Scientist for Human Exploration and Operations at NASA 
Headquarters, grapples with these questions on a daily basis. 
She has been a leader throughout her career and is known for 
her perseverance and curiosity. 
In 1985, as a senior at Pocatello, Idaho’s Highland High 
School, Robinson persisted in her plans to attend college 
despite financial hardships at home. She remained hopeful 
as she planned to pursue full-time work to fund her delayed 
educational plans. A call from Utah State University came, with 
an offer for a four-year, full tuition Presidential Scholarship. 
In Logan the Honors student chose chemistry and biology 
as majors and immersed herself  in undergraduate research. 
As an undergraduate, she participated in research before 
undergraduate research was formalized and as common as it 
is today, which provided a critical foundation for her career 
path and professional success. Key mentors, including the 
late Joseph K.-K. Li, along with Karen and Joseph Morse, 
encouraged her to pursue graduate study. She earned a doctoral 
degree in ecology, evolution, and conservation biology from 
the University of  Nevada, Reno in 1996.
Beginning her career with Lockheed Martin in the Image 
Science Laboratory at the Johnson Space Center, Robinson 
would go on to lead major NASA-sponsored scientific projects 
and facilitate a distribution network for global maps of  coral 
reefs in the developing world.
Within two years of  joining NASA as a civil servant at 
Houston’s Johnson Space Center in 2004, Robinson was named 
deputy ISS program scientist. As a leader in the space agency’s 
interdisciplinary process, she has grabbed the reins to prioritize 
countless research ideas and distill an integrated approach 
from concept to design, assembly, and use.. Her professional 
experience is highly interdisciplinary and has included virology, 
analytical chemistry, genetics, statistics, animal behavior, field 
biology, Earth science and remote sensing.
In 2007, Robinson became the International Space Station 
Program Chief  Scientist and is now at NASA Headquarters as 
the Chief  Scientist for Human Exploration and Operations. 
She provides science advice at the highest levels of  the agency, 
promoting exploration research and demonstration strategies 
onboard the ISS and other human spaceflight platforms. 
She founded the ISS Program Science Forum, made up of  
her counterparts from each ISS partner agency, increasing 
international collaboration and effective use of  ISS by 
scientists from more than 100 countries. In 2011, Robinson 
was awarded the NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal.
Robinson stands side by side with scientists and engineers at 
NASA who work synergistically and are driven by a passion 
for understanding the ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ of  the universe. Her 
passion will drive advancements in human space travel, and 
allow people to explore and thrive beyond the Earth.
For her courage and willingness to take risks, her leadership, 
and for her work in the advancement of  women in science, 
Utah State University is proud to bestow on Julie A. Robinson 




Linda Skidmore Daines is known for her passion for 
two worlds: the arts and business. An alumnus of  Utah 
State University, Daines has risen to the upper echelons 
of  high finance through her work at Goldman Sachs, 
but she has always retained her love of  the arts and 
humanities. 
A native of  Logan, Utah, Daines majored in cello 
performance at USU and married Richard F. Daines. 
Together they moved to New York City where she 
worked at The Spence School, a leading private girls 
school, as a music teacher and music department chair. 
Her passion for self-education continued as she studied 
under Claus Adam of  the Juilliard String Quartet and 
performed with The New Amsterdam Symphony 
Orchestra. While raising three children, she also pursued 
a master’s in arts administration and obtained an MBA 
from Columbia University. 
In 1984, Daines joined Goldman Sachs and in 2001 
became one of  the first female Managing Directors in 
Private Wealth Management at the firm. Over her 35-year 
career at Goldman Sachs, she has advised significant 
families, foundations, endowments, private companies 
and pensions on their investments. 
She serves as a trustee of  The Chamber Music Society 
of  Lincoln Center, The School of  American Ballet, and 
The Utah Journalism Foundation. She also serves on 
the Board of  Cache Valley Bank, the National Advisory 
Council for Brigham Young University and on USU’s 
Leonard Arrington Council and the Dean’s Advancement 
Council at the Caine College of  the Arts.
Throughout her career in business and her pursuit of  
community impact, Daines has maintained extensive 
involvement with USU’s Caine College of  the Arts, 
committing her time and resources to scholars in all 
fields. Her dedication to preserving and celebrating 
history and heritage provides students a role model of  
passion, generosity, and community impact.
For her professional achievements, her contribution to 
the world as a humanitarian and lifelong learner, and 
her commitment to advancing women in the studies of  
both arts and business, Utah State University is proud 
to bestow upon Linda Skidmore Daines the honorary 




Karen W. Morse is a proven leader thanks to an illustrious 
career that included numerous accolades from the scientific 
community due to her expertise in chemistry, but also because 
of  her work alongside many peers to change the status of  
women on the university campus.
From a career beginning as a research chemist at the Ballistic 
Research Lab at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland, 
and culminating in her serving as the first female president of  
Western Washington University, Dr. Morse has been known 
as a trailblazer and inspiration for women pursuing science 
careers in academia. 
Dr. Morse joined Utah State University’s Department of  
Chemistry in 1968 as a part-time lecturer, one of  only two 
female faculty in the College of  Science at the time. Her time 
at the university would create many opportunities to lead in a 
time of  great change. During her quarter of  a century at USU, 
Dr. Morse was named the first female department head of  
chemistry, one of  just three women in the United States at the 
time serving in that capacity in the area of  the sciences; was the 
first female dean of  science, the only female dean of  science 
at a research university; and was the first female vice president 
and provost of  academic affairs. 
Throughout her career in academia, Dr. Morse continued 
to pursue and further her chemistry research. She has three 
patents to her name, has been published extensively in the field 
of  chemistry, and was actively involved with the American 
Chemical Society and the National Science Foundation, serving 
on numerous committees, boards, and review panels. In April 
1997, Dr. Morse received the Francis P. Garvan-John M. 
Olin Award, one of  the American Chemical Society’s highest 
honors. She is also a fellow of  the American Association for 
the Advancement of  Science.
Involvement with female colleagues early on in her career led 
Dr. Morse to become an advocate for issues facing women in 
academia. She became an integral part of  the USU Status of  
Women Committee in order to help improve the standing of  
female faculty and students. Dr. Morse’s role as a mentor to 
fellow women on campus, including female students, would 
play an ever-increasing role throughout her life. Early in her 
career, she served as faculty advisor to the newly formed 
female physics students club, still in existence today as the USU 
Women in Physics Group. This passion would lead Dr. Morse 
and her husband Joseph, who served as director of  Honors 
and as an associate professor of  chemistry, to create the Morse 
Scholarship at USU, an endowment to assist future generations 
of  students in the Honors Program. Later, at Western 
Washington University, Dr. Morse established the Karen 
W. Morse Institute for Leadership at Western Washington 
University to provide opportunities for students to learn 
about and develop their leadership potential through academic 
courses, professional speakers, and a collaborative learning and 
leading experience. 
During Dr. Morse’s tenure as president from 1993 to 2008, 
Western Washington University experienced tremendous 
growth – of  the campus, the faculty, and the student 
body – while elevating its national reputation. She credits 
her success as a leader to the foundation Utah State 
University provided for her, particularly with its focus on 
student involvement in scholarly activity and excellence and 
commitment in the classroom. 
For her inspirational leadership and success in research, as well 
as for her unwavering commitment to provide opportunities 
for supporting and advancing women in the studies of  science, 
Utah State University is proud to bestow upon Karen W. 




I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate and celebrate the accomplishments of  our 2020-21 graduates. 
This is a milestone you have fought hard to achieve. But it is impossible to celebrate the success of  graduates without 
recognizing, as well, their teachers. I am confident there are many within the faculty, administration, and even your 
parents, who would not have enjoyed present successes without the influence of  great teachers in our lives. Author 
Pat Conroy put it this way: “If  there is more important work than teaching, I hope to learn about it before I die.” 
With this in mind, I’d like to take a moment to invite each graduate to think about the faculty, advisors, and staff  who have 
helped you succeed in your goal to earn this degree. I challenge you to find a way to express your appreciation to them.
In the following pages you will read about the recipients of  this year’s faculty awards encompassing teaching, research, 
extension, and service. These recipients aptly represent the mission of  Utah State University to “serve the public 
through learning, discovery, and engagement.” We are very proud of  them and acknowledge that they are faculty who 
are indicative of  their peers.
As graduates, now is the time for you to apply all you have learned. It is my earnest hope that you have learned more 
than facts and figures or definitions and dates. I suspect you have also learned about compassion, leadership, critical 
thinking, teamwork, and so many other attributes and skills. The world needs thinking and feeling citizens. It needs 
“citizen scholars.”
Please remember that wherever you go, you will always take a bit of  USU pride with you. Your heritage now includes 
a USU degree, and you’ve earned it! Congratulations, and Go Aggies!
Sincerely,
Francis D. Galey
Executive Vice President and Provost
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CAZIER LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
R. RYAN DUPONT
Dr. Dupont has more than 38 years of  experience teaching and conducting 
applied and basic research in environmental engineering at the Utah Water 
Research Laboratory. He received a BS in Civil Engineering, and an MS 
and PhD in Environmental Health Engineering from the University of  
Kansas. He is a Professor of  Civil and Environmental Engineering, served 
as the Head of  the Environmental Engineering Division, was instrumental 
in establishing an Undergraduate Program in Environmental Engineering 
at USU, and has been responsible for attracting more than $6.8 million 
in extramural funding. Dr. Dupont was recognized as an Outstanding 
Young Engineering Educator by the American Society of  Engineering 
Education in 1988 and used the stipend provided to establish a scholarship 
for women and minorities that has provided financial assistance to 
approximately 25 students. In 2015 he was the recipient of  the Richard 
I. Stessel Waste Management Award, for “distinguished achievement as 
an educator in the field of  waste management” from the Air and Waste 
Management Association.
Dr. Dupont has been actively involved in Engineers without Borders as a faculty advisor to the Mexico Team and 
supervised student research with biosand filters that have been implemented within the community of  La Salitrera. 
His community-based research has also involved technical support to communities throughout Utah, including 
providing technical assistance in the implementation of  a central sewer system in Smithfield, evaluation of  water 
supply and wastewater reuse options for Cedar City, and analysis of  the environmental impact of  expansion of  green 
waste recycling in Salt Lake County. In addition, Ryan has participated in three USU Community Bridge Initiative 
projects with Logan City providing a cost/benefit analysis of  rural recycling in Cache Valley, evaluating energy 
recovery alternatives and analyzing options for nutrient removal process optimization at the new Logan Regional 
Wastewater Treatment Plant. Ryan served on the Solid Waste Management Council for Salt Lake County and the 
State of  Utah Hazardous Waste Control Board and currently serves on the Cache County Solid Waste Advisory 
Board and Logan City Renewable Energy and Sustainability Advisory Board, all in the role as Technical Expert. 
He has been involved in Community Science and Technology Outreach activities with USU satellite campuses in 
Blanding and Moab and has participated in the Native American Student Program in the College of  Science. Ryan’s 
most recent community outreach activities have focused on support of  university actions to limit COVID spread on 
campus in the sampling of  wastewater from on-campus student housing units. 
– 13 –
D. WYNNE THORNE CAREER RESEARCH AWARD
RONALD SIMS
Dr. Ronald Sims, professor in the Biological Engineering Department, has 
been making his mark at Utah State University and beyond for nearly 40 
years. Dr. Sims has proven himself  dedicated to tackling the challenges 
of  harmful algal blooms, agricultural sustainability, as well as sustainable 
energy. His focus on protecting public health and the environment through 
biological science-based engineering has been a critical component to 
his success. Dr. Sims received his bachelor’s degree at the University of  
Dayton, and his first master’s degree from the University of  North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, followed by his second master’s at Washington State 
University. He received his Ph.D. from North Carolina State University. 
Even before he founded the Biological Engineering Department at USU, he 
taught, researched, and mentored students in the division of  Environmental 
Engineering within the Department of  Civil and Environmental 
Engineering when he was hired in 1982. Dr. Sims has served as the head 
of  the Biological and Irrigation Engineering Department and was the 
founding head of  the Biological Engineering Department. Dr. Sims was 
the director of  the Utah Water Research Laboratory and has been the 
co-director of  the Sustainable Waste to Bioproduct Engineering Center for more than a decade. Dr. Sims’ research 
has brought in over $15 million of  external funding, including nearly $2 million granted by the U.S. Department of  
Energy in 2020 for his work on wastewater treatment. He has more than 260 publications to his name, and, according 
to Google Scholar, he been cited nearly 9,000 times in other articles and books. He has been recognized as a fellow by 
both the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering—representing the top two percent of  the medical 
and biological engineering community—and the Institute of  Biological Engineering, of  which he was president in 
2012. He received the prestigious Utah Governor’s Medal for Science and Technology in 1993. At USU, he has served 
in many capacities beyond educator and researcher. He mentors between 60 and 80 students each year and has served 
as faculty advisor or major professor for 52 Ph.D. and master’s students. For his exceptional research, teaching and 
service achievements, Dr. Sims is highly deserving of  the 2021 D. Wynne Thorne Career Research Award.
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E. G. PETERSON EXTENSION AWARD
KATHY RIGGS
Kathy Riggs is an Extension professor, assisting those in Iron County with 
her professional skills, talents, and positivity. She began her Extension 
career in Juab County over 38 years ago. 
Kathy provides leadership and support for family and consumer sciences 
and 4-H programs. She has obtained grant funding to support much 
needed after-school programs. She has developed many partnerships that 
promote positive youth development as she has served those in high-needs 
demographics. 
Kathy has served on 29 promotion and tenure advisory committees. 
She has held leadership positions in all state and national professional 
associations, most recently as a member of  the National Extension 
Association of  Family and Consumer Sciences board. She recently 
completed a term on the National Association of  Extension 4-H Youth 
Development board of  trustees as Western Region director.
As the Extension representative, Kathy served for two terms on Faculty Senate. She currently serves Extension Home 
and Community faculty as assistant editor for the FastTrack publication tracking system. She also serves as a member 
of  the Faculty and Staff  Hiring, Retention and Success Working Group, which is part of  President Cockett’s Diversity 
and Inclusion Task Force.
Kathy has a history of  motivating and being inclusive of  both new and experienced faculty. Many Extension 
employees have benefited from her mentoring and support throughout their careers. Kathy is appreciated, respected, 
and admired, and she truly exemplifies the 4-H motto to “Make the Best Better.”
The E. G. Peterson Extension Award honors the USU Extension faculty member who has provided outstanding 
service to the state. Kathy has done just that for those she serves in Extension, her community, and Utah.
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FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
JOYCE KINKEAD
Not one segment of  the tripartite mission of  Utah State University—
teaching, research, and service—has been overlooked by Joyce Kinkead, 
Distinguished Professor of  English. Recognized nationally and locally 
as a teacher and researcher, she has never forgotten the responsibility 
and opportunity to serve USU. She follows a philosophy of  “servant 
leadership,” the main goal of  which is to build better organizations, enrich 
individual lives, and create a more caring world. She shares power and helps 
others develop as leaders. A cornerstone of  shared governance is faculty 
involvement in decision-making. Her leadership of  the General Education 
Reform Task Force in the mid-1990s exemplified this approach. In addition 
to the central committee, she created sub-committees involving nearly 100 
faculty to provide input and advice. 
Hired as Director of  the Writing Center in 1982, almost immediately 
she became involved in faculty service when invited to join the Remedial 
Education Committee. It was a welcome opportunity to meet colleagues 
from across campus and form relationships. Faculty members are often in 
academic silos, but one of  the most rewarding experiences for her proved to be serving on a small task force focused 
on retention in 2001. The group included institutional research and Student Services personnel. They called students 
who had not returned to USU, uncovered the reasons behind those decisions, and then set about enacting policies and 
practices to change retention numbers. That led to USU’s first comprehensive enrollment management and marketing 
initiative that literally changed the face of  the institution as well as a national award for improved retention rates. This 
initiative to improve student success at USU was only the first in a steady stream of  service initiatives. Fast-forward 
to 2020 as Dr. Kinkead concludes her role as co-chair of  President Cockett’s Year of  the Woman celebration, the 
evidence of  which is visible in more than 80 news stories about Aggie women past and present as well as permanent 
signage on campus buildings named in honor of  distinguished women. Over a nearly 40-year career at USU, on 
dozens of  significant committees, Professor Kinkead has dedicated herself  to having a positive impact on the 
institution and the lives of  faculty and students.
– 16 –
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
REGAN ZANE
Dr. Regan Zane is the first and only David G. and Diann L. Sant Endowed 
Professor in the College of  Engineering at Utah State University. His 
research programs cover key aspects of  electrified transportation charging 
systems and infrastructure, from battery, vehicle, and charging systems 
to grid integration, smart-charge management, demand response and 
distributed energy resources. While at USU, Dr. Zane has founded the USU 
Power Electronics Lab (UPEL), the Electric Vehicle and Roadway (EVR) 
research facility and test track—the first of  its kind in the U.S.—and the 
Battery Limits and Survivability Test (BLAST) lab. He has published more 
than 200 journal articles and peer-reviewed papers—at least 100 during his 
time at USU—and has been awarded 17 patents in the same time frame, 
with a career total of  26. Dr. Zane’s research has brought tens of  millions 
of  dollars of  state, federal, and private industry funding into USU, and 
he was awarded the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department’s 
Researcher of  the Year Award in 2017. In addition to his research, Dr. 
Zane designed USU’s power electronics curriculum from the ground up, 
from general undergraduate to graduate-level courses. In 2020, Dr. Zane 
was awarded a five-year, $26 million grant from the National Science Foundation for an international engineering 
research center to transform transportation and electric utilities—the two largest industries in the U.S. The Advancing 
Sustainability through Powered Infrastructure for Roadway Electrification center (ASPIRE) brings together nine 
universities, 55 faculty, four national labs and more than 50 other industry partners. His direction of  ASPIRE lead to 
Dr. Zane being named the Utah Clean Cities Sustainability Partner of  the Year in 2020. Dr. Zane’s innovation, vision, 
and dedication to a more sustainable future through research and partnerships make him highly deserving of  the 2021 
Utah State University Faculty Researcher of  the Year Award.
– 17 –
ELDON J. GARDNER TEACHING AWARD
HELOISA RUTIGLIANO
Dr. Heloisa Rutigliano teaches complex subjects in clear and creative 
ways to students of  animal science and future veterinarians in Utah State 
University’s School of  Veterinary Medicine. She is also an esteemed 
researcher whose teaching is not reserved for the classroom. 
Dr. Rutigliano’s lab welcomes students who are willing to learn and 
work—including those with little or no laboratory experience—and she 
guides them in making meaningful discoveries and contributions to the 
field of  animal science.
She currently teaches courses in animal physiology, immunology, 
endocrinology, and veterinary ethics and professionalism. Dr. Rutigliano’s 
students note that she begins each semester stressing her desire for them 
to succeed and making it clear that she welcomes their questions in and 
outside of  class time. Students appreciate her use of  activities such as 
case studies that let them apply and test their knowledge without negative 
effects on their grades and praise her interest and concern for each one of  
them as a whole person and not just their performance in her class.
In addition to her understanding of  the demanding animal science subjects she teaches, Dr. Rutigliano is an avid 
student of  evolving methods of  learning and teaching. She established an Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences 
Department Learning Circle where faculty come together to improve their teaching practices. In 2020, that included 
virtual gatherings of  faculty who worked to improve their online teaching.
In 2017, Dr. Rutigliano was honored with the Outstanding Year-1 Teaching Award in the Washington-Idaho-
Montana-Utah Regional Program in Veterinary Medicine. In 2019, she was named a Fellow of  the Regional 
Teaching Academy of  the Consortium of  West Region Colleges of  Veterinary Medicine. In 2011, she received the 
Outstanding Young Investigator Award from the American Society for Reproductive Immunology.
Dr. Rutigliano earned her Doctor of  Veterinary Medicine degree at Sao Paulo State University in her native Brazil, 




Caine College of  the Arts
Sara Bakker is Assistant Professor of  Music in the Caine College of  
the Arts. Her passion for teaching impacts everything she does at Utah 
State University, from formal classroom teaching to community teaching 
opportunities, to research, and service. 
In her classroom teaching, Dr. Bakker makes music theory applicable 
to students at a variety of  levels, from non-music majors with limited 
background in music to undergraduate and graduate music majors with 
divergent program needs. She emphasizes student-choice in repertoire and 
format throughout the curriculum, helping students integrate their written 
and aural music theory skills into their regular musical practice. She creates 
stylistic composition projects and prose writing assignments to develop 
critical thinking and analyzes a variety of  musical styles, from Western 
tonal music to jazz and popular music to contemporary art music by living 
composers. She draws especially on music by women and composers of  
color, and engages students in social issues that are impacting the field of  music, including access, representation, 
and climate change. To accommodate coronavirus safety, she developed a successful blend of  synchronous 
and asynchronous learning in all of  her classes, combining recorded mini-lectures, substantive group work, and 
synchronous, interactive lectures.
Outside of  the classroom, Dr. Bakker models Public Music Theory for her students, offering informal learning 
opportunities for the broader Utah State University community. She has given preconcert lectures and written 
program notes for the Chamber Music Society of  Logan, American Festival Chorus and Orchestra, and a variety of  
other concerts and events throughout the Music Department. 
In her pedagogy research, Dr. Bakker focuses on practical ways the Scholarship of  Teaching and Learning can impact 
the music theory classroom. She has published on how to use evaluation as a motivational tool, how to incorporate 
prose writing into the music theory curriculum, and how to create Bloom-inspired learning objectives for music 
theory. Currently, she is working on collaborative research with regional, national, and international scholars to make 
music theory teaching more effective based on findings about learning in cognitive science.
Finally, teaching also features prominently in Dr. Bakker’s service portfolio. She is director of  the Caine Scholars for 
Excellence Program, a competitive scholarship for students in music, theatre, and art and design. She develops annual 
themes, organizes biweekly discussion meetings, and plans experiences and travel that expand the life-experience of  
future leaders in the arts. She is also the Department’s Honors Departmental Advisor in music, offering feedback on 
student-developed projects and helping them navigate ways to make the program meaningful to them. Additionally, 
Dr. Bakker serves on USU’s Empowering Teaching Excellence Faculty Committee, is a textbook reviewer for Oxford 




College of  Engineering
Jackson Graham is a Professional Practice Assistant Professor in USU’s 
Department of  Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering. He graduated 
with bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of  Florida 
in Gainesville and joined USU in the spring of  2015 as a lab engineer 
and instructor. He implemented sweeping changes to the department, 
developing new laboratory experiments that reinforce mechanical 
engineering concepts and improve the lab experience for students. In 2016 
he began teaching the engineering graphics course and an upper-level 
course on special problems in engineering. Today, Jackson leads the senior 
capstone program, a two-semester experiential learning course in which 
students develop solutions for real-world engineering problems.
Prior to joining USU, Jackson served in the United States Army from 2004 
to 2008. He attended the Army’s Ordinance Center and Schools at the 
Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland, which is recognized as one of  the 
nation’s most important research and development, testing, and evaluation facilities for military equipment. He was 
trained as a wheeled vehicle mechanic and received an additional skill identifier for electrical systems repair. He later 
served tours in Europe and the Middle East as a vehicle mechanic. He has also worked for the U.S. Forest Service as a 
trail crew technician, building trails in the Teton Wilderness Area using only hand tools and explosives.
Jackson is also a skilled designer. For his master’s degree, he designed and manufactured a prototype of  an emergency 
braking device for tractor trailers. He also designed an autonomous watercraft that has a novel rim-driven propulsion 
system. The vessel design earned him an innovation award at the 2014 Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems 




College of  Humanities and Social Science
Jeannie L. Johnson is the Director of  the groundbreaking Center for 
Anticipatory Intelligence (CAI) on USU’s campus. First in the nation, the 
Anticipatory Intelligence program she and her teaching team launched 
three years ago fuses STEM and social science expertise to tackle complex 
security concerns resulting from converging trends in emergent tech, 
bioengineering, data science, and a changing climate. Students involved in 
the program are immersed in a truly interdisciplinary environment—CAI’s 
90 students hail from over 35 different majors—and combine their diverse 
expertise and wide range of  cognitive skills to create powerful problem- 
solving teams.
Dr. Johnson’s courses have a reputation for being some of  the most 
rigorous on campus. Students in her classes report both one of  the most 
difficult semesters of  their career and one of  the most transformative. She 
and her teaching team deliver experiential learning infused with real-world simulations, relentless training in research 
and writing, and complex strategic thinking. Students develop a wide range of  analytical tools to anticipate threats 
and design strategies of  resilience. This combination of  skills prepares CAI graduates for leadership within the US 
national security community and for placement in key roles across the private sector.
Dr. Johnson worked within the Central Intelligence Agency’s Directorate of  Intelligence from 1998-1999 and served 
with the US State Department in Embassies in Paris and Zagreb. She and CAI co-founder Matt Berrett designed the 
Cultural Topography Framework—a cultural analysis tool which remains the analytic method of  choice across the US 
intelligence community. Dr. Johnson is an active consultant for the US intelligence community and advises intelligence 
and military communities in Britain and Canada. She participates in a variety of  roles for the US State Department 
and military services in order to improve understanding of  the cultural contexts in which we operate abroad.




College of  Science
When students and alumni describe Mike Christiansen, associate 
professor of  organic chemistry and chemistry education, they recount his 
patience and methodical skill in explaining complex concepts in engaging 
lectures. Teaching through in-person, IVC broadcast and online formats, 
Christiansen makes use of  varied technologies to provide students with 
ready access to a vast library of  learning materials. He has created nearly 
750 online YouTube chemistry tutorials, which have garnered more than 
five million views. In addition, Christiansen is a prolific writer and actively 
publishes in the area of  chemistry teaching. He recently published the 
online textbook, Organic Chemistry Unleashed, which covers concepts in 
both written and video form and has a question-and-answer bank with 
more than 1,200 answer videos. Christiansen leads the department in 
publishing papers in teaching pedagogy, with 13-peer reviewed papers and 
book chapters in chemical education. Beyond the classroom, Christiansen 
mentors aspiring researchers, and many of  his students have earned 
awards, including the university’s undergraduate research grants and “College of  Science Undergraduate Researcher 
of  the Year.” More than a few alumni, who are now professionals in health care, research and education, confess they 
often return to Christiansen’s lectures to refresh and hone their chemistry skills. They also credit Christiansen with 
encouraging them not to give up on ambitious academic and career plans. Many say they now hold the title “Doctor,” 




Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human Services
Creating Learners of  Science: Dr. Kimberly H. Lott: Teacher of  the Year
Honored as the Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human 
Services Teacher of  the Year, Dr. Kimberly Lott believes in the power and 
impact of  engaging science learning experiences. In both her career as a 
secondary science teacher and her role as an undergraduate instructor, she 
understands the value in students developing a deeper understanding of  
science and science teaching through their own engagement.
Dr. Lott taught secondary school science for six years before getting her 
doctorate in 2002. She joined the faculty at Utah State University in 2007, 
where she taught science teaching methods courses for both undergraduate 
and graduate students and was promoted to Associate Professor of  
Science Education in 2014. Her teaching philosophy is firmly rooted in a 
constructivist inquiry approach in which students actively build their own 
knowledge through exploration and discussions. By experiencing the process of  scientific discovery themselves, future 
teachers have a greater depth of  knowledge to draw from to help their students make the same connections.
 “I feel the biggest reward when students come to me after completing my course to tell me how much they learned 
and that now science is their favorite subject to teach,” Lott said. Her students are given ample opportunities to try 
new methodologies in real classrooms, giving them the confidence to teach science in their own classrooms later. “Dr. 
Lott has a great passion for education and preparing teachers to enter the classroom,” said Nicole Nielsen Brooksby, 
undergraduate student. “Through her experience-based learning approach in the college classroom, we had the 
opportunity to learn scientific concepts hands on. This approach left me and many of  my peers with a knowledge and 
passion for teaching science.”
 
Dr. Lott currently serves as coordinator and initial advisor for all of  the School of  Teacher Education and Leadership’s 
master’s programs and students, and she also advises multiple students in the science doctoral program. In addition 
to her work at USU, Dr. Lott uses her expertise to support teachers throughout the state of  Utah. Her recent grant 
from the Utah State Board of  Education is focused on training teachers to integrate science and literacy skills. She is a 




Jon M. Huntsman School of  Business
Dr. Bret Crane, Assistant Professor of  Leadership at the Jon M. Huntsman 
School of  Business and Associate Director of  the Stephen R. Covey 
Leadership Center at Utah State University
Active learning is transformative. Guided by this philosophy, Assistant 
Professor of  Leadership Bret Crane at Utah State University’s Jon M. 
Huntsman School of  Business emboldens students to become leaders 
that act with courage to make a difference in the world. Coming from a 
business background, Dr. Crane engages students in practical, real-time 
leadership experience, both in the classroom and in the community. As 
a teacher and as Associate Director of  the Stephen R. Covey Leadership 
Center at Utah State University, Dr. Crane has developed a number of  
leadership programs and opportunities since joining USU’s faculty in 2015. 
Nearly 1,500 students have participated in these programs, which include 
Strength-based Coaching (students receive one-on-one training to learn 
how to lead by leveraging their individual strengths), the 7 Habits Journey (a cohort-based learning model that helps 
students set goals for personal improvement), the Leadership Challenge for Elementary Schools (USU students 
go into local schools to teach and train the next generation of  principled leaders), the International Leadership 
Experience (students develop and practice leadership in a group setting and present solutions to companies in the 
United Kingdom), the Executive Challenge (a virtual leadership case competition, which will include international 
participants this year), and Leadership Week (daily activities, leadership - based service opportunities, and forums 
featuring executives from leading global businesses and organizations). In the words of  his students, Dr. Crane 
“connects with each student in his class,” and is known for learning all their names. He is among his students’ “most 
trusted academic mentors” and “he also does more than just teach leadership principles; he also lives them.” Dr. 
Crane has published over 8 articles across a variety of  journals including Journal of  Business Ethics, Journal of  World 
Business, Business & Society, and Human Resource Development Review. Dr. Crane was previously a Visiting Professor 
at the George Washington School of  Business in Washington, DC. Prior to entering academia, he worked in the 
technology and real estate industries. He has a Ph.D. in Business Administration from the Darden School of  




S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of  Natural Resources
Mark Chynoweth is an Assistant Professor in the Department of  Wildland 
Resources in the Quinney College of  Natural Resources. He joined QCNR 
in August of  2017 and has quickly become a teaching, mentoring force in 
the college. Located in the Uintah Basin, Mark teaches a full load while 
mentoring and building partnerships. He teaches six core courses across 
three different formats: face-to-face, broadcast, and online. His teaching 
abilities and talents have not been slowed down by the pandemic. Along 
with a heavy teaching load, he has also developed nine courses since joining 
QNCR that cover a wide breadth of  topics. He excels at the challenges of  
delivering a great learning experience in different formats and topics.
After spending three years on Catalina Island working as a marine science 
instructor, teaching students in marine ecology, Mark completed his 
masters at the University of  Hawaii at Manoa and, in 2017, his Ph.D. at 
the University of  Utah, where he worked to increase protected areas for 
large carnivores. Never slowing down in his momentum, he has taken to his role in QCNR with enthusiasm and hard 
work. He has spent the last seven years conducting fieldwork in northeastern Turkey focused on brown bears, gray 
wolves, and Eurasian lynx; he is involved with the Wildlife Society and was recently elected to the executive board of  
their College and University Education Working Group; and he is engaged in building internship opportunities for the 
students in the Uinta Basin Mentoring Program.
Mark lives in Vernal, Utah with his wife, two dogs, and six chickens. In his free time, Mark enjoys human-powered 
exploration of  the outdoors. He especially enjoys mountain biking (McCoy Flats), backcountry skiing (Ashley National 




GRADUATE MENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
JR Dennison, Physics; College of  Science
 
JR Dennison merged space research strengths at USU 
with his interest in electron scattering to establish the 
Materials Physics Group. Since arriving at Utah State in 
1988, Dennison has mentored more than 40 graduate 
and 140 undergraduate student researchers. On average, 
his doctorate students are lead authors on three papers 
and secondary authors on an additional six.
 
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE 
YEAR AWARD
Brian Champagne, Journalism and Communication; College 
of  Humanities and Social Sciences
Because he is uniquely situated in both the professional 
and academic worlds, Brian Champagne’s students 
receive on-the-job mentoring and counsel for their future 
careers. Many assignments in his classes find their way on 
air at Utah Public Radio, or into the hands of  newspaper 
editors and ultimately launch careers.
 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FACULTY 
MENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
Breanne Litts, Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences; 
Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human Services
 
Breanne Litts investigates how people learn through 
making, designing and producing at the intersection of  
the physical and digital worlds. Her lab draws a diverse set 
of  undergraduate students from across the colleges at the 
university. Litts’ mentees are encouraged and supported in 
developing their own projects and engage in peer-to-peer 
mentoring—something appreciated and celebrated by 
many of  her students, both current and former.
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SPECIAL HONORS AND CERTIFICATES
VALEDICTORIANS
Caine College of  the Arts
Amber Archibald
College of  Agriculture and Applied Sciences
Jeffrey Austin
College of  Engineering
Joshua Ward
College of  Humanities and Social Sciences
Anny Spencer
College of  Science
Nicole Anderson
Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education 
and Human Services
Maegyn Ipsen
Jon M. Huntsman School of  Business
Jack DeSpain
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of  Natural Resources
Maria Catalano
STUDENT AWARDS
Master’s Student Researcher of  the Year
Emma Doden
Doctoral Student Researcher of  the Year
Spencer Hudson
Graduate Student Teacher of  the Year
Juan Estrada
Peak Prize: Undergraduate Researcher of  the Year
Noah Braeger
Scholar of  the Year
Andrew Kjar
Legacy of  Utah State Award
Ashley Morrey
Female Athlete of  the Year
Autumn DeHarde
Male Athlete of  the Year
Neemias Queta
Talent of  the Year
Sara Lynn Naylor
Achievement of  the Year
Jenn Ha
Organization of  the Year
Huntsman Pro-Sales
Val R. Christensen Service Award





















































































































































2020-2021 Graduates of  USU Statewide Campuses 
 
CONGRATULATIONS! You have completed your degree or credential program at one of  Utah State University’s 
Statewide campuses located throughout our beautiful state. As USU’s Vice President of  Statewide Campuses, it is my 
privilege and honor to recognize your achievement and celebrate your success with you. Your accomplishments are 
especially laudable because of  the unprecedented challenges and measures imposed on you and USU, by COVID-19, 
for more than a year.  While these disruptive changes were necessary to keep you and everyone at USU healthy and 
safe, you endured and overcame these hardships. I’m so very proud of  each of  you for getting through these difficult 
times and completing your program. 
 
This year 1731 USU students are able to participate in the extraordinarily heartwarming commencement activities 
and celebrations taking place at USU’s Statewide campuses.  Your 2021 Class of  Statewide graduates completed these 
numbers of  degrees and credentials: 614 Bachelor’s, 610 Associates, 318 Masters, 4 Doctoral, and 185 certificates.  
These impressive numbers reflect the mission and values of  the USU Statewide system, which serves communities 
across Utah by providing outstanding opportunities for access to higher education and learning.  
 
USU recognizes the great value you place on your education and attainment of  this very special achievement. It is our 
hope that you are now positioned for a successful career and a prosperous, meaningful, and happy life. Thank you for 
choosing Utah State University for your college education. It has been our pleasure to serve you and USU will eagerly 
watch your future success with pride.  
 
Once again, congratulations Statewide members of  the USU Class of  2021! 
Laurens H. Smith, PhD
Vice President of  Statewide Campuses
MESSAGE FROM VICE PRESIDENT
LAURENS H. SMITH
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Congratulations 2020-21 graduate degree recipients! We are proud of  you and delighted with your achievements. We 
look forward to following your careers in the years to come, and are confident that you will be among the leaders in 
society.
The world that you are about to enter is quite different from the one that existed when you first started graduate 
studies at Utah State University. The COVID pandemic has been one of  the great crises of  a generation, and it is to 
your immense credit that you have been able to overcome the barriers and stresses caused by COVID in addition to 
your program requirements to complete your graduate degrees.
Graduate education is special in that you get to take a deep dive into an area of  study that you are passionate about, 
learning methods, theories, and approaches at a very high level. It is exactly these attributes that will help you address 
the major crises we may face in the future, including global climate change, social inequity and, dare I say it, possible 
future pandemics. We hope that all the education you have received has made you a lifelong learner and that what you 
have learned in your graduate program will be a foundational rock for what you choose do in the future.
As you leave USU and move forward with your careers, we hope you take time for a moment of  reflection, of  what 
you have seen and learned, of  the many interactions with fellow graduate students, of  the support of  loved ones, and 




Interim Vice Provost of  Graduate Education
MESSAGE FROM INTERIM VICE PROVOST OF 
GRADUATE EDUCATION




You did it! You are graduating with a degree that will open doors to many incredible adventures in your life. The tenacity and dedication 
that were required to persevere in the face of  a worldwide pandemic will also serve you well throughout your life.  
This year, I have thought often of  Maya Angelou’s beautiful words: “Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you 
know better, do better.” I love this quote because it reminds me that am both enough, and can be more. This year we have learned to 
care for each other with more intention and grace. I firmly believe that your graduating class of  2021 is creating a better tomorrow.
The Dalai Lama said “Give the ones you love wings to fly, roots to come back and reasons to stay.” As USU alumni, you are all 
part of  the Aggie Family. You have roots here, and we celebrate your launch. As president of  the Utah State University Alumni 
Association, I invite you to engage with the Alumni Association. USU will continue to provide opportunities for you to participate, 
connect and stay involved. You always have a home here. From Homecoming weekend and world-class arts events, to finding 
mentors in your field of  work and staying connected with treasured classmates, the Aggie Family takes care of  one another. 
 
Engaging with fellow Aggies is key to making the most of  your Utah State experience. Joining the Aggie Network (AggieNetwork.usu.
edu) puts you in touch with USU alumni, faculty, staff  and other professionals ready to offer career advice and help you expand your 
professional circle. A free service to all USU alumni, the Aggie Network gives you access to job and internship opportunities and 
provides helpful academic and employment resources as you begin your career.
  
As a new graduate, please consider showing your Aggie pride by purchasing an Aggie license plate, or using an Aggie affinity credit card. 
With proceeds going toward student scholarships, these are easy ways to give back and help future generations of  students while showing 
you are a True Blue Aggie. Find out more about these opportunities at usu.edu/alumni.
 
There are more opportunities than ever to do things differently, to change the world for the better, to leave your mark. We wish you 




Laurel Cannon Alder, BA ’92
USU Alumni Association President
 
Stay in touch!
alumni@usu.edu | usu.edu/alumni | AggieNetwork.usu.edu




LATIN SCHOLASTIC HONOR DESIGNATIONS
Latin Scholastic Designations at graduation are earned by completing a minimum of  40 USU credits and are based solely 
on the USU GPA, as follows: 
^ Summa Cum Laude 3.95 to 4.00 GPA
+ Magna Cum Laude 3.80 to 3.94 GPA 
* Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.79 GPA
These designations will appear on the diploma and on the official transcript.
HONORS FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
Honors are based solely on the USU GPA, as follows:
^^ High Honors 3.75 to 4.00 GPA
** Honors  3.50 to 3.74 GPA
These designations will appear only on the official transcript. 
DEGREES EARNED
C Certificate
CC Certificate of  Completion
CP Certificate of  Proficiency 
AS Associate of  Science
AA Associate of  Arts
AAS Associate of  Applied Science
BS Bachelor of  Science
BA Bachelor of  Arts
BM Bachelor of  Music
BLA Bachelor of  Landscape Architecture
BID Bachelor of  Interior Design
BFA Bachelor of  Fine Arts
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CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS CONVOCATIONS
May 6, 2021
Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
9:00 am & 11:00 am
PRELUDE
String Quartet, Department of  Music, Bella Maher Fausett, violin; 
Kate Murray, violin; Ian Parvin, viola; Lauren Roberts, cello; 
Fry Street Quartet, Faculty Mentors
PROCESSIONAL




Bob Winward, Associate Professor of  Art + Design 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Amber Archibald
INTRODUCTION OF SARA BAKKER, 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Rachel Nardo, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Sara Bakker, Assistant Professor of  Music
RECOGNITION OF MASTERS CANDIDATES






2020-2021 CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS 
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Rachel Lee Nardo, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Sara Bakker
FACULTY RESEARCHER / SCHOLAR / 
























LEGACY OF UTAH STATE NOMINEE
Reanna Cook







Department of  Art + Design: 
Kaily Carson, Jacee Hammons, Jakob Tew
Department of  Music: 
Katelyn Bauer, Kresten Erickson, Katherine Van Shaar
Department of  Theatre Arts: 
Maya Bowers, Jake Hogan, Sarah Madany
TALENT OF THE YEAR
Department of  Art + Design: Sara Naylor
Department of  Music: Ian Parvin






Amber Lynn Archibald 
is graduating with 
a BFA in graphic 
design and minor in 
entrepreneurship. She
grew up in St. George 
where she discovered her love of  art and design. That 
discovery led Amber to pursue an education in design at 
USU. Her time here has
been defined by creativity, talent, drive, and passion
that reflect in her commitment to her work and desire
to continuously improve. Amber’s accomplishments
at USU include being a Presidential Scholar, Caine
Scholar, Distinguished Service Award recipient, and “A”
Pin Award recipient. She has been involved in graphic
design with various organizations on campus, including
the USUSA PR and Marketing Office, USU Office of
Research, and USU Athletics Department. Following
graduation, Amber seeks to pursue a career as a graphic
designer using design to inform and inspire.
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MASTER’S DEGREES 
Bingham, Michael Joseph




Master of  Music
Music
Professor Corey Christiansen
Draper, Jordan M. R. 




Master of  Music
Music
Dr. Mayumi Matzen 
Fullmer, Kylee Paul












Master of  Music
Music
Dr. Cahill Smith
Jennings, Thomas L. 












































CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
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Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
ART + DESIGN  
Adams, Brinley, BS 
Archibald, Amber Lynn, BFA ^
Bainbridge, Aurra Leigh, BS 
Barlow, Aly Megyn, BID +
Barton, Brandon Kent, BID 
Beardall, Arian, BID *
Blackham, Alison Nicole, BS ^
Boehme, Shelbi Lee, BID +
Brogdon, Calise, BA 
Brown, Sydney Grace, BFA 
Buchanan, Kelcie Lynn, BID +
Burningham, Kindra B., BFA +
Buttars, Candice, BID ^
Carlson, Madison Nicole, BFA 
Carson, Kaily Augusta, BA ^
Coleman, Ashleigh Faye, BFA 
Dunford, Makenzie Lynn, BFA 
French, Amber Marie, BFA *
Fullmer, Ekaterina S., BFA ^
Gonzalez, Leslie Anne, BS 
Goodsell, Karen Elise, BID *
Griffin, Katherine Marie, BFA *
Gull, Sophia Abbigayle, BFA 
Hammons, Jacee S., BID *
Hancey, Rachel Catherine, BFA ^
Hardy, Adam Heath, BFA 
Hare, Emeryann, BID +
Harrell, Grace Katherine, BFA *
Hartvigsen, Michelle, BFA +
Hill, Grace, BFA *
Hogge, Sierra Elizabeth, BID 
Holt, Dru, BS 
Hughes, Shaylee Christine, BID 
Jacklin, SherRee C., BFA +
Jackson, Marley E., BID +
Johansen, Amanda Lee, BFA +
Jolley, Ashlyn McKenna, BFA *
Keele, Lindsey Dott, BFA +
Kershisnik, Mira, BS +
King, Katie E., BFA *
Knight, Cydney L., BFA 
Larson, Brayden Giles, BFA +
Larson, Megan Elizabeth, BS +
Laurence, Iain McKay, BA 
Lee, Woo Yeol, BS 
Maddox, Jamyn D., BFA 
Marble, Ryker Clint, BFA 
McCall, Samuel Benjamin, BFA *
McGarry, Jacquelyn Brooke, BFA *
Meyer, Lydia Jane, BFA *
Millar, Maureen, BID 
Naylor, Sara Lynn, BFA +
Oliver, Sydney Marie, BFA 
Orgill, Emma Brooke, BFA 
Orme, Megan K., BID +
Peck, Alli Dawn, BFA ^
Permann, Riley Mae, BFA *
Price, Courtney G., BID *
Rasmussen, Tessa, BFA +
Reese, Brianna, BFA 
Reynolds, Angeleah, BS 
Rhodes, Jenna McKay, BFA +
Romero, Lauren Elizabeth, BFA 
Savage, Jacqueline Jeannine, BID *
Schappert, Madeleine Kay, BID +
Scott Sr., Parker, BFA *
Semus, Kathryn Ann, BFA 
Smith, Ryan C., BFA 
Sommers, Taryn Lynn, BFA *
Staker, Michela Jane, BID +
Steadman, Haley M., BS *
Strong, Kallie Jo, BA 
Sullivan, Kyler J., BID +
Summers, Bailey Ann, BS 
Sutterfield, Drew N., BFA ^
Sutton, Elise L., BID ^
Swenson, Camille Elise, BFA *
Tew, Jakob Alexander, BFA +
Thorn, Oakley Erin, BFA *
Tingey, Kristin Marie, BFA 
Treasure, Hailey Camille, BFA 
Turner, Kylee Bea, BFA *
Weeks, Jennifer, BFA 
Williams, Erica Carnea, BID +
  
GENERAL STUDIES 




Homer, Tyler Kimball, BS 
Sadok, Rebekah Mariel, BS *
Wilkinson, Heather Andrea, BS *
  
MUSIC  
Ayala, Jose Luis, BM 
Baird, Carolyn Mae, BM +
Barker, Kirsten, BM +
Brown, Camille Lee, BA +
Call, Emma, BA +
Casos, Danielle R., BM ^
Christensen, Annakeya Joy, BS *
Christensen, Aubrey West, BS +
Christensen, Elizabeth Bright, BA +
Christensen, Rachel, BS 
Christian, Ashlin M., BS +
Couch, Amanda Jane, BM 
Crandall, Jessica Lauren, BM +
Curtis, Tyler John, BM +
Draper, Audrey Rose, BS +
Erickson, Kresten William, BM ^
Fields, Daniel James, BA 
Fry, Samantha Michelle, BS ^
Gerber, Kaelie Janae Gillespie, BS ^
Guertler, Nathan M., BM 
Harper-Hague, Sophia, BS 
Hudgens, Audrey, BM 
Jamison, Nicole Marie, BM +
Jarvis, Payten Nicholas, BA 
Julander, Sadie Belle, BM +
Lawson, Mandee, BS +
Loertscher, Amy K., BS +
Magallanes, Maria Gabriela, BS *
Manning, Makayla N., BS 
Massey, Jesse Daniel, BM 
Moulton, Anne, BM 
Moulton, Morgan, BA *
Olivier, Max Taylor, BM 
Packard, Haley, BA 
Palfreyman, Lauren E., BM ^
Parson, Sadie Almira, BS *
Patchett, Gianna Michal, BM ^
Patterson, Shayla Rachelle, BM *
Pierson, Alexander Ned, BM *
Rawls, Elizabeth L., BM 
Rhea, Amanda Fonda, BS *
Richardson, Alli Mae, BS 
Roskelley, Aubree, BM +
Runyan, Tirzah Earl, BS +
Smith, Dorothy Gene Petersen, BS *
Sorenson, Bethany Camille, BS *
Sue, Riley Paige, BS 
Thorley, Abigail Dean, BS ^
Van Shaar, Katherine, BM ^
Welch, Abbigayle Marie, BM 
West, Melinda, BA 
Wheeler, Lyndsay Nicole, BS *
Wilson, Erika D., BA +
Wilson, Sarah, BS ^
Wise, Samantha Ruth, BM *
Wood, Emily Ann, BS *
Worthen, Rachel Marie, BM +
Wray, Tyler, BS ^
  
THEATRE ARTS
Archibald, Madison Marie, BFA *
Barse, Mollee Elise, BFA +
Bohannon, Elizabeth Ann, BFA ^
Bohlender, Brian I., BFA *
Bowers, Maya Lea, BFA *
Cook, Kayla Jean, BFA +
Cook, Reanna Rae, BFA *
Hansen, Jake P., BFA +
Hansen, Madison Jeigh, BFA *
Hogan, Jake David, BFA +
Johnson, James M., BFA +
Kemp, Gary Allen, BFA 
LaBar, Bryson Michael, BFA *
Liddell, Madeline C., BFA 
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Madany, Sarah Ruth, BA +
Rusch, Adam Jared, BFA +
Sase, Tanner Joshua, BFA 
Satoda, Griffin, BFA 
Smith, Abigail Sara, BFA *
Speer, Hanna Karleigh, BFA *
Stevens, Connor David, BFA ^




Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 pm & 5:00 pm
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps 
INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Brian K. Warnick, Associate Dean of  Academic 
Programs and Student Services
College of  Agriculture and Applied Sciences
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Kenneth L. White, Dean




Valedictorian’s Faculty Escort: Brandon Willis
Professional Practice Assistant Professor, Applied 
Economics
2020-2021 PRESENTATION OF GRADUATE 
AND UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
RECESSIONAL
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
APPLIED SCIENCES CONVOCATIONS
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2020-2021 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
APPLIED SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Kenneth L. White, Dean
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR 
Gary Straquadine, Professor
Aviation and Technical Education
 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Heloisa Rutigliano, Assistant Professor




Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences
 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR 
Tyson Sorensen, Assistant Professor
Applied Sciences, Technology and Education
 
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR 
Andreas Wesemann
Professional Practice Associate Professor
Aviation and Technical Education
 




FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD 
Denise Stewardson, Extension Associate Professor




Professor, Plants, Soils and Climate
 
USUSA COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
APPLIED SCIENCES 2020-2021 SENATOR 
Austin Flitton









Jeffrey Austin has 
achieved outstanding 
academic success 
in the university’s 
Department of  
Applied Economics and also became a well-rounded 
scholar as he pursued undergraduate research and 
Extension work in addition to his coursework. Jeff  
has received several academic scholarships, been on 
the Dean’s List four times, and twice earned the “A” 
Pin Award—a highly esteemed academic honor that 
recognizes full-time students who maintain a 4.0 grade 
point average for two consecutive semesters. Jeff  has 
worked for the university since May of  2018, engaging 
in Extension research with the primary intent of  helping 
to identify water conservation opportunities on Utah 
cropland. 
Jeff ’s love of  the outdoors developed as he spent most 
of  his free time traipsing around the woods, fishing, 
hunting, fur trapping, and exploring near the family 
farmstead in Minneapolis, Kansas, where his family had 
moved from their previous home in Murray, Utah, when 
he was very young. He also grew to love and admire his 
family’s farming operation and aspired to be part of  
furthering its success. After graduating high school, Jeff  
left to serve a mission for the Church of  Jesus Christ 
of  Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City. Upon completing 
his two-year missionary service, Jeff  returned to Utah 
to pursue a degree in agribusiness at USU. In summer 
2020, Jeff  and his wife, Alex, moved to Nebraska where 
he completed an internship in grain origination and 
merchandising. Upon graduation, Jeff  and Alex will 
return to Kansas where she will attend graduate school 
and he will continue to work in partnership with his 




Doctor of  Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Brian Nummer
Atoloye, Idowu Ademola
Doctor of  Philosophy
Soil Science
Dr. Jennifer R. Reeve
Bolletta, Andrea Ivana
Doctor of  Philosophy
Plant Science
Dr. Jennifer W. MacAdam
Burrows, Michelle Sherri
Doctor of  Philosophy
Career and Technical Education
Dr. Tyson Sorensen
Cuthbert, Jocelyn Marie
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Abby D. Benninghoff
Fagundes, Mark Avila
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Jeffery O. Hall
Habermehl, Tracy Lynn
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Jeffrey B. Mason
Hickerson, Brady Tim
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Brian B. Gowen
Hill, Paul Allen
Doctor of  Philosophy
Career and Technical Education
Dr. Debra Spielmaker
Johnson, Zachary Freitag




Doctor of  Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Heidi Wengreen
Kung, Stephanie F.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Robert Ward
Kusuma, Paul




Doctor of  Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Silvana Martini
Li, Minghao
Doctor of  Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Jeff  R. Broadbent & Dr. Charles Carpenter 
Mukherjee, Avik
Doctor of  Philosophy
Climate Sciences
Dr. Shih-Yu S. Wang
Najm, Teif  A.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Marie K. Walsh
Phatak, Sumira
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Korry Hintze
Severe, Jerald H.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Allen J. Young
Viotti Perisse, Iuri
Doctor of  Philosophy
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Irina Polejaeva & Dr. Ken White
Wheeler, William Drexel
Doctor of  Philosophy
Plant Science
Dr. Bruce Bugbee
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & APPLIED SCIENCES
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Master of  Science
Soil Science
Dr. Jennifer R. Reeve
Aedo, Lisa Janet
Master of  Landscape Architecture
Allen, Britney Gwen
Master of  Science
Plant Science
Dr. Jennifer W. MacAdam
Allred, Justin A.








Master of  Landscape Architecture
Barstow, Shawn
Master of  Aviation Science
Bishop, Gabrielle




Master of  Science
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Kara J. Thornton-Kurth
Briggs, Reganne Kay
Master of  Science
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Kara J. Thornton-Kurth
Brunsman, Courtney
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Buesser, Kim
Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Buhler, Jared F.
Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Sulaiman Matarneh
Bullock, William Douglas
Master of  Aviation Science
Bunnell, Madison Lindsay
Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Burnett, Taran
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Campbell, Tawney M.
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Chaney, Amber Lasha
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Chen, Ji-Jhong




Master of  Dietetics Administration
Clark-Hibbs, Grace
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Clements, Jessica
Master of  Landscape Architecture
Cockrum, Julie Christine
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Collier, Crystal
Master of  Science
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Jeffrey B. Mason
Colver, Preston Samuel




Master of  Landscape Architecture
Cooper, Zachary A. 
Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Silvana Martini
Crandall, Rhett




Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Deceuster, Jessica
Master of  Science
Technology and Engineering Education
Dr. Gary Stewardson
DeLor, Abigail Behr
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Dietle, Kassy Ann
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Dominguez, Marily
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Dorfner, Tiffany Marie
Master of  Dietetics Administration
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Echols, Rebecca
Master of  Public Health
Veterinary
Evans, Shane Robert




Master of  Landscape Architecture
Feuz, Wyatt M.




Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Luis J. Bastarrachea
George, Jessica Lynn
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Gibbons, Grace M.




Master of  Dietetics Administration
Guerra Aravena, Felipe Andres
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Gunnell, Jayden




Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Luis J. Bastarrachea
Henderson, Courtney Lynn
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Hendrickson, Ellary
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Hindi, Sandy Kamal
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Holden, Margaret
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Holt, Jonathan A.




Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Jensen, Courtnie Ann
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Johnson, Samuel Lee




Master of  Aviation Science
Kunzler, Alicia Kaylene
Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Lawson, Kylie




Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Leppo, Kelsy Anne
Master of  Science
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Heloisa M. Rutigliano
Lewis, Maegen Anne




Master of  Science
Agricultural Extension and Education
Dr. Rebecca G. Lawver
Loveland, Logan C.
Master of  Science
Plant Science
Dr. J. Earl Creech
Mann, Erin K.
Master of  Science
Environmental Planning
Dr. Keith A. Christensen
Mason, Greg O. 
Master of  Food Safety and Quality
Dr. Karin Allen
Molano Tovar, John Alejandro









Master of  Dietetics Administration
Mosher, Valerie
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Nabeela, Humaira Yusuf
Master of  Science
Bioregional Planning
Dr. Keith A. Christensen
Nelson, Adam
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Nilsen, ShaeLin Maurine
Master of  Science
Family and Consumer Sciences Education and Extension
Dr. Lacee Boschetto
Oates, Logan Anthony
Master of  Landscape Architecture
Ortega, Jessica A.
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Overbeck, Sophie Louise
Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Donald McMahon
Panosyan, Henrik




Master of  Aviation Science
Paudel, Asmita




Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Heidi Wengreen
Peterson, Evan Kurt
Master of  Science
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Lee F. Rickords
Petterborg, Whitney Anne
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Poudel, Rhitika
Master of  Science
Nutrition and Food Sciences
Dr. Donald McMahon
Pound, Collin A. 




Master of  Aviation Science
Ramesh, Priya, R.
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Rich, Mackenzie L
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Roberts, Carson David
Master of  Science
Plant Science
Dr. J. Earl Creech
Robinson, Amber Gabrielle
Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Scow, Benjamin Bob
Master of  Science
Agricultural Extension and Education
Dr. Rhonda Miller
Sears, Austin Paul
Master of  Science
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences
Dr. Fernanda Batistel
Seely, Kimberly A.
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Sharber, Rachel
Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Skousen, Jeanice Caroline
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Slebodnik, Kathryn Ann
Master of  Science
Soil Science
Dr. Jennifer R. Reeve
Sorensen, Daxton Lee
Master of  Aviation Science
Stand, Julee A. 
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Sullivan, Margaret Grace
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Swanson, Katie Irene
Master of  Public Health
Veterinary 
Tattersall, Brynli Jade
Master of  Science




Master of  Dietetics Administration
Vasudeva, Palak
Master of  Science
Soil Science
Dr. Astrid R. Jacobson
Warner, Zach
Master of  Landscape Architecture
Welch, Amanda
Master of  Dietetics Administration 
Wenger, Landis Christopher
Master of  Science
Environmental Planning
Dr. Daniella Hirschfeld
West, Susannah J. 
Master of  Public Health
Nutrition
Dr. Mateja Savoie Roskos
Whitaker, Taryn Shilne
Master of  Science
Agricultural Extension and Education
Dr. Rose Judd-Murray
Whitworth, Victoria Rose
Master of  Public Health
Veterinary 
Wilcken, Amelia Hope Theobald
Master of  Landscape Architecture
Wood, Jennifer Madeleine
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Woodard, Joseph
Master of  Science
Technology and Engineering Education
Dr. Ed Reeve
Woods, Tiffany K.




Master of  Education
Career and Technical Education
Younan, Sandy Basil
Master of  Dietetics Administration
Zelenak, Susan Lynn
Master of  Dietetics Administration
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Adams, Caleb Lee, BS 
Alghamdi, Mohammad Abdullah, BS 
Anderson, McKenna E., BS +
Andreasen, Jens Frederick, BS 
Armstrong, Cedale Sage, BS 
Atkinson, Connor Chad, BS 
Ayotte, Tyler J., BS 
Bailey, Marissa, BS 
Bair, Jordan M., AS 
Baker, Caleb C., BS 
Battaglia, Jenna Lynn, BS 
Begay, Wiiru D.V., CC, AAS 
Bench, Julie Kaye, BS +
Bennett, Tyrell Dean, AS 
Bensaha, Mokhtar, AS 
Beutler, Madelyn Marie, BS *
Black, Kassidee Lynn, BS 
Black, Kegan Alonzo, BS 
Blackham, Jacqueline Kay, AAS **
Blad, Joshua Dee, BS 
Bland, Danella, BS +
Bolton, John Curtis, BS 
Boren, Jayson Jordan, BS *
Bowles, Amelia Joan, BS 
Bradshaw, Nicholas Joel, BS 
Bradstreet, Stephanie, BS *
Brost, Sakia D., BS 
Buhler, Morgan Kathryn, BS 
Buhler, Olivia, BS +
Bullock, Brighton Trie, AAS, AS 
Caldwell, Boman Gary, BS 
Carpenter, Iain Scott, AAS 
Cates, Jordan R., BS 
Chadwick, Katie, BS 
Chamberlain, Katharin Faye, AAS ^^
Cheney, Cameron C., BS 
Clawson, Mitchell A., BS 
Cline, Justin Daniel, CC, AAS **
Clinger, Brianna, AS 
Colburn, Dillon Cole, BS +
Critchlow, Lisa, AAS ^^
Crone, Sarah, BS 
Cumming, Andrea, BS 
Cummings, Riata Jean, AS ^^
De La Torre, Juan P, BS 
Deeben, Mariah Lynn, BS 
Dellinger, Shane Allen, CC **
Diederich, Eli David, BS 
Downs, Kellstin Reese, BS 
Dudley, Leland Buck, BS 
Earl II, Gary V., AAS **
Ellis, Andrea Elizabeth, BS 
Erickson, Eli A., BS 
Eskelson, Brianna Joan, BS +
Esplin, Jaysa Sparkle, CC 
Fallon, Conner J., CC 
Fatt Jr., Benny, BS 
Federico, Shane K., AAS 
Fenn, Andrew Allen, BS 
Fierro, Fernando, CC, AAS 
Floyd, Nelson Tate, BS 
Ford, Sierra Lynn, BS *
Foy, William Wayson, BS 
Francom, Kaitlyn D., BS ^
Garlick, Stewart Thomas, BS *
Garrick, Leah H., AAS ^^
Gatherum, Alexis Marie, BS +
Gollaher, Nathan Tyson, AAS **
Golob, Taylor James, AS 
Gonzales, Emilio Antonio, AAS 
Goodey, Braiden Joe, AAS **
Graham, Jacob Nathan, AS **
Graves, Joseph B., BS 
Greene, Tyson Chad, BS 
Greenhalgh, Josh D., BS *
Grover, Megan Tyler, AS ^^
Gunnell, Jordan Paul, CC, AAS, BS 
Hadley, Utona M., AS 
Hansen, Brytan Crispin, AAS 
Hansen, Vivien Ann, AS 
Harmon, Samuel Zachariah, AAS **
Hartfiel, Triston R., BS 
Haviland, Logan, BS +
Hazen, Cooper J., BS 
Helm, Wyatt Nathan, BS 
Higley, Daniel Jay, AAS, BS 
Hill, Sarah Margaret Eileen, AAS 
Hinrichs, Bridger Jeff, BS 
Hinton, Hailey Cheree, BS *
Hirsch, Christopher, BS 
Holmes, Andrew Keith, AS 
Hu, Alysa, BS +
Hughes, Alexy Ann, BS +
Hughes, Lillian Kay, AS 
Hutchinson, Kristian Briana, CP 
Jasper, Rebecca, BS *
Jensen, Gage D., CC, AS ^^
Jensen, Mary Evelyn, BS 
Johnson, Kurt, AAS 
Johnson, Morgan Lee, BS *
Johnson, Nicholas Alexander, BS *
Jones, Abbey, AS ^^
Jones, Logan Demarcus, BS *
Keller, Jerald Andrew, BS 
Kerstetter, Colby L., CC 
Kim, Bohyun, BS +
Knight, James Bryson, BS 
Knowles, Kourtney Ted, BS 
Koller, Madelynn Raine, BS 
Larsen, Esbey, BS *
Larsen, Mason, BS 
Larsen, Nathan David, BS 
Lee, Seung Ho, BS +
Lewis, Chancelor J., AAS 
Lewis, Justice Colleen, BS 
Lewis, Maddison S., BS *
Livingston, Courtney J., BS 
Lobato, Jessie, AAS **
Lopez, Dominic, CC, AAS  
Lott, Victoria R., AS 
Louhinejadian, Sheereen Noor, AAS 
Luce, Makenna Raeanne, BS 
Malstrom, Michael Jordan, BS 
Marshall Jr., Steven Clark, AS **
Martin, Tyson Rae, BS 
Martinez, Alaska Rose, BS +
Mathis, Katelyn Marie, BS 
Mccarrey, Sean Steven, BS *
McGarry, Carson James, BS *
McGavin, Noah Ryan, AS 
Mead, Zachary Rollin, CC 
Meiser, Jackson Darren, AS 
Merrell, Benjamin Raleigh, CC ^^
Mickelson, Kassidy Vaughn, BS +
Miller, Devon Joseph James, AAS 
Monsen I, Quinn Cory, BS *
Mugleston, Steven Artell, BS 
Nelson, Whitney Christene, BS *
Norton, Gerrick John, AS 
Oldaker, Kinnon Jade, BS *
Olpin, Fischer O., BS 
Olsen, Malinda Jo, BS 
Olson, James Mark, BS +
Olson, Tanner Del, AAS 
Ostergaard, Kyle Scott, BS *
Palmer, Garrett R., AAS 
Park, Kaylee, BS 
Payne, Clint M., AAS 
Pearson, Megan Grace, AS ^^
Petmecky, Dean Davis, CC 
Petrie, Anna L., AAS ^^
Phillips, Megan Deann, AS 
Piccolo, Joseph Ryan, AAS 
Pitkin, Trishelle Marie, AAS 
Platt, McKenzie, BS +
Powell, Chris James, BS 
Preston, Clark Jordan, BS 
Price, Alex Reed, BS 
Rawlings, Nathan LaRell, BS ^
Rees, Devin Cooper, BS 
Reese, Dallin Jay, BS 
Reidhead, Ryan J., AS 
Rhodes, Jacelyn, BS 
Rich, Sierra Lynn, BS 
Richens, Jessica Dee, AS **
Richins, Daren H., BS *
Robins, Ben Tyler, BS 
Robinson, Jesse Gerald, BS 
Rodriguez, Alejandro Miguel, CC 
Roholt, Sydnee Brichelle, BS *
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Salazar, Christian Anthony, AAS **
Sanchez, Cristian, AAS 
Sanchez, Edmundo, BS 
Sanders, Mark, BS 
Scott, Benjamin Lloyd, AAS 
Selin, Kailen V., AS **
Sessions, Marina Rose, AS ^^
Shaffer, Scott Garrett, AAS **
Sharp, Benjamin Jay, BS 
Sharp, Kristina, BS 
Shaw, Ariel Reid, BS 
Shearer, Justin Tyler, AAS **
Shelley, Erik K., AAS 
Simmons, Sadee Eileen, AAS 
Smart, Myndi, BS *
Smith, Hallie Pearl, AAS 
Smith, Nathan Andrade, BS 
Snyder, Rylin, CC 
Spendlove, Parker Bryant, BS 
St. Clair, Loran, CC ^^
Stephenson, Daniel Seth, BS *
Stevens, Daniel J., BS 
Stimpson, Miranda, BS *
Stoddard, John Daniel, AAS **
Storrer, Samuel Azriah, CC 
Taylor, Kylee Joann, BS *
Teeples, Alexander Troy, AAS 
Thompson, Rachel E., BS *
Tilley, Colton Henry, BS 
Todd, Brandon Spencer, BS 
Tolman, Annika Justine, AS 
Tracy, Alexandra Holmes, BS +
Tribett, Dylan Alma, BS 
Trujillo, Deija Jade, BS *
Tullis, Wyatt C., BS 
Unopulos, Kalli L., BS 
Ustach, Julie Mae, BS *
Utley, Sadie, AS **
Utsugi, Go, BS 
Van Wagoner, Sabrina, AAS 
Vazquez, Abelardo, BS 
Velazquez, Jailene, AS 
Vincent, Adam, BS 
Waite, Trever, BS 
Wallentine, Allie Elizabeth, BS *
Webb, Braxton Kelly, AAS 
Weeks, Taylor Johnson, BS +
Weiss, Sydney M., BS *
Wight, Nathan, AAS 
Williams, Keaton McInnes, AS **
Wilson, Ezra James, AAS ^^
Winberg, Brylei, CC, AAS, AS 
Worlton, Olivia Maurine, AS 
Wrigley, Michael Allan, BS *
ANIMAL, DAIRY, AND 
VETERINARY SCIENCES  
Arnold, Sydney Ellen, BS 
Babbel, Noelle Tiana, BS 
Beaman, Lilly Anna, BS 
Berrett, Jerod Seigmund, BS 
Bethers, Camille Rae, BS 
Beyer, Cameron Scott, BS 
Bigham, Lydia Ann Esplin, BS *
Bingham, Dylan Edward, BS 
Bingham, Lily Ann, BS *
Borg, Jesse Walker, BS 
Britt, Laurel Jean, BS 
Buist, Ashlee N., BS *
Buschmann, JoAnna Lori Lynn, BS 
Canty, Chance Tanner, BS *
Charlton, Brendon S., BS *
Christensen, Brock Aaron, BS *
Coombs, Spencer Kay, BS 
DeHart, Samantha Dixie, BS 
Despain, Rachel, BS +
Dickson, Aubrey Amelia, BS *
Dotinga, Madelyn Jean, BS 
Farnsworth, Jalysa Rose, BS ^
Ferney, Emma, BS 
Floyd, Kelsey Bohling, BS 
Ford, Kierstin Breanne, BS 
Gaudette, Dallin Lon, BS 
George, Abigail Frost, BS *
Gibbs, Dalton Darren, Bs 
Gillman, Madison T., BS *
Gillmor, Haley Drechsel, BS 
Godfrey, Cole Dallan, BS +
Gonzalez, Osvaldo V., BS *
Green, Porter Arthur, BS *
Griffin, Brian, BS *
Griffin, Deirdre, BS +
Hadley, Utona M., BS 
Hanley, Katherine S., BS *
Hunt, Connor V., BS +
Hunter, Daelynn Renee, BS 
James, Melanie Coleen, BS +
Jensen, Kennady D., BS *
Jensen, Kyler Edwin, BS *
Johnston, Abigail Louise, BS 
Jones, Emily Kristine, BS *
Kunzler, Madelyn Rebecca, BS 
Lambert, Felicity Kristen, BS *
Larsen, Raquel Marissa, BS 
Laverty, Kasie K., BS 
Malovich, Jessica Lynne, BS 
Markham, James T., BS 
Marshall, Anna Christine, BS 
McCormick, Skyler R., BS 
Michalko, Bridget J, BS * 
Mikesell, Bailee Joe, BS 
Miller, Bailey Schipper, BS 
Montgomery, Lauren R., BS 
Morgan, Riley Travis, BS 
Morris, Landon L., BS *
Morse, Shelby Clara Lee, BS *
Myers, Andrew Michael, BS +
Myers, McCrae Dee, BS *
Nesbitt, Noelle Ann, BS ^
Nielson, Mackenzie T., BS 
Noble, Jasmine Sheri, BS *
Olson, Jacob A., BS +
Osborne, Makenna Lee, BS 
Packer, Katelyn, BS 
Patterson, Amanda Janae, BS 
Quinn, Aurora Lacey, BS 
Redd, Corbin Lee, BS *
Robinson, Ember Lee, BS 
Ryan, Mallory Jan, BS 
Salas, Jaden Seth, BS *
Schroeder, Travis C., BS +
Seamons, Hannah Christine, BS 
Sherwood, Shan C., BS 
Shupe, Whitney Jane, BS *
Spagnolo, Maryana Elizabeth, BS 
Stamm, Alanna M., BS 
Starrett, Michael D., BS 
Stewart, Rebekah Mae, BS 
Szymoniak, Ellie Marie, BS 
Taylor, Mackenzie Jenna’, BS *
Thornton, Amber, BS ^
Timmerman, Kenna Jean, BS *
Torres, Claudia, BS 
Tueller, Madison Enone, BS 
Visser, Rebecca Anne, BS +
Waldron, Connor Douglas, BS *
Whitby, Hayden Ellis, BS 
White, Tori Jeanette, BS 
Yelderman, Kristofer Joseph, BS 
  
APPLIED ECONOMICS  
Anderson, Cedar Joan, BS *
Anderson, Shayla Kathryn, BS +
Archibald, Tia M., BS +
Austin, Jeffrey A., BS ^
Baker, Caleb C., BS 
Beckstead, Bailey Kay, BS 
Beutler, Chandler T., BS 
Buck, Carissa, BS *
Crook, Ashlee, BS 
Cummings, Daniel Ray, BS *
Dayish, Jordan, BS 
Durfee, Dakota Verr, BS 
Eliason, Kooper Shane, BS 
Evans, Corbin Glen, BS *
Gines, Lejon Wayde, BS 
Haviland, Logan, BS +
Hopper, Jessica, BS 
Hubbard, Teagan Lloyd, BS +
Ishimwe, Linda Bazine, BS 
Jensen, Makayla Gene, BS 
Jones, Bryer William, BS *
Lake, Dexton Tracy, BS *
Larson, Michael Jake, BS 
Limon, Olivia, BS ^
Malovich, Jacob Christian, BS 
Matherne, Pamela J., BS 
May, Gary Joseph, BS 
McKay, Adam Timothy, BS 
Miles, McKade M., BS 
Misrasi, Maecee Leann, BS *
Muncy, Benjamin James, BS 
Nelson, Amanda, BS +
Peterson, Wyatt Clark, BS 
Ravsten, Deric R., BS 
Redeker, Craig, BS *
Reiss, David Hansjoerg, BA 
Rodrigues, Jacqueline Mary, BS 
Whiteley, Alex John, BS 
  
AVIATION AND TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION 
Abusallama, Basim Adel, BS ^
Aguilar-Villegas, Richard, AAS, BS **
Alamoudi, Nawaf  Bader, BS +
Alghamdi, Ahmed, BS *
Alkhanani, Mohammed, BS
Almithn, Abdulaziz Khalid, BS +
Alsayed, Osama Ibrahim A., BS *
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Alsubhi, Faris Jayed, BS *
Altalib, Ali, AAS, BS 
Apolinar-Rios, Yurytzy Ezteyzy, CC ^^ 
Arellano, Isaac Gabriel, CC 
Atcitty, Vanessa Mae, CC 
Atkinson, Logan Paul, AAS ** 
Audenried, Robert, AAS 
Austin, Kurtis Chandler, BS * 
Baadsgaard, Clayson J., BS 
Baczuk, Matthew David, BS
Baker, Raegan Essie, CC, AAS, AS ** 
Ballard, Alyssa Nikelle, AAS 
Barfuss, Jacob Daniel, AAS 
Baugh, Brandon Bradley, AAS 
Baumert, Drake Sebastian, BS 
Beckstead, Samantha Kay, CP ^^ 
Begaye Jr., Johnnie, CP, CC ^^
Bell, Dillon Edward, BS *
Bigler, Delaney B., AAS **
Bingham, Tyler Van, BS 
Bishop, Blake Edward, BS +
Black, Lyle Robert, CP 
Blackburn, Tyler Kenneth, BS * 
Blackham, Jacqueline Kay, CC ** 
Blanton, Kriselynn Mele, CP, CC 
Bloomquist, Jordan D., BS 
Bonsteel, Anna J., AAS 
Bowden, Kyle Wayne, BS 
Bracken, Matthew Todd, AAS, BS 
Brewer, Jonathan P., AAS 
Brodhead, Jasper Vallier, CC, AAS  
Broman, Anders Gordon, BS * 
Brooks, Brennen T., CC **
Brown, Clayton Augustus, BS 
Brown, Daniel James, BS +
Burr, Elece Sharon, CC ^^
Cahoon, Isabella, AAS 
Carpenter, David Otto, CP 
Clement, Sherry, CC 
Cody, Jessica Cher, CC 
Dalebout, Kyle Bronson, BS 
Davenport, Christian Kay, BS
Davis, Caitlyn J., AS **
Davis, Dylan Harrison, BS *
Davis, Megan Debbie, BS *
Davis Jr., Tyrone, CP 
Defa, Jaden Cameron, CC ^^ 
Delmar, Donovan, CP 
Demars, Ryan Ronald, BS 
Doman, Kaden Jerry, BS 
Drake, Caleb D., AS 
Draper, Ethan, AAS 
DuFault, Cameron Thomas, BS 
Dugger, Claire, BS
Duke, Trenton Stone, CP 
Durham, Carter Andry, BS 
Eastman, Joshua Matthew, BS * 
Edwards, Kallie Ann, BS
Emmart, Raymond W., BS 
Endicott, Emma Grace, BS + 
Evans, Ashton Elaine, AS 
Fallon, Conner J., AAS 
Fitch, Jordyn Marie, CC, AAS ^^ 
Fox, Shante Lynn, AAS 
Frazier, Nathan A., BS *
Fuller, Mason P., AAS **
Geddes, Tanner Derald, AAS 
Gibson, Emilee Jill, AS 
Gonzales, Emilio Antonio, CC 
Goodrich, Jack Ytac, BS
Gordon, Bron Steven, AS 
Grandy, Cameron Taylor, AAS 
Grange, Colton Lon, CP 
Guerrero, Jessica Leigh, BS *
Guyer, Jesse David, BS *
Guzman, Oscar A., CC 
Halbritter, Katelyn G., AAS 
Hall, Kason Levi, CC ^^
Haltli, Randy Adam, AAS 
Halton, Nicholas Tyler, BS ^
Hammon, Robert Scott, AAS ^^
Hansen, Brytan Crispin, CC 
Hansen, Julia, BS 
Haren, Dailey Marie, CC ^^
Hayes, Michael Jorma, CP 
Hefner, Forrest Skylar, BS ^
Higbee, Stephen Paul, BS *
Hillman, Emily Ann, BS +
Hoffman, Drake Brandon, CC 
Hutchings, Clayson Lee, CP 
Jeffs, Gunnar, CC 
Jenkins, Amy, AAS 
Jensen, Bryken Jake, BS 
Jensen, Jordan C., BS 
Johnson, Brigham Moroni, BS 
Jones, Ty Woolstenhulme, BS 
Kann, Jesse Kirk, AAS, BS 
Kapp, Jacob Craig, BS ^
Keogh, Nathan James, AAS 
Keoppel, Logan Ren, BS
Kepsel, Zachary V., BS ^
Kirkpatrick, Seth Mitchell, BS 
Koch, Mitchell Andre, AAS 
Kuehl, Zachary Alex, BS
LaBarge, Alex Norman, BS +
Lambert, Tobin Wesley, BS *
Leckie, Jemini Kib, BS *
Lee, Andrew Robert, BS *
Lee, Se Min, AAS, BS 
Leos, Colton Dakota, AAS, BS ^^
Lloyd, Dallin Parke, BS *
Lobato, Jessie, CC **
Long, Madisson, AAS 
Louis, Chad Joseph, BS +
Lugo, Litzy A., CC, AAS 
Lund, Justin Todd, BS *
Lundquist, Adam Christopher, BS 
Lupo, Makayla Alyssa, CC **
Lysy, Jeffrey A., BS 
Mahon, Patrick Sheridan, BS 
Mann, Kambree Ruth, BS 
Manning, Jared Samuel, BS *
Martin, Brenna Shae, CC, AAS **
Martinez, Jennifer, CP 
Maughan, Tyrel Rex, BS +
Mazzu, Caden Anthony, BS
McAffee, Cannon Tay, AAS 
McArthur, Tyler James, CC, AAS 
Mcerlean, Nicholas, BS 
McKeachnie, Conner Jared, AAS 
McKee, Dalton David, CC 
McKendrick, Brooke S., CC ^^
Medico, Mitchell Lee, CP 
Merrell, Benjamin Raleigh, AS ^^
Merrill, Matthew David, BS *
Miller, Blake Earl, BS 
Miller, Lesa Ileen, CP ^^
Moore, Monty Scott, AS 
Mounga, Melia, CC, AAS ^^
Murray, Dalton L., CC, AAS 
Myers, Aaron Welton, BS 
Nahas, Nawaf, BS *
Nelson, Kennedy Ann, CC, AAS ^^
Nelson, Sayer J., CP **
Nielsen, Joshua Clayton, BS *
Noorda, Tyler, BS 
North, Kelton Charles, CC 
Norton, Payton James, BS *
Ossabi, Amar Waleed M., BS ^
Ottley, Braden Edward, BS ^
Owens, Shawn Thomas, BS 
Pace, Tyler Douglas, AAS ^^
Palmer, Garrett R., BS 
Park, Jihyun, AAS, BS 
Parker, Dalton Wilford, BS 
Passarella, Dusty D., CC, AAS 
Peacock, Reagan, AAS **
Perry, Kathryn R., BS
Peterson, Brock James, BS +
Pham, Thanh Tan, BS +
Phelan, John John, BS 
Piccolo, Joseph Ryan, CP, AS 
Powell, Norville, BS +
Price, Payton R., BS +
Rasmussen, Trey John, AAS ^^
Raymond, Andrew T., BS +
Roberts, Ashley, AAS 
Robison, Collin Clark, AAS 
Robison, Taylor Jaxon, AAS 
Rohman, John Robert Anderson, AAS 
Rollins, David-Scott, BS 
Roveri II, John Joseph, BS 
Rowley, Chad Samuel, AAS 
Ruiz, Abraham, BS +
Salazar, Shawn Walter, BS
Salem, Maximos George, BS +
Saunders, Joshua Hunter, CC 
Schino, Samuel J., BS +
Schmidt, Garrett, BS +
Schmidt, Shelbie Tirae, CC 
Selin, Kailen V., AAS **
Service, Jacob Jerry, CC 
Sherwood, Connor Everett, BS 
Shippen, Austin Emmett, BS *
Shirk, Jacob Lawrence, BS *
Shober, Anthony Ernest, CC 
Short, Karsyn Kay, CC, AAS ^^
Silas, Athina Mae, CC ^^
Smith, Hannah Maureen, BS 
Smith, Heidi Hatathley, CC, AAS 
Smith, Kara, AS 
Smith, Martin Timothy, BS *
Smith, Tanner Eldon, BS *
Snyder, Autumn Delight, CP 
Sommers, Joshua Shou, BS
Sontag, Nicholas Christopher, BS *
Spackman, Adam Dallas, BS
Staley, Rachel Rae, CC, AAS 
Stein, Connor Scott, BS 
Stine, Jacob Alexander, AAS ^^
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Stoddard, John Daniel, CC **
Sullivan, Jack McMahon, BS *
Tae, Junho, BS *
Taj, Abdulrahman, BS +
Taylor, Matthew John, AAS, BS 
Tilt, Carter Douglas, AAS 
Tribe, Cameron Frank, BS 
Trock, Nicholas Johannes, BS 
Tuttle, Mason Davis, BS ^
Tuttle, Mckaylund, BS 
Utley, Sadie, CC, AAS **
Van Wagoner, Sabrina, CP 
Vause, Jake Douglas, BS +
Wade, Mitchell Stephen, BS +
Wallberg, Kara Ann, CC, AAS ^^
Warburton, Mikaela Frongner, BS *
Warren, Matthew Jacob, CC 
Weaver, Jared Michael, AAS, BS 
Wellard, Kaden Chase, BS 
Wheeler, Landon Creed, AAS 
Whitehead, Spencer, BS *
Williams, Shannah Saphire, AAS 
Wilson, Skyler Kayo, BS *
Woody, Kermlita Ann, CC **
Worthington, Lukas Jake, CC ^^
Wright, Braxton Tyler, CC 
Wright, Sean Alan, BS 
Yang, Taewoo, BS *
Yellowman, James Junior, CP 
Yoon, Jiwon, BS
Zamantakis, Jon Michael, CC, AS 
Zander, Zachary, AS ^^
 
GENERAL STUDIES 
Broadbent, Lott Taylor, BS 
Charboneau, Jonathan Alfred, BS 
Clinger, Brianna, BS 
Guffey, Hailee Brook, BS 
Haltli, Randy Adam, BS 
Hesketh, Taryn Amanda, BS 
Jewkes, Kurtis Alan, BS 
Jones, Steven Ashton, BS 
Langford, Lauren Barbara, BS 
McCloy, McCinly Jo, BS 
McCune, Andrew James, BS 
Moon, Mckenna Naomi, BS 
Priskos, Andrew Alexander, BS +
Rieker, Jacob Scot, BS *
Severts, Paige, BS 
Vance, Carson Douglas, BS 
Ward, McKenna Jo, BS *




Gates, Rachel Joy, BS 
Lewis, Amanda, BS ^






Beckert, Patricia Virginia, BLA +
Bowen, Jonathon Andrew, BLA *
Cervantes, Amy, BLA 
Cheney, Miranda Mann, BLS +
Christensen, Chandler Jess, BLA +
Clarke, Kali Jo, BLA ^^
Clements, Jessica, BLA +
Dunn, Courtney Janae, BLA 
Frost, Cassidy, BLA *
Gowans, Alison Janae, BLA ^
Grover, Clifton Russell, BLA 
Hawkes, Gabrielle Tiva, BLA *
Hill, Adrienne Nicole, BLA +
Howard, Conner S., BLA *
Jaques, Justin Cody, BLA *
Kilchrist, Nathan Louis, BLA 
Lea, Helen Christina, BLA ^
Mortensen, Jacob David, BLA +
Nielsen, Peter James, BLA 
Quigley, Joshua Douglas, BLA 
Ross, Connor Lee, BLA 
Simrayh, Stanley Michael, BLA 
Sorce, Jedidiah Arthur, BLA 
Stringham, Holley Nicole, BLA *
Thomas, Trent Daniel, BLA 
Wilkinson, Jaynie Dell, BLA +
 
NUTRITION, DIETETICS, 
AND FOOD SCIENCES  
Armstrong, Allison Nicole, BS ^
Bachman-Einfeldt, Kara McKenzie, BS *
Blake, Mikaela, BS *
Chappell, Kate Megan, BS
Chong, Jane Xu Yi, BS +
Creer, Madalyn, BS 
Ellsworth, Angelo C., BS 
Elston, E’Lana Beth, BS 
Farnsworth, Amria L., BS +
Feyedelem, Isaac Keith, BS +
Franson, Cady Anne, BS +
Goff, Victoria Anne, BS *
Goodrich, Corban James, BS +
Heller, McKenna S., BS 
Humpherys, Asa Trent, BS 
Israelsen, Annika, BS ^
Jex, Lexie Jo Calloway, BS *
Lamb, Jacob Wright, BS 
Lunt, Timothy Ellsworth, BS 
Mallory, Jessica, BS +
Martinez, Bailey P., BS +
McKenzie, Kyndal Rose, BS *
Mckinnon, Matthew Lane, BS +
Mcrae, Karli, BS +
Miller, Audrey, BS +
Mjaaseth, Ulrik Nygaard, BS +
Mortensen, Emily Rae, BS *
Muncy, Christopher Call, BS ^
Osborne, Shelby Lynn, BS 
Pulli, Hailee Marie Rogers, BS *
Rasmussen, Kjell, BS *
Sears, Karissa, BS 
Shi, Jiaran, BS 
Shippen, Jordan Elizabeth, BS *
Stafford, Chandler, BS 
Steiner, Natalie Brooke, BS *
Swainston, Abigail Diane, BS 
Valentine, Kimberly L., BS ^
Wasserman, Oran, BS 
Winder, Katelyn N., BS +
Withers, Elise Kristine, BS ^
  
PLANTS, SOILS, AND 
CLIMATE 
Bamgartner, Parker Steven, BS 
Bates, Jayden Edward, BS *
Black, Rachel Ann, AAS 
Bohannon, Andrew Tucker, BS 
Burkhardt, Annika, BS +
Bushman, Abigail C., BS *
Cahoon, Dalyn N., BS *
Clarine, Joseph Peter, BS 
Cobbley, Andrew Joseph, AAS, BS ^^
Cox, Thomas Miles, BS +
Daines, Jess Kenneth, C 
Dygert, Joshua Allen, BS 
Emmertson, Andra Britta, C, AAS, BS 
Evans, Brennan M., BS +
Goodsell, Katie M., BS +
Hall, Tanner Morgan, BS 
Haner, Arianna Monet, AAS ^^
Herron, Benjamin Thomas, BS +
Hershkowitz, Julie Aileen, BS *
Hiller, Joseph, BS 
Hodgson, Kaaren Afton, BS 
Hoggarth, Casey Shan, BS 
Howard, Meghan Nicole, BS *
Hunter, Riley Jenny, BS *
Israelsen, McKenzie Ashlyn, BS +
Johnson, Tanji Mia, BS ^
Lake, Dexton Tracy, BS *
Malan, Savanah Kay, C, AAS, BS **
Martin, Joshua Ivan, BS +
Mudrow, Jennifer, BS +
Norton, Wendie Moon, C, BS ^^
Peterson, Savannah, BS 
Ritchie, Nicolle Jean, BS ^
Robbins, Bicknell Pierce, C ^^
Sechrist, Courtney Taylor, C 
Shafer, Ritch V., BS 
Stevens, Marci Ann, C, AAS, BS 
Wacker, Kahlin Bryan, BS *
Weimer, Madison Brooke, AAS, BS ^^




Dee Glen Smith Spectrum  
7:00 pm
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps 
WELCOME
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. Patrick Singleton 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Joshua Ward, Civil Engineering
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean
WORDS OF INSPIRATION
H. Scott Hinton, 
President of  the USU Research Foundation 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
BY DEPARTMENT HEADS
Biological Engineering: Dr. Keith Roper
Civil & Environmental Engineering: Dr. Laurie McNeill, Interim 
Electrical & Computer Engineering: Dr. Jacob Gunther
Engineering Education: Dr. Ning Fang 
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering: Dr. Zhongquan Zheng 
CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean
RECESSIONAL
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CONVOCATION
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2020-2021 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Dr. Jagath Kaluarachchi, Dean
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Dr. Brian Crookston, Civil & Environmental Engineering 
RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
Dr. Regan Zane, Electrical & Computer Engineering 
TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Jackson Graham, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR 
Dr. Ryan Berke, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR
Dr. Charles Miller, Biological Engineering 
FACULTY SERVICE AWARD 
Melissa Scheaffer, Engineering Education 
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
Andrew Kjar, Biological Engineering 
SALUTATORIANS
Andrew Kjar, Biological Engineering 
Katie Christensen, Biological Engineering 
Quinn Moon, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 
Tara Pendleton, Biological Engineering 
Tyson Compton, Mechanical Engineering 
VALEDICTORIAN






Joshua Ward is 
graduating Summa 
Cum Laude with a 
bachelor’s degree in 
Civil Engineering. 
Following in 
the footsteps of  his parents, Josh chose to attend 
Utah State University because of  his desire to pursue 
engineering and the prestige of  the USU College of  
Engineering. During his time at Utah State University, 
Josh conducted transportation research with Dr. Patrick 
Singleton, served as an Undergraduate Teaching Fellow 
for the Engineering Hydrology course, and worked as 
a student manager of  the USU Engineering Tutoring 
Center. In 2021, Josh was selected to present travel 
behavior research at the 2021 Transportation Research 
Board Annual Meeting, the premier conference among 
transportation professionals. Josh was also selected as 
the department of  Civil & Environmental Engineering’s 
Outstanding Junior in 2020, the CEE Outstanding Senior 
in 2021, and the College of  Engineering Undergraduate 
Researcher of  the Year in 2021. 
Josh’s most memorable experiences during his 
undergraduate program include seeking to benefit 
his peers, professors, and clubs; transitioning the 
Engineering Tutoring Center to remote tutoring services 
over a weekend in March 2020; and working with fellow 
students to participate in a cardboard boat competition 
during the 2020 Engineers Week. Upon graduation, Josh 
plans to remain in Cache Valley with his wife and pursue 




Doctor of  Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David E. Rosenberg
Ahmed, Mohamed




Doctor of  Philosophy
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Todd K. Moon
Avikkal Kunhippurayil, Sheril








Doctor of  Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Kurt H. Becker
Castro, Yessica Altagracia
Doctor of  Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Foster A. Agblevor
He, Jinlong




Doctor of  Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Ziqi Song
Luo, Yuzhen
Doctor of  Philosophy
Engineering Education
Dr. Kurt H. Becker
Meeks, Leah
Doctor of  Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David E. Rosenberg
Moghazy, Noha Hossam
Doctor of  Philosophy
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Jagath J. Kaluarachchi
Parker, Austin W.




Doctor of  Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Ronald C. Sims
Peterson, Cole R.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Randolph V. Lewis
Reid, Jackson T.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Douglas F. Hunsaker
Saha, Tarak 








Doctor of  Philosophy
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Scott E. Budge
Yelaverthi, Dorai Babu








Doctor of  Philosophy
Biological Engineering
Dr. Anhong Zhou
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING




Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Douglas F. Hunsaker
Ahmed, Jasmin 




Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Belize A. Lane
Armijo, David
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Tadd T. Truscott
Ashby, Tyler J.
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Professor Steven L. Barfuss
Baer, Brennan
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Barnes, Arden Neal




Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Jeffery S. Horsburgh
Brincklow, Joshua Richard
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Douglas F. Hunsaker
Brophy, Dane P.
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Neilson
Brown, Rebecca Ann
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Bugdayci, Ihsan Bugra
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. L. Niel Allen
Burton, Porter Theron
Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Camire, Joseph
Master of  Science
Biological Engineering
Dr. Charles D. Miller
Carmellini, Amy
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Clark, Timothy R. 
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Neilson
Clegg, Matthew Howard




Master of  Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Cummings, Cody McKay




Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Davies, Robert
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. James Bay
Daynes , Tyler
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dryden, Wesley Aaron




Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. R. Ryan Dupont
Dyer, Bradley Kirk
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Echard, Jade Snyder
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David Stevens
Everitt, Jacob Daniel
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. David E. Rosenberg
Flake, Laren Kade
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bryan Crookston
Fraley, Emma R.
Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Tadd T. Truscott
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Gardner, Tyler Jeffrey
Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore
Guymon, Nathan Daryl
Master of  Science
Biological Engineering
Dr. Ronald C. Sims
Hills, Stephen M.




Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Professor Joan E. McLean
Johnson, Jared
Master of  Engineering
Computer Engineering
Johnson, Katelyn Emily
Master of  Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Jones, Matthew B. 
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Tadd T. Truscott
Jorgensen, Tucker J. 
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Blake P. Tullis
Kendall, Tyler James
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lambert, Adam Lee
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Langford, Ryan Nicholas
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Andrew Sorensen
Lantz, Wyatt
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bryan Crookston
Lindstrom, Colton P. 
Master of  Science
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Randall S. Christensen
Lloyd, Kendall P.
Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Lukens, Eileen Page
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Neilson
Manley, Jason Levi
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Niel Allen
Merrell, Brian




Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Belize A. Lane
Mott, Jesse Max
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Nielson, Spencer Paul
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Nooner, Nathan
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Oborn, Benjamin B. 
Master of  Science
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Ryan L. Davidson
Ollerton, Patrick Scott
Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Onkes, Mason Merritt
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Page, Zachary F.
Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Patrick, Mitchell
Master of  Engineering
Computer Engineering
Potter, Matthew Kent




Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Raine, Nathan J.
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Marv Halling
Reed, Tomsen
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. John Rice
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Rose, Madison L. 
Master of  Science
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Todd K. Moon
Rowles, Jesse Lee
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Belize A. Lane
Rubaiat, Samia
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Ziqi Song
Runa, Ferdousy
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Patrick Singleton
Saley, Tara Carolyne
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Sandberg, Benjamin Grant
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Michael C. Johnson
Schow, Ethan
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Shook, Daniel Frazier
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Slade, Autumn
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. William J. Doucette
Smith, Adam
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Ryan B. Berke
Smith, Andrew William








Master of  Engineering
Computer Engineering
Sorensen, Dana R.




Master of  Science
Aerospace Engineering
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore
Stock, Drew B.
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Story, Benjamin B.
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Strate, Amanda Jane
Master of  Science
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Randall S. Christensen
Tennant, Hyrum
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Neilson
Thurgood, Jaden W.
Master of  Science
Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Douglas F. Hunsaker
Tyson, Conor David
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bethany Neilson
Vaughn, Taylor
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Bryan Crookston
Vivithkeyoonvong, Pothikul
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. James Bay
Wadsworth, Ian David
Master of  Science
Biological Engineering
Dr. David Britt
Wilding, Jacob R. 
Master of  Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Withers, Chad Carl
Master of  Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Niel Allen
Young, Caleb
Master of  Science
Electrical Engineering
Dr. Charles M. Swenson
Zhang, Yili




COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 
Bach, Lindsey Catherine, BS *
Barton, Caleb Don, BS +
Beckstrom, Tallon C., BS +
Black, Rebekah Lynn, BS +
Bradshaw, Kelsey Rose, BS +
Christensen, Katie Mikel, BS ^
Chugg, Dallin Mark, BS 
Cotner, Michael J., BS ^
Dickson, Jacob Benjamin, BS 
Einreinhof, Michael P., BS 
Ewer, Hayden D., BS 
Flores, Sierra Nicole, BS ^
Hansen, Ivy Camille, BS +
Kearnes, Mikelle Ciara, BS 
Kjar, Andrew Scott, BS ^
Klassen, Connor Douglas, BS *
Knudson, Katelyn Jayne, BS 
Kunzler, Devan Bradley, BS +
Murray, Tyler, BS 
Pendleton, Tara, BS ^
Peterson, Andrea Sloan, BS +
Porter, Travis L., BS 
Saunders, Annika, BS +
Scribner, Anna Lisa, BS ^
Skenandore, Corey Benjamin, BS 
Van Renselaar, Julissa Naomi, BS *
Vandermeyden, James Dayley, BS *
Walters, Jenson John, BS +





Allred, Skyler Dan, BS 
Anderson, Alex Kent, BS 
Anderson, Jairus, BS 
Andresen, Jodiah Jule, BS 
Barrera Zarco, Daniela, BS 
Bown, Clark Daniel, BS 
Boyer, Sadie, BS +
Burbank, Jacob Anthony, BS 
Burr, Reed Jameson, BS 
Campos, Lucila, BS 
Carter, Hunter Reed, BS 
Carter, Samantha, BS +
Chadwick, Maren Emalene, BS *
Chamberlain, Braden R., BS 
Chandler, Cortni Renee, BS 
Chidester, Nathan William, BS +
Child, Caleb Coleman, BS 
Christiansen, Laura Nicole, BS *
Cox, Daniel Lorenzo, BS 
Croft, Marissa Ann, BS 
Crump, Matthew, BS +
Daniels, Tyler, BS *
Day, Matthew Porter, BS *
Duncan, Jordan Dennis, BS +
Egley, Jacob Larry, BS 
Fica, Emily M., BS *
Guyer, Rex Keji, BS 
Horton, Kyle, BS *
Jones, Jordan Terry, BS 
Jorgensen, Kailey, BS 
Karras, Cooper Allan, BS *
Kennedy, Jeffrey S., BS +
Kesler, Taylor Dene, BS 
Kim, Min-Jie, BS 
Lamoreaux, Nathan Jay, BS *
Layton, Brady, BS 
Leatham, Jacob Frank, BS 
Lyon, Emma June, BS *
Maedgen, Kendall Scott, BS +
Manwaring, Riley, BS *
Margetts, Kathryn Ann, BS *
Martineau, Luke Wade, BS *
Norman, Isaiah Robert, BS ^
Olney, Aaron Bruce, BS 
Olsen, Kyler, BS *
Pack, Adam, BS +
Pali, Zackary Bart, BS 
Peterson, Devan Lynn, BS 
Quinn, Hayden Taylor, BS 
Rasmussen, Michael, BS +
Rawlinson, Brackon, BS *
Rees, Ty Brigham, BS 
Richins, Dalton Bruce, BS 
Robertson, Seth Anders, BS *
Rogers, Nichole Suzanne, BS 
Schneider, Silas R., BS 
Solomon, Matthew Allen, BS *
Sonderegger, Blake Evan, BS 
Su’a-Filo, Stephen Fogalepolo, BS 
Sullivan, Melanie, BS 
Sumsion, John Leander, BS 
Timms, Isabel, BS 
Wagner, Mitchell D., BS 
Walker, Andrew Alonzo, BS 
Wallace, Tyler Gene, BS 
Ward, Joshua Timothy, BS ^
West, Joseph W., BS 
Williams, Nathan Grant, BS *
Wray, Wyatt Korden, BS 
Wright, Steven Kirby, BS 




Abdo, Dima Jamil, BS 
Allen, David James, BS 
Allen, Jarom, BS *
Andersen, Kaden Shane, BS 
Anderson, Joshua K., BS *
Andrews, Konnor Dee, BS +
Andrus, Tristan Wayne, BS +
Beazer, Nathan Wade, BS ^
Beck, Richard Scott, BS ^
Beckett, Daniel T., BS +
Berg, Matthew Ryan, BS +
Berger, Christian Reid, BS *
Bird, Lawrence Keith, BS 
Bradley, Kenneth Larry, BS *
Brezenski, Stephen M., BS *
Burk, Nathan Shawn, BS 
Byers, Jacob Eric, BS 
Call, John Kelly, BS 
Carlisle, Travis Gerald, BS *
Clark, Nikolas Alan, BS +
Clemens, Melissa A., BS *
Comer, Gregory James, BS 
Cornwall, Chaz Benjamin, BS +
Cosgrove, Timothy James, BS 
Crump, Matthew Richard, BS *
Dalton, Collin Dean, BS 
Deakin, Brandon Thomas, BS +
Despain, Cooper Scott, BS 
DeSpain, Mirelle, BS +
Drollinger, Dallin J., BS +
Elmer, Nicholas R., BS *
Foster, Tyllor, BS 
Free, Steven Craig, BS *
Gesullo, Maxwell Spencer, BS +
Hatch, Joshua Ammon, BS *
Hoffman, Bradley J., BS *
Jacobson, Ryan M., BS *
Landeen, Bryant Connor, BS ^
Lindstrom, James Anders, BS *
Mannie, Cedric M., BS *
Maughan, Brooks Jace, BS 
Mecham, Joshua Leo, BS +
Meyer, Shannon Marcielle, BS 
Morgan, Jackson Timothy, BS ^
Nielson I, Taylor John, BS +
Norman, Levi Aaron, BS 
Parker, Connor Jason, BS 
Patterson, Taylor A., BS 
Petersen, Samuel Clark, BS +
Powell, Elizabeth Noelle, BS +
Powell, Jason L., BS +
Reed, Brandon Andrew, BS 
Rowles, Eric J., BS *
Smith, Benjamin Ronald, BS 
Sneddon, Mark Burch, BS 
Strickler, Brian Robert, BS +
Summers, Peter Thomas, BS 
Van Noy, Avon Trey, BS 
Voigt, Logan Edward, BS ^
Wallace, Nicholas Lincoln, BS *
Williams, Andrew Jonathan, BS +
Williams, Nicholas Craig, BS +
Wilson, Jacob Grant, BS 
Winkler, Zane Alan, BS *
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Davies, Robert, BS 
Mathews, Madeline Lena Fronk, BS *




Allen, Benjamin David, BS 
Allred, Christopher, BS 
Alzaben, Mohammed Adel, BS 
Andersen, Nathanael John, BS *
Anderson, Jarrett C., BS *
Anderson, Natasha Lynn, BS *
Arnell, Joseph B., BS 
Atkin, Kayden, BS 
Augustine, Savannah Lee, BS 
Backman, William K., BS 
Bagley, Braeden Tempest, BS 
Baird, Kameron Jenkins, BS 
Battaglia, Bronson J., BS 
Bauer, Landon Parker, BS *
Beckstead, Karrie Pauline, BS 
Behunin, Tad S., BS +
Bennett, Eric Hubbard, BS 
Black, Ammon Hughes, BS *
Bliss, Robert Jacob, BS 
Bolan, Cody John, BS 
Bowman, Jacob D., BS 
Brooks, Tyler Leavitt, BS 
Brown, Leslie Anna, BS *
Bruneel, Grant Ray, BS +
Burgon, Andrew Scott, BS 
Burton, Lance Chase, BS *
Bush, Teancum Kekoa, BS *
Butler, Braedin Paul, BS *
Cannell, Bryant Joel, BS *
Chamberlain, Elizabeth Anne, BS 
Chugg, Brooke Cathryn, BS *
Church, Kyler, BS 
Clark, Kaitlyn Nicole, BS 
Colleni, McKay A., BS +
Collett, Carlton Sylvanus, BS 
Compton, Tyson Carter, BS ^
Connors, Casey Ray, BS 
Cottle, Trevan Joseph, BS 
Creighton, Carl Ace, BS 
Davis, Devan Kyle, BS 
Davis, Esther Diane, BS 
Davis, Hunter S., BS 
Daynes, Morgan Douglas, BS +
Defriez, Matthew D., BS 
Despain, Logan Matthew, BS 
Diaz, Juan David, BS 
Dixon, Nolan L., BS 
Eberhard, Brett David, BS *
Esplin, James, BS *
Esterholdt, Dustin Scott, BS 
Falslev, Daniel Brent, BS 
Freeman, McKayla Autumn, BS 
Frischkorn, Cara, BS ^
Ganowsky, Kevin McKlane, BS +
Gates, Jacob D., BS 
Gilbert, Ryan Thomas, BS 
Graham, Justin Lee, BS 
Graham, Michael, BS 
Gray, Kylee Paige, BS 
Greenwood, Sterling P., BS 
Gull, Kai Wieland, BS 
Hansen, Benjamin James, BS 
Haslem, Jeremy Daniel, BS 
Heaton, Easton Daniel, BS *
Hill, Nathaniel Terrance, BS 
Hixon, Hunter, BS *
Huffcutt, Mikayla Isabel, BS 
Jackman, Parker W, BS *
Jackson, Taylor John, BS 
Jeffrey, Blake, BS 
Jensen, Katelin, BS 
Jewkes, Benjamin Coy, BS 
Johnson, Cade Roland, BS 
Johnson, Zander Thomas, BS *
Kadomtsev, Anton, BS +
Kartchner, Holland F., BS +
Keller, Korbin, BS *
King, Julia Elouise, BS *
King, Kody N., BS 
Kirk, Michael, BS 
Kirkland, Erik Coleman, BS 
Kitchen, Alan Lenford, BS 
Knight, Kylan C., BS 
Kohler, Austin Jacob, BS ^
Lalliss, Zachary Dee, BS *
Lehto, Abigail Nichole, BS 
Leo, Jacob R., BS *
Lewis, Kaden D., BS *
Linton, Andrew Mathias, BS 
Lisonbee, Brandon Morgan, BS *
Lloyd, Thomas Charles, BS *
Lott, Tyler Phillip, BS 
Lundell, Douglas J., BS 
Marchant, Jackson, BS 
McGrew, Dillon Scott, BS 
McKenzie, Kaden Coy, BS *
Mckinnon, McKay Davis, BS *
Meiling, Bryson Kimball, BS *
Mitsvotai, Michael K., BS 
Moon, Quinn Parker, BS ^
Moore, Ethan Stanford, BS ^
Mork, Joel Jorgen, BS 
Mortensen, Holly, BS 
Nelson, Alexandra Hughlett, BS *
Niebergall, Andrew Deloy, BS +
Nielsen, Erik James, BS *
Odland, John Andreas Kjetil, BS 
Okerlund, Ryan Dalton, BS *
Olsen, Eric Luke, BS +
Olsen, Joshua, BS 
Palmer, Spencer Eldon, BS *
Passey, Jaren Austin, BS *
Petersen, Hayden Robert, BS 
Peterson, Mitch Kerry, BS 
Peterson, Tyler Scott, BS 
Pitt, Joseph Wesley, BS 
Price, Matheson H., BS *
Prieto, Daniel Alonso, BS 
Randall, Austin James, BS 
Reid, Christopher Judd, BS 
Reseigh, Bracken John, BS *
Rex, Brian Cesar, BS +
Rigby, Jacob Rodney, BS +
Ritchie, Brandon Jones, BS 
Rivers, Wesley Ryan, BS 
Roberts, Dustyn Evan, BS 
Robson, Colwin Newey, BS ^
Roos, Charles Mitchell, BS *
Roos, Jonathan Carl, BS +
Roundy, Spencer Mitchell, BS *
Schultz, Alexander Peter, BS *
Scribner, Daniel Jerry, BS 
Seamons, David Eric, BS 
Shupe, Joshua Garth, BS 
Smith, Thomas Andrew, BS 
Snyder, Thomas John, BS +
Sorensen, Alex James, BS +
Sorensen, Garrett Kevin, BS *
Sorensen, Thomas D., BS *
Sottilare, Benjamin John, BS +
Southwick, Austin Lane, BS 
Spears, Hannah Alexandria, BS +
Spencer, Landon R., BS +
Spreier, Daniel Alexander, BS 
Taylor, Tessie Nudtacha, BS *
Thurber, Kristian Ryan, BS 
Thurber, Reed A., BS 
Topalian, Kobe Ryan, BS 
Turcsanski, Jonah R., BS *
Twede, Chris R., BS *
Van Leuven, Bradon M., BS 
Vollmer, Bridger Paul, BS *
Wangsgard, Mitchell, BS 
Wardle, Andrew Harkes, BS 
Whipple, Michael Anthony, BS 
Wiberg, Dallin Clark, BS ^
Wilde, Trenton Derek, BS 
Winkel, Taylor James, BS 
Wollenzien, Wyatt Carl, BS 
Yamauchi, Riley D., BS *
Young, Jentry Lynn, BS *
Zaugg, Jonathan M., BS 
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May 6, 2021
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
3:00 pm & 5:00 pm
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
WELCOME
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. Clair Canfield, Senior Lecturer, 





Joseph P. Ward, Dean
RECESSIONAL
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
CONVOCATIONS
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2020-2021 COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Joseph P. Ward, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Jeannie Johnson
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Candi Carter Olson

























SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR NOMINEE
Claire Elise Wever










Anny Spencer never 
planned on being an 
Aggie. She grew up 
in a small town near Logan and always felt she needed to 
travel far from home to fully discover herself. However, 
she applied to Utah State, just in case. While attending 
an orientation event, she began to feel that this campus 
wanted her here. She went home that day and canceled all 
other campus tours. As Anny has described, “It was only 
because Utah State loved me first that I’m an Aggie today.” 
She knew that she liked to spend time outdoors, but 
Utah State introduced her to hiking, rock climbing, 
and the long, beautiful walks from Old Main to the 
library. She’d always enjoyed making and enjoying treats, 
but Utah State gave her an obsession with Aggie Bull 
Tracks ice cream. She’d always loved reading, but Utah 
State showed her that she could also love coursework 
that challenged her to expand her ideas. Her desire 
for learning grew to include two majors: English and 
Communication Studies. She’d always enjoyed making 
connections with people, but Utah State gave her 
opportunities to find her voice and help others to do 
the same. Her passion for people led her to be involved 
in events around campus; meeting and marrying her 
spouse, Landon Spencer; and holding several jobs on 
campus including work as an office assistant, testing 
center proctor, TA and UTF for the Public Speaking 
class and CHaSS peer advisor. Because Utah State loved 
Anny, she has always worked to offer that same sense of  
belonging to others in return. This is why, wherever life 
takes Anny next, she plans on giving back the love that 
she has received here.
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DOCTORAL DEGREES 
Hillen, Andrew J. 
Doctor of  Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Keith Grant-Davie
Itchuaqiyaq, Cana Uluak
Doctor of  Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Rebecca Walton & Dr. Guadalupe Marquez-Velarde
Miller, Brett Alan








Doctor of  Philosophy
Technical Communication and Rhetoric
Dr. Jared S. Colton
MASTER’S DEGREES 
Alexander, Alyssa Witbeck




Master of  Social Work
Allred, Rachel Ellen
Master of  Social Work
Allred, Taylor Noell
Master of  Social Work
Anderson, Breanna K.
Master of  Social Work
Anderson, Celeste Camille
Master of  Social Work
Anderson, Hailey
Master of  Social Work
Anderson, Shaun M.




Master of  Social Work
Atkins, Karen Freiley
Master of  Social Work
Avery, Frances
Master of  Arts
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lynne McNeill
Baldwin, Hayley O.
Master of  Social Work
Barker, Maygan Kassandra
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lynne McNeill
Barnes, Heather Elise
Master of  Social Work
Ben, Jurea Jane
Master of  Social Work
Bennett, Lindsay
Master of  Science
Communication Studies
Sr. Lecturer Clair Canfield
Berg, Candice L. 
Master of  Social Work
Berrett, Adrienne M. 
Master of  Social Work
Besselievre, Madison
Master of  Social Work
Bibo, Jonah R.




Master of  Social Work
Black, Erin
Master of  Social Work
Bott, Andrea Ellis
Master of  Social Work
Boyce, Solomon B. 
Master of  Social Work
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
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Brady, Kristen 








Master of  Social Work
Brown, Megan Lynn
Master of  Social Work
Buck, Lori C. 
Master of  Social Work
Burk, Brandee Lyn
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Call, Shanna Lee
Master of  Social Work
Carpenter, Jessica Lynn
Master of  Social Work
Chambers, Vanessa
Master of  Technical Communication
Chavez, Monica Rose
Master of  Social Work
Chintaram, M. Vinnarasi 
Master of  Arts
History
Dr. Phillip L. Barlow
Chun, Spencer R.
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Coria, Crystal
Master of  Social Work
Crow, Shelby Rae 




Master of  Arts
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lynne McNeill
Davis, Aubrey Sage
Master of  Social Work
Davis, Paige Wade
Master of  Social Work
Denver-Betts, Susan
Master of  Social Work
Dexheimer, Laurel Victoria
Master of  Social Work
Dollahite, Kathryn Kimball
Master of  Technical Communication
Dresher, Scott R. 




Master of  Second Language Teaching
Erlick, Mary Margaret Hagen
Master of  Science
Anthropology
Dr. Judson Byrd Finley
Estrada, Jessica
Master of  Social Work
Finlinson, Leigh Anne
Master of  Social Work
Fotheringham, John Cal
Master of  Social Work
Fu, Sixin
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Fujii, Naomi
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Gamble, Skylar Christine
Master of  Social Work
Garcia, Jorri Jean
Master of  Social Work
Garn, Megan Butler
Master of  Technical Communication
George, Emma Rose
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Eric Morales
Gillespie, Micala Hope
Master of  Science
Political Science
Dr. Anna O. Pechenkina
Gowen, Alisha
Master of  Social Work
Griggs, Alyson R.








Master of  Social Work
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Hammon, Jordan Fay




Master of  Social Work
Hepworth, Steven R. 




Master of  Social Work
Holbrook, Jacob Brad
Master of  Social Work
Honey, John B.
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Eric Morales
Hopkins, Jasmine K.
Master of  Social Work
Huber-Jackson, Rebecca Lynn
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Hugh, Brigitte E. 
Master of  Science
Political Science
Dr. Anna O. Pechenkina
Huntington, Angela M.
Master of  Social Work
Hurst, Tyler B.




Master of  Social Work
Ito, Angela Stander
Master of  Social Work
Jaye, Victoria
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lisa Gabbert
Jensen, Matthew K. 
Master of  Technical Communication
Jimenez, Kelly Nicole
Master of  Science
Anthropology
Dr. Molly Boeka Cannon
Johnsen, Brooke Halliday
Master of  Technical Communication
Jones, Irene
Master of  Social Work
Jones, Jason Scott
Master of  Social Work
Keith, Jonathan Patrick




Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Jason Gilmore
Kennedy, Cayla
Master of  Science
Anthropology
Dr. Judson Byrd Finley
Kobe, Ryan




Master of  Social Work
Lamping, Joshua Richard
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Larson, Steve J.
Master of  Technical Communication
LeFevre, Brooke Rachelle




Master of  Social Work
Li, Zhen
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Lind, Bracken 
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Lippert, Christian Walter




Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Sonia Manuel-Dupont
Loftis, Logan Madison




Master of  Social Work
Mabey, Lindsey S. 
Master of  Second Language Teaching
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Martinez, Allison Leigh Haislip
Master of  Social Work
McPeck-Stringham, Marisa Sue
Master of  Social Work
Memmott, Mary
Master of  Social Work
Meng, Zhenxia
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Keri Holt
Morris, Emily Fay
Master of  Science
Anthropology
Dr. Molly Boeka Cannon
Neil, Jason E.




Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lisa Gabbert
Oltman, Meagan Elizabeth
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Claudia Schwabe
Onorato, Joanna
Master of  Social Work
Parker, Haley
Master of  Science
Political Science
Dr. Anna O. Pechenkina
Passantino, Brian Charles




Master of  Social Work
Peng, Teddy Linqi
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Petersen, Bobbi




Master of  Social Work
Peterson, Kelsie








Master of  Social Work
Preston, Devin J.
Master of  Social Work
Price, Camille Sleight
Master of  Arts
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Lynne McNeill
Randall, Elizabeth L.
Master of  Science
Political Science
Dr. Anna O. Pechenkina
Randolph, Jaclyn Kerry-Flannery
Master of  Social Work
Rasmussen, Meg Elizabeth




Master of  Social Work
Reininger, Molly
Master of  Arts
History
Dr. Frances Titchener
Rios Raya, Raul Guadalupe
Master of  Social Work
Roberts, Aprill
Master of  Social Work
Roberts, Lauren








Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Keri Holt
Schaelling, Carly Arlene
Master of  Science
Folklore and American Studies
Dr. Debra Monson
Schiele, Trista Nichole
Master of  Science
Anthropology
Dr. Judson Byrd Finley
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Schulze, Christopher Richard
Master of  Social Work
Sealy, Tenille
Master of  Social Work
Shelton, Elizabeth Anne
Master of  Social Work
Shirley, Danielle D.
Master of  Social Work
Shrewsbury, Elaine
Master of  Social Work
Smart, Jaimee








Master of  Arts
Ancient Languages and Cultures
Dr. Mark Damen
Sorenson, Krystal Briann
Master of  Social Work
Spears, Chelsey Jayleena
Master of  Social Work
Spradlin, Tyler




Master of  Social Work
Stevens, Codie Leigh
Master of  Social Work
Stock, Heather L.
Master of  Technical Communication
Stringham, Natalie Paige
Master of  Social Work
Taylor, Kalen
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Thomas, Madison Marie
Master of  Social Work
Thomas, Tyler S. 








Master of  Social Work
Tolhurst, Rachel Rebecca
Master of  Arts
Political Science
Torgersen, Elsa Camille




Master of  Social Work
Turner, Emily M.
Master of  Science
Political Science
Ulrich, Stewart
Master of  Science
Political Science
Dr. Josh M. Ryan
Uluave, Kalisitiane Jack
Master of  Social Work
Van Noy, Marissa Jane
Master of  Social Work
Wallace, Carrie Anne
Master of  Social Work
Wanberg, Isaac London
Master of  Social Work
Warde, Michael Jared
Master of  Social Work
Westbrook, Michael
Master of  Social Work
Williams, Angela Edith
Master of  Social Work
Winegar, Chelsey Maree
Master of  Social Work
Wiser, Samantha Dene
Master of  Science
English
Dr. Christine Cooper Rompato
Woodruff, Emily A. 
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Workman, James T. 
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Xue, Wanru
Master of  Second Language Teaching
Yost, Abbigayle Kohler
Master of  Social Work
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Kirk, Erica Leigh, BS 
Kirkham, Addy, BS *
Koepke, Brittani Alane, BS +
Kofford, Kenley Grace, BS 
Lamb, Kaytlynn Marie, BS 
Larsen, Bryn, BS *
Lueckler, Sarah Amy, BA ^
Lyon, Zachary Hunter, BS 
MacDonald, Carter Alexandria, BS 
Mack-Gifford, Casey Diane, BA 
Madsen, Hannah, BS 
Manesse, Alana Nicole, BS +
Mapes, Joanie Jean, BS *
McDonald, Taia Eloise, BS +
McEntire, Heather Emily, BS +
McKinnon, Lauren Elizabeth, BS +
McMaken, Jesse M., BS 
Miles, Mason D., BS 
Millburn, Madison Lee, BS 
Miller, Madison Lee, BS 
Monson, Megan A., BS +
Morales, Esli Sarai, BA 
Morrill, Erika A., BS *
Mortensen, Madeline, BS +
Morton, Derek, BS *
Nielsen, Kayla, BS *
Nielson, Breanna Shalise, BS *
Oaks, Emma Elizabeth, BS *
Oscarson, Carly, BS 
Owens, Sabrina H., BS 
Palmer, Brianna Joy, BS +
Palmer, Nicholas Reed, BS 
Parker, Kennedy Caitlin, BS 
Petersen, Eliza Lynne, BS ^
Pitcher IV, William Jake Dean, BS 
Pointer, Stephanie, BS +
Powell, Emily Joy, BS +
Prince, Nathan Clay, BA *
Pulsipher, Chase M., BS +
Pyle, Kelli Jordan, BS 
Quigley, Isabelle O., BS 
Rasmussen, Evan Russell, BS 
Rhees, Jonny Shae, BS *
Roberts, Alexis, BS 
Roberts, Kaitlin N., BS ^
Robinett, Bennett Timothy, BA 
Russon, Miles L., BS 
Satterthwaite, Sabrina R., BS +
Saunders, Alishia D., BS 
Schroeder, Janell Anne, BS 
Secretan, Kjeisten Leigh, BS 
Sellers, Haley Michelle, BS ^
Simonsen, Hailey A., BS *
Smith, Khloe Marguerite, BS *
Smith, Kylie Pat, BS *
Smith, Westin Sterling, BA +
Snow, Erica Noelle, BS ^
Sorensen, Brianne, BS *
ENGLISH  
Adams, Roland Don, BS 
Bailey, Jane Marie, BS ^
Baldwin, Zoe Maren, BA 
Barber, Tyler Jacob, BS *
Beck, Chelsea, BS +
Bertschinger, Emily S., BS 
Bess, Zachary Grant, BS 
Black, Megan Ashli, BS 
Bonkemeyer, Heidi, BA +
Brain, Emma Anne, BS 
Brezenski, McKay Katherine, BS ^
Brinkerhoff, Jessica Dawn, BS ^
Brown, Kieryn Ashley, BS *
Browning, Emily Ann, BS *
Bullen, Preston Kendall, BS 
Bylund, Jackson Bruce, BA +
Carlsen, Emma, BS +
Castro, Xiomara G., BS *
Conlin, Kaitlyn Rose, BS 
Conover, Haley Breanne, BA *
Cox, Cassidy Lynn, BA *
Dalley, Zoe Sheridan, BS *
Dallin, Jacalyn, BS *
Davis, Beau R., BS 
Decker, Maquilla Jace, BA *
Emerson, Eliza Jeannene, BS +
Endicott, Noah Perry, BA 
Eralie, Megan, BS 
Evans, Brandon Douglas, BS *
Evensen, Cayenne Morgan, BA *
Farley, Kimi Lee, BS 
Fisher, Shelby Dawn, BS 
Fitzgerald, Brittany Ann, BS 
Forest, Jordan Nicole, BS ^
Gingerich, Emily N., BS *
Glover, Daxton Todd, BS *
Grow, Makenna Jae, BS 
Hall, Brianna Paige, BS ^
Hamling, Jayden Grace, BS 
Hammer, Lillian Rose, BS ^
Hammer, Paige Ryan, BS +
Hanks, Shelby, BA ^
Hanson, Samantha Lee, BS 
Hardy, Claire La Rae, BS +
Harmon, Rebecca Anne, BS *
Hennessy, Nathan, BS ^
Hill, Carter David, BA 
Hudson, Holly A., BS +
Hunsaker, Erika Leigh, BA *
Jenkins, Katharine June, BS *
Jensen, Raychel, BS 
Jensen, Stacy Lyn, BS 
Johnson, Emily, BS +
Judd, Sierra, BS 
Kantaris, Katielyn, BS *
Keller, Lexie Marie, BS 
Kent, Bailee Maddison, BS 
Spencer, Anny, BS ^
Sprague, Richard, BS 
Starr, Brooke Ann, BS *
Taggart, Angelette Neeley, BS +
Taylor, Jacob Bryan, BA +
Taylor, Krystal Estelle, BA +
Thimmes, Sophia Bella, BS ^
Thompson, Karson Joseph, BA *
Thorson, Ellie Faye, BA 
Velarde, Ariel, BA *
Velazquez, Lydia Marie, BA *
Waters, Whitney Olivia, BS *
Whiting, Faith Alexandra, BS *
Wood, McKenzie, BS 
Woolard, Amanda Ruth, BS *
Woolstenhulme, Sadie, BS 
Young, Kimberlie, BA *
Zimmerman, Jacob Charles, BA 
 
GENERAL STUDIES  
Baggiano, Nikki N., BS 
Cabrera, Nathaniel, BS 
Heckstall, Devin Brian, BS 
Martini, Brandon M., BS 
Mitchell, Chris Kuhn, BS 
Noble, Alissa Ann-Lee, BS 
Pendleton, Chase Alan, BA 
Schwartz, Lisa Louise, BS 
Shepherd, Paul Alexander, BA 
Wertz, Tyler Edward, BS 
HISTORY
Allen, Hailey Rose, BA *
Anderson, Sarah B., BS *
Bauman, David, BS *
Bennett, Trevor, BS 
Bess, Zachary Grant, BS 
Bowers, Jacob, BS 
Cevering, Michael, BA 
Christensen, Kaden Nephi, BS *
Christiansen, MaKena, BS 
Collett, Rebecca Paige, BS *
Dahle, Sydney A., BS *
Dahlgren, Abraham James, BA 
Dearing, Daniel Kaden, BA *
Duggan, Stephen, BS *
Duncan, Ian, BA +
Edwards, Madison Love, BA 
Fitzgerald, Brittany Ann, BS 
Gottschalk, Catherine, BS 
Gustin, Gunnar Mont, BS 
Hart, Forrest D., BS 
Hartford, Elizabeth K., BA 
Hepler, Reed Carson, BA *
Hubbard, Anna Maurine, BA +
Jarvis, Natalya Marie Johnson, BA *
Jetton, Christine, BS 
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Jones, Jace Parker, BS ^
Kirk, Kathleen Leone, BS 
Low, Ethan, BA 
Mayes, Andrew Spencer, BA 
McKnight, Bryan Patrick, BS 
Melmoth, Alexandria Alene, BS *
Morrill, Braden T., BS +
Mott, Brian Joseph, BA 
Moulton, Kamela P., BA *
Neary, Peter John, BA ^
Nilsson, Anders Erik, BA 
Patty, Jacob Taylor, BA 
Peterson, Kraig Eugene, BS *
Pugh, Byron James, BA ^
Robertson, Madeline Dawn, BA +
Rodman, Ian Michael, BA *
Schenk, Zachary Quinn, BA 
Schmuhl, Samuel Richard, BA ^
Sierra, John-Gregory, BA 
Sloat, Aubrynn Elizabeth, BA 
Smith, Runea Jean, BS 
Stalder, Benjamin Houston, BS 
Stapley, Bennett James, BA 
Stock, Melissa, BA 
Tayco, Michael K., BA *
Turner, Allison, BA +
Watkins, Sara Elaine, BA ^
Whiteley, Kayla Michelle, BA +
Wilcox, Alyssa Ruth, BA *
Wilkinson, Joshua C., BA ^
Wilson, Alyssa, BS 
Wood, McKenzie, BS 
Yokom, Ireland Diane, BA 
Zaugg, Chandler Lawrence, BA 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
STUDIES 
Anderson, Alphonso Jordan, BS 
Bartolic, Christopher Joseph, BA 
Bruhn, James Alexander, BS 
Bruns, Eric M., BS 
Bryant, Tatum Kail, BS *
Cook, Riley Jay, BS 
Danley, Denise, BS 
Davis, Kimberly Ann Gleason, BS 
Denton, Cassia, BS 
Dixon, Michele, BS 
Douglass, Kendall Richard, BS 
Fata, Ritisoni Monson, BS 
Gilliam, Tobias, BS 
Holmes, Ryann Baylee, BS 
Karwowski, Jakub, BS 
Krievins, Jessica, BS 
Lefeged Jr, Troy, BS 
Malanga, Grace Kinde, BS 
Malouf, Paul Robert, BA 
Manning, Kaitlin Brooke, BS 
Mendiola, Diego, BS 
Morgan, Kyle Andrew, BA 
Morris, Ashlee Ann, BS 
Morrison, Trent, BS 
Palmer, Mindy Marie, BS 
Perkins, Samantha Jane, BS 
Rice, Elani Janae, BS 
Robinson, McKenna Morrill, BA 
Shelley II, Jason Paul, BS 
Sturgell, Michael Craig, BA 
West, Hannah, BS 




Baldwin, Nicole, BS *
Benson, Anne Marie, BS 
Black, Shelby Lee, BA *
Brett, McKenna Lynette, BS *
Briggs, Rebecca, BS 
Bylund, Nina Claire, BA 
Campbell, Kamri McKenna, BS +
Conger, Emma Louise, BS 
Curcio, Alexander John, BS 
Darrow, Hailey Anne, BA 
Feinstein, Lesya, BS 
Franson, Taylor, BS *
Froehlich, Scott William, BS 
Fuhriman, Lindsee, BS *
Gibbs, Alexis Bailey, BS 
Hales, Caleigh, BS 
Harris, Karcin R., BS *
Hendrickson, Graysen Lea, BS 
Howard, Natalie Ann, BS 
Jackson, Annaliese, BS 
Kelley, Cameron Lee, BS *
Kidd, Sydney Jean, BS +
Madsen, Hannah, BS 
May, Jonathan David, BS 
Maynard, London, BS ^
Miles, Robinson Corey, BS 
Miller, Gabrielle Marie, BS *
Mobley, Malololelei M., BS *
Money, Sydney Ann, BS +
Moore, Carter Reilly, BA 
Nelson, Aleksander Austin, BS ^
Olds, Cameron Benjamin, BS 
Olsen, David Macrae, BS 
Park, Alyssa Lee, BS *
Peterson, Ashlyn J., BS 
Price, Eric Paul, BS 
Putnam, Connor D., BS 
Seal, Madalyn Jayne, BS 
Shannon, Brayden P., BS 
Simmons, Paige L., BS +
Simpson, Rylli McKell, BS 
Sorensen, Brianne, BS *
Soto, Madeleine, BS 
Steed, Krista Maria, BS 
Stock, Megan Brooke, BS 
Stuart, Landon Thomas, BS *
Tangren, Sara Ashley, BS 
Tatom, Meghan Janine, BS 
Tucker, Tabrynn McKae, BS 
Walker, Samuel C., BS 
Wharff, Lindsie Kristina, BS 
Wilson, Billye, BS 
Winder, Brecklyn, BS 





Ainge, Emma Michelle, BA *
Andrus, Kyle C., BA 
Aoyama, Kylee, BA +
Araujo, Andria Rose, BA *
Arreola, Perla Karina, BA 
Atalaya, Bertha, BA +
Averett, Tomoya Adell, BA *
Averett, Tyler James, BA +
Baldwin, Ross Owen, BA 
Barlow, Abby Anne, BA 
Barnett, Ryan Timothy, BA 
Barton, Bradley C., BS *
Baxter, Alicia Rose, BA +
Baxter, Hayden, BA ^
Benson, Sierra, BA +
Bishop, Charish Rannae, BA *
Bleach, Brandon Douglass, BA 
Boyd, Zachary S., BA *
Bradford, Kara Dawn, BS +
Brown, Melanie Ann, BS 
Brunson, Kallen Jade, BA ^
Butikofer, Abby, BA *
Call, Brianna Jessica, BA *
Campbell, Emily Hamilton, BA +
Carling, Srinidi Lynne, BA ^
Carter, Janelle Renee, BA *
Cevering, Michael, BA 
Chavez, Cristian A., BS 
Cheraghi, Nima, BA *
Choi, Jiyi, BA 
Chrisney, Lessli Yudit, BA 
Clark, Carlee Laurene, BS +
Coats, Alexis Elizabeth, BS *
Crafts, Kasey, BS 
Cram, Reagan, BS 
Crandall, Alex Andrea, BA 
Curtis, Jacob Clyne, BA *
Davies, Nichole Anne, BA 
Davis, Garrett M., BS *
Dority, Bryan Kim, BA *
Dymock, Jason Reed, BA 
Ellis, Juliann Ruth, BA *
Ericson, Reed Fuller, BS *
Evans, Tristin, BS +
Field, Brian John, BS +
Flint, Rylee Erin, BS *
Fox, Jessica J., BS 
Gonzalez, Felipe, BS 
Goodman, Mikelle Carolyn, BA 
Green, Graham Ellison, BS +
Green, Kelsey Brooke, BA 
Gutierrez, Carlos Andres, BA 
Ha, Jennifer, BA +
Hall, Weston, BA 
Handy, Preston Leon, BA *
Hanks, Nathan K., BA 
Hatcher, Ashlee, BA 
Hercules, Remington Clarke, BA *
Holbrook, Caston, BA *
Huber, Seth Joseph, BA +
Huish, Lindsey Ann, BS *
Isaac, Alexa Rae, BS 
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Jensen, Andrew, BA *
Johns, Alyssa Diane, BA ^
Johnson, Alexandra Elaine, BA *
Johnson, Joshua Charles, BA 
Johnstone, McKayla Nicole, BS 
Jones, Kendly K., BA +
Kaplan, Hanna, BA 
Kidd, Chelsey Wright, BA +
King, Daniel Blake, BA +
Larsen, Kenidee Michele, BS +
Laurence, Iain McKay, BA 
Lee, Olivia, BS *
Lehman, Carter Christian, BS 
Lomeli, Lauren Lyn, BS 
Luthy, Keirstyn Marie, BA +
Lybbert, Stacy, BA 
Machuca, Yiddiani Andrea, BS 
Madsen, Morganne, BS *
Magalei, Maika Julius, BS 
Mair, Arlene M., BA *
Masina, Monique Anelu, BS +
Mathis, Isaac John, BS +
McGary, Afton Marie, BA 
McKel Egley, Lily, BS *
Miles, Diana Marie, BA ^
Morales, Ketzel Viridiana, BA 
Moran, Madison Elizabeth, BA 
Mormando, Samantha Josephine, BA 
Morrison, McKell, BS 
Mortenson, Bentley Cheriee, BS *
Mugleston, Kara, BA 
Murdock, Emily, BS 
Mushet, Christena Ellen, BS 
Nelson, Eric James, BA 
Olsen, Aimee, BA 
O’Reilly, Chanel Lorraine, BA ^
Ortiz, Federico, BA 
Otterson, McKinlay Ruth, BA +
Park, Mette Kristina, BA 
Patton, Mason Castleton, BA *
Peterson, Kendall Evan, BA +
Price, Caleb Joseph, BA +
Price, Sarah Lue Ellen, BS +
Quinn, Aurora Lacey, BS 
Randall, Kinzie L., BA ^
Rasband, Garrett Roy, BA *
Reyes De La Paz, Nefi Alexander, BA *
Riley, Amy L., BA +
Robinson, Tanner Dean, BS ^
Rowlette, Jared Lane, BS 
Rule, Jordan Gwendolyn, BS 
Saavedra, Claire J., BA 
Sabin, Nicole Marie, BS +
Saez, Marissa Joy, BA 
Sanders, Logan James, BS 
Sauer, Nicholas David, BS *
Seegmiller, Jennifer Diane, BA 
Seegrist, Jacob Earl, BA 
Sharapov, Darren, BA 
Slade, Abigail Ruby, BA *
Smith, Halley, BS 
Smith, Michael Garside, BA *
Smith, Westin Sterling, BA +
Spencer, Anny, BS ^
Stallings, Lucy, BS 
Stewart, Dallin Christian, BA *
Tak, Adam D., BS 
Taylor, Rachel Richard, BS 
Thacker, Kylee Madison, BS *
Thurman, Gunnar Bart, BS 
Tolman, Emily J., BA 
Trawally, Ulekeya, BS 
Tullis, Brayden James, BA *
Tyson, Kalee Jae, BA 
Uchida, Naoki, BA *
Van Orden, Dakota, BA 
Van Wagenen, Marci, BS 
Warby, Kennady Anne, BS 
Ward, Evan Arthur, BA 
Watson, Lauren Haley, BS +
Weaver, Casey Kimberly, BS 
Wharff, Lindsie Kristina, BA 
Whipple, Christine E., BA 
Whitehead, Brandon, BA ^
Wiser, Hannah E., BS 
Woolley, Jordan Jeffrey, BA 
Yates, Victoria Olsen, BA +
Young, Austin Avery, BS 
Young, Thomas Ronald, BA 
 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Andersen, Lauren Morgan, BA +
Bachman, Peter James, BA +
Bagley, James Chandler, BS 
Behm, Bryson James, BS 
Bejarano, Aldo Marcelo, BS 
Black, Brandon Virgil, BS 
Bogoev, Yana Ivan, BA *
Brain, Emma Anne, BS 
Branch, Hayden Joseph, BS +
Brezenski, Sarah, BS +
Brinton, Rubina Kikuchi, BA 
Brunson, Kallen Jade, BA ^
Caines, Vincent, BS 
Caldwell, Jaclyn Kathleen, BA *
Cardenas, Alvaro Jesus, BS 
Casillas, Nicolas Edward, BS 
Cheraghi, Nima, BA *
Christensen, Chase John, BA 
Clark, Madison Dean, BS *
Clawson, Saige Nicole, BS *
Cole, Anneka Washburn, BS *
Coles, Connor W., BS *
Collins, Abbie Taylor, BS ^
Cowdell, Skye Gracen, BA ^
Cowley, Amy M., BA 
Cripe, Taylor Joanne, BS 
Curtis, Caleb Lyal, BS +
Dahle, Sydney A., BS *
Denton, Dallin Wayne, BS +
Dumalang, Livia Larasati, BS *
Fast, Trevor Lee, BA 
Field, Brian John, BS +
Francom, Elly Josephine, BS 
Frulla, David Everett, BS 
Glazer, Kyle Louis Bernard, BS 
Goudy, Maaike, BA 
Gutierrez, Carlos Andres, BS 
Hall, Travis Jay, BA 
Herring, Joseph Timothy, BS 
Hill, Alyssa Jewel, BA *
Hirase, Bailey, BA +
Hoge, Olivia Marae, BS 
Holden, Kaitlin Rebecca Spencer, BS +
Hughes, Alyssa, BS 
Jensen, Connor J., BS +
Johns, Sarah Ashley, BS +
Johnson, Cayden James, BS 
Kingsbury, Christopher Brian, BS *
Larson, Hailey Elizabeth, BA +
Leishman, Michaela Anne, BA *
Marble, Ryker Clint, BS 
Meyers, Connor James, BS *
Miller, Gabrielle Marie, BS *
Miller, Madison Lee, BS 
Morrill, Braden T., BS +
Murphy, Connor S., BA 
Nelsen, Jonah Stanley, BA 
Nilsen, Abigail, BA 
Nunn, Ryan Charles, BA 
Olson, Karli, BS 
Ortiz, Federico, BA 
Orton, Abigail Patricia, BS *
Pada, Brandon Michael, BS *
Patton, Mason Castleton, BA *
Peck, Benjamin, BS 
Pickett, Joseph Michael, BA 
Plowman, Madilyn Nicole, BA +
Puckett, Jared Michael, BS +
Randall, Cameran Rae, BS 
Reeder, Anna Louise, BA 
Reyes Firpo, Ana Francisca, BA 
Rich, Garrett David, BA *
Richards, Lindsey, BA +
Richey, Andrea Elizabeth, BS 
Rivera-Soto, Paulina, BA 
Seawell, Winnie Madeline, BS *
Seegmiller, Hannah Beth, BS *
Sessions, Caleb Joseph, BS 
Smith, Avery Michael, BS 
Stark, Jacob Chase, BA 
Sturdevant, Jamie Bernice, BS 
Tarbet, Chad Michael, BS 
Taylor, Reagan Linnea, BA 
Thomas, Emma Jane, BS 
Tucker, Cameron E., BS +
Urrutia, Alisha Rachele, BS +
Voigt, Bryn, BS ^
Warby, Byron Grant, BS 
Ward, Mitchell Stallings, BA *
Warner, Kristopher James, BS 
Weston, Abigail Nicole, BA *
Wever, Claire Elise, BA *
Zalar, Trevor James, BS 
Zimmerman, Jonathan, BA 
  
SOCIOLOGY, 
SOCIAL WORK, AND 
ANTHROPOLOGY  
Aagard, Megan, BS +
Agla, Jessica N., BS *
Allred, Montana Josie, AS ^^
Amosa, Saimoa Sam, AS ^^
Andersen, Caden Jay, BS 
Anderson, Victoria, AS ^^
Andrus, Kayleigh Ann, BA *
Austin, Alexandria Marie, BS +
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Baggs, Haley Lynn, AS 
Baksis, Benjamin D., BS 
Baldovinos, Brina, AS **
Begay, Sherry C., BS 
Behr, Sarah Rene, BA ^
Bergon, Braelee, BS +
Berlin, Amy Marie, BS ^
Bird, Mekenna Ann, BS 
Bishop, Hannah, BS +
Border, Sasha Nicole, AS, BS ^^
Boyce, Britney A., BS 
Brandt, Karlee, BS +
Bresee, Ashley Meghan, BS 
Burnett, Taryn J., BA 
Burnside, Breanna L., BS 
Butte, Karalee M., BS 
Butterfield, Russell Seth, BS 
Butts, Nathaniel T., BS 
Caldwell, Alyssa Alana Marie, BS 
Candiloro, Taelor Jade, BS 
Carr, Olivia, BS ^
Carter, Landon Philip Ray, BS 
Castaneda, Jose Alfredo, BA 
Christensen, Kendall Waldron, AS, BA 
Christiansen, Amber Skye, BS 
Collins, Abbie Taylor, BS 
Cotner, Mara C., BA 
Cox, Paul Douglas, BS *
Cronin, Madison Jae, BA 
Crosland, Amanda, BS ^
Cummings, Shawuana, BS 
Curtis, Jerica Kent, BS 
Dalton, Amber M., BS *
D’Amico, Nicolas Rayne, BS +
Day, Brandon James, BS +
Dearing, Daniel Kaden, BA *
Denver, Colton Shaun, AS 
Dewsnup, Sierra, BS ^
Diaz, Anahi, BS +
Doyle, Keeley C., BA +
Dryden, Paulina, BS *
Dyer, Alyssa A., BS +
Eddington, Courtnie Rene, BS *
Edelmayer, Rachel Auburn, BS *
Edvalson, Anna M., BS +
Eisert, Laura E., BS *
Elliott, Hailey Maureen, AS, BS 
Ellsworth, Adalyn Grace, BS *
Ence, Sydnie Michelle, AS, BS **
Enlow, Carson Belle, BS *
Fearing, Preston Tyler, AS ^^
Fenton, Kaden Timothy, AS 
Fish, Raquel Murphy, BS *
Folsom, Miles, BS *
Foy, Riley Erin, BS +
Freeman, Taylor Lee, BS +
Gallegos, Austyn, BS 
Genna, Lauren Tomi, BS ^
George, Alissa, BA *
Godard, Robert James, BS 
Goodman, Rylee McClay, BS 
Grenko, Jennafer McCall, BS 
Griener, Nathan Roy, BA *
Gruver, Michael Adam, BS 
Guanzon, Jasmine Garcia, BA 
Gubler, Hunter, BA 
Gudmundson, Aubrie Nicole, BA 
Hackwell, Jasalene Tami, BS 
Hall, David Montag, BS *
Hamelin, Eldon Brent, BS 
Hansen, Cortney Christine, BS 
Hatch, Mandilyn, BS 
Heaton, Clarissa, BS 
Hilton, Hitomi Hope, BS *
Holt, Camille, BS ^
Hopkins, Candice Kesling, BS 
Hunt, Sierra Lane, AS  
Husoey, Emma, BS ^
Hutchinson, Brook, AS, BS ^^
Ivie, Jessica A., BA +
Jeffs, Barbara Ellen, BS *
Jenkins, Braedon Shane, BA *
Jensen, Chase D., BS *
Jeppson, Carmen M., BS +
Jim, Michelle Ruby, AS 
Johnson, Addisyn, BS 
Johnson, Amber, AS 
Johnson, Brenden Logan, BS *
Johnson, Jennifer A., BS 
Johnson, Kendall Noelle, BS +
Johnson, Micaela Marie, BS 
Johnson, Shawnalynn, BS +
Jordan, Andrew Jacob, BS *
Kasteler, Corbin Jacob, BA *
Killian, Jenessa Faith, BS *
King, Summer Clairre, AS 
King, Sydney L., BS *
Knaras, Karsen Mark, BS ^
Lappens, Maren S., BS 
Larson, Cameron Reed, BS 
LeFors, Teneya K., AS, BS 
Mahaffey, Ashley Suzanne, BS 
Malouf, Paul Robert, AS 
Manu, Mosese Salesi, BS 
Martinsen, Alyssa Anne, BS 
McFarlane, Brooke Ann, BS 
Mckeel, Brandon Lee, BS *
Messick, Thomas, BS 
Miller, Juli, BS 
Miller, Marin, BA *
Morris, Kyle Vernon, BS 
Morris, Mckenzie Rae, BS 
Morrow, Lauren K., AS **
Mumford, Serina Elizabeth, BS *
Murray, Kameron Kae, AS, BS 
Murrieta Tena, Amy, AS **
Newman, Garrett Lee, AS 
Nichols, Kendra, BS 
Norman, Jessica L., BS 
Oliver, Alicia, BA +
Oslund, Tyler Marie, BS 
Oviatt, Roy James, BS 
Owen, Sara Marie, BS 
Pacheco, Linda, AS 
Pada, Brandon Michael, BS *
Palfreyman, Abby Kae, BS +
Passarella, Taylor Dawn, BS *
Paxton, Hannah Elizabeth, BS 
Pelt, Toni Lynn, BS 
Perrett, Rilee Diane, BS +
Peterson, Anna Caroline, BA *
Peterson, Erin Rebecca, BS 
Pettingill, Melissa Ann Rachel, AS, BS 
Pitcher, Dacia Marie, BS ^
Powell, John David, BS *
Pratt, Nathaniel D., AS 
Ramirez, David, AS 
Ramirez, Yocheved J., BS +
Ramos, Shae Caroline, AS, BS **
Rasmussen, Taylor Jane, BS *
Red Bird, Ocianna Sirene, AS 
Reynolds, Chelse Michelle, BS 
Ririe, Nichelle Amber, BS 
Ritchie, Annalyn, BS +
Roberts, Llewynn H., BS +
Robertson, Kaitlin, BS 
Root, Makenna S., AS 
Rowbotham, Erin Jionna, BS +
Saavedra, Claire J., BS 
Schimbeck, Alexis, BS *
Secretan, Rachel Margaret, BS +
Sherpa, Omu T., BS 
Siaki, Sione G., AS 
Sloniger, Sara Nicole, AS, BS 
Smith, Brittany Eleanor, BS *
Snyder, Amber Rose, AS 
Sontag, Nicole Rose-Ann, AS 
Spencer, Travis James, BA 
Spillman, Kolemen Allen, AS 
Stagg, Caitrin Casey, AS, BS 
Stanton, Kinlea Dianne, AS 
Steadman, Jeremy Alan, BS *
Steele, Jordan Leon, BS 
Steinicke, Nicole Sarah, BS +
Stone, Katherine Michelle, BS *
Sugden, Jocelynn Reese, BS 
Swenson, Barbara, AS ^^
Swenson, Jonah Aleksanita Ngaluafe, BS 
Sylestine, Qunsija D., AS 
Tarin Alba, Yvette Tarin, BS *
Taylor, Peter Lorin, BA ^
Te’i, Justus Pulea, BS 
Terry, McKenna C., AS 
Thompson, Latonya E., AS 
Thompson, Victoria, BS +
Thornell, Jason J., AS ^^
Thornton, Jane Charlotte, BS ^
Thurgood, Annie Sarah, BS 
Tidwell, Samantha Marie, BS +
Tomlinson, Allie Belle, BS *
Tuckett, Stephanie, BA +
Valdovinos, Estela, AS ^^
Vasquez, Kayla M., BS 
Ward, Lily Morgan, BS ^
Warren, Hunter Harris, BS 
Wengreen, Connor S., BS 
Wever, Claire Elise, BS *
Williams, Linda Joy, BS 
Williamson, Anthony Joseph, BS 
Winterton, Kaitlyn Carroll, BS 
Wursten, Kaimbre Ann, BS *
Zabel, Jeremy Allan, BS *
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE CONVOCATION
May 6, 2021
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:00 pm
REPRESENTING THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Michelle A. Baker, Interim Dean
Biology
Diane G. Alston, Department Head
Chemistry and Biochemistry
Lance C. Seefeldt, Department Head
College of  Science Interdisciplinary and General Studies 
Gregory J. Podgorski, Associate Dean
Computer Science
Xiaojun Qi, Department Head
Geology
Joel L. Pederson, Department Head
Mathematics and Statistics
Jim A. Powell, Department Head
Physics
Jan J. Sojka, Department Head
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps
 
WELCOME 
Michelle A. Baker, Interim Dean
INTRODUCTION OF NICOLE ANDERSON, 
VALEDICTORIAN
Justin Julander, Professor, 





Michelle A. Baker, Interim Dean
RECESSIONAL
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2020-2021 COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS
Dr. Michelle Baker, Interim Dean
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Karen Kapheim, Biology 
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
David Peak, Physics 
GRADUATE MENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD 
J.R. Dennison, Physics 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Mike Christiansen, Chemistry and Biochemistry 
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR 
OF THE YEAR 
Shana Geffeney, Biology 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR 
OF THE YEAR
Joanie Hevel, Chemistry and Biochemistry
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE 
Melissa Rasmussen, Computer Science / Physics 
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Miles Robertson, Mathematics and Statistics / Biology 
STUDENT SENATOR
Noah Braeger, Mathematics and Statistics / Physics 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER 
OF THE YEAR
Noah Braeger, Mathematics and Statistics / Physics
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW 
OF THE YEAR
Porter Ellis, Chemistry and Biochemistry
GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER OF THE YEAR 
Will Tidwell, Mathematics and Statistics
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER 
OF THE YEAR
Sean Lyons, Chemistry and Biochemistry








Dr. Justin Julander, 
ADVS
A native of  Pleasant 
Grove, Utah, Nicole 
“Nikki” Anderson, 
a Human Biology 
major with minors in Chemistry and Japanese, entered 
USU with a Presidential Scholarship. She is the recipient 
of  multiple A-Pin awards, as well as placements on the 
Dean’s List. Anderson was selected as a member of  the 
National Society of  Leadership and Success, and was 
named an Undergraduate Research Scholar.
Anderson has served in a full-time leadership role in the 
USU’s Institute for Antiviral Research (IAVR), where she 
managed and participated in research to find solutions 
to the current SARS-CoV2 pandemic. In addition, 
her work has resulted in several publications on the 
Chikungunya and Zika viruses, as well as presentations at 
research symposiums. Anderson has served as president 
of  the American Medical Student Association, the 
LDSSA Returned Missionary Committee, and as an 
Undergraduate Teaching Fellow in Human Physiology. 
She has coordinated the Red Cross Blood Drive, Culture 
Night, Medical Experience Fairs, Doc of  the Month 
events and Mental Health First Aid Training. From the 
time she was 11, Anderson has studied Taekwondo, and 
will soon test for her 4th-degree black belt. She has also 
earned a National Championship in Sparring, a type of  
kickboxing. Anderson has served as a volunteer at a local 
hospital’s emergency department, as a counselor at Utah’s 
Camp Hobé Cancer Camp and as a medical worker in 
Tijuana, México. Anderson has been accepted to several 
medical schools and plans to begin medical studies this 
fall in preparation for a career in emergency medicine.
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DOCTORAL DEGREES 
Ashley, Brandon P. 




Doctor of  Philosophy
Biochemistry
Dr. Nicholas E. Dickenson
Debruler, Camden R.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Chemistry
Dr. Tianbiao Liu
Farzaneh, Seyed Amir Hossein








Doctor of  Philosophy
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. James S. Cangelosi
Holthouse, Mark Cody
Doctor of  Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Diane G. Alston
Hu, Bo




















Doctor of  Philosophy
Chemistry
Dr. Lisa M. Berreau
McDermott, Robert Gregory
Doctor of  Philosophy
Geology
Dr. Alexis K. Ault
McGahan, Ian Peter








Doctor of  Philosophy
Computer Science
Dr. Vladimir Kulyukin
Navarro, Luis A. 
Doctor of  Philosophy
Physics
Dr. Bela G. Fejer
Neary, Patrick L. 




Doctor of  Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Michelle A. Baker
Price, Jonathan




Doctor of  Philosophy
Geology
Dr. Tammy Rittenour
Seegmiller, Patrick L. 








2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
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Tidwell, William Smith
Doctor of  Philosophy
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. Brynja Kohler
Webb, Alison Nicole Carey
Doctor of  Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Susannah S. French
Wilson, Gregory David





















Master of  Mathematics
Bhouraskar, Aditya
Master of  Science
Computer Science
Dr. Vladimir Kulyukin
Bowles, Tyler Bryan 




Master of  Mathematics
Brower, Thomas John
Master of  Science
Mathematics
Dr. Kevin R. Moon
Christensen, Jake D. 
Master of  Science
Physics
Dr. D. Mark Riffe
Ciafre, Jacob Fisher
Master of  Science
Physics
Dr. Maria J. Rodriguez
Coltrin, Joanna Daines




Master of  Science
Computer Science
D’Alessio, Daniel Paul








Master of  Data Analytics
Dimmitt, Kevin P. 




Master of  Science
Computer Science
Ghimire, Aashish








Master of  Science
Computer Science
Hedquist, Alexander Logan








Master of  Science
Biology
Dr. Karen M. Kapheim
Hill, Thomas B.









Master of  Science
Computer Science
Hudson, Nicholas P.
Master of  Science
Computer Science
Isaac, Matthew Allen












Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. William D. Pearse
Lee, Ting-Yao




Master of  Science
Computer Science
Dr. Shuhan Yuan
Lindsay, Thuy Tien Thi
Master of  Science
Biology
Dr. Karen M. Kapheim
Lundgreen, Phillip Martin




Master of  Science
Computer Science
Dr. Curtis E. Dyreson
Marsden, Daniel W. R. 




Master of  Science
Computer Science
Mojica Decena, Jonh Carlos




Master of  Science
Physics
Dr. James T. Wheeler
Neema, Ashit




Master of  Science
Biochemistry
Dr. Sean J. Johnson
Ortolano, Ariana N.
Master of  Science
Biochemistry
Dr. Joan M. Hevel
Penovich, Kegan J.




















Master of  Science
Geology
Dr. John W. Shervais
Schumm, Zachary R. 
Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Diane G. Alston
Shore, Dominique Marie




Master of  Data Analytics
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Soward, David G. 








Master of  Science
Statistics
Dr. Kevin R. Moon
Upin, Heather
























2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
BIOLOGY 
Adams, Jeffrey Scott, BS *
Adderley, Andrew J., BS *
Anderson, Nicole Emily, BS ^
Anderson, Trevor Dylan, BS *
Arreola, Jose Antonio, BS 
Baggoo, Mathew, BS 
Balzen, Joshua A., BS *
Bartholomew, Alisa Fern, BS 
Bernhardt, Rebecca E., BS *
Bird, Bailee Dee, BS *
Blue, Kaylee Marie, BS 
Boman, Travis Bradley, BS +
Buchmiller, Kaedon Izaac, BS +
Bunderson, Ian T., BS +
Burke, Taylor, BS 
Buxton, Austin Chris, BS 
Bybee, Taylor K., BS 
Cannell, Aubrey Ann, BS 
Charlton, Brendon S., BS *
Clark, Samuel Nolan, BS *
Curtis, Hannah Kirsten, BS *
Daines, Bryan Richard, BS *
Daines, Savannah, BS ^
Davis, Jacob Athay, BS *
Dean, Kelley Lynn, BS 
Didericksen, Caden Mont, BS 
Dirie, Abshiro, BS 
Dominguez, Eduardo, BS 
Dooley, Kip Thomas, BS +
Drake, Jordyn E., BS *
Duersch, Ty K., BS 
Edwards, Taylor Marie, BS +
Egbert, Jace Kelly, BS *
Espinoza, Erica K., BS 
Fielder, Kayla R., BS 
Figgins, Anna Cecilia, BS 
Fraser, Ian Robert, BS 
Fuller, Kort Steven, BS +
Furgeson, William Jared, BS 
Garren, Maia Jane, BS *
Garrett, Kailyn Drue, BS *
Ghita, John Ashley, BS 
Goold, Rowan M., BS 
Grob, Brittany, BS ^
Harrell, David Charles, BS *
Harris, Emily Lynn, BS *
Hartman, Hailey Marie, BS 
Hartvigsen, Tanner Bradley, BS 
Hawks, Theron J., BS *
Hayes, Lilian, BS *
Herron, Michael Strickler, BS ^
Hohman, Stetson Robert, BS 
Holzer, Casia, BS +
Horito, Spencer Kenshiro, BS 
Hovinga, Annalee Jurene, BS *
Huish, Allison Jean, BS 
Humphries, Shannon Rose, BS 
Hunter, Riley Jenny, BS *
Huppe, Tucker Matthew, BS +
Ihrig, Hillary Paige, BS *
Jardine, Hayden Lundlie, BS 
Jenkins, Grace Elizabeth, BS +
Jimenez, Ricardo, BS 
Johnson, Jamie Elizabeth, BS 
Keller, Kandyce Glynn, BS *
Keller, Stephanie Alisha, BS 
Kindred, Kryshelle, BS 
Kormylo, Melissa Leanne, BS 
Krauss, Kaleb A., BS 
Larimer, Alaina Lynette, BS 
Lauchnor, Robert W., BS 
Lewis, Selendra, BS +
Lund, Ashli Brooke, BS *
Matthews, Kiley Marie, BS 
Mattoon, Matthew Thomas, BS *
McCarty, Ashley Madison, BS 
McIntyre, Madison Noel, BS *
McKee, Connor David, BS 
Measom, Madeline Lucy, BS +
Mendenhall, Taylor J., BS *
Meyer, Zoe Kyoko, BS *
Milne, McKay R., BS *
Mitonzi, Emmanuel Busiku, BS 
Montgomery, Howard Heath, BS *
Muse, Brandon William, BS 
Nelson, Chase Tueller, BS +
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Netherton, Ashley Nicole, BS 
Nicholls, Jaden, BS 
Nielson, Katelyn Brook, BS 
Nye, Shalee, BS 
Pauni, Nohe’A Kapiolani, BS *
Penrod, Preston William, BS 
Pfnister, Megan Gail, BS *
Quackenbush, Krista J., BS *
Rasmussen, Bailee Lynn, BS *
Rees, Autumn Hope, BS 
Reidhead, Tiare K., BS ^
Richardson, James Gardner, BS *
Richens, Andrew William, BS +
Robbins, Valerie Anne, BS +
Robertson, Miles Leroy, BS ^
Roy, Andres David, BS 
Sagers, Rachel Elizabeth, BA, BS *
Sauer, Nicholas David, BS *
Shepherd, Tate Behling, BS ^
Skinner, Caden Brett, BS 
Smith, Damon Marc, BS 
Stanford, Krysta Erin, BS 
Stauffer, Mary Elizabeth, BS 
Steadman, Benjamin Shipley, BS *
Stevens, Tyler W., BS ^
Stout, Ashlie Ann-Marie, BS +
Summers, Carson D., BS *
Sutherland, Alex Lane, BS *
Taylor, Austin M., BS 
Tidrow, Brett A., BS 
Tucker, Timothy Jackson, BS 
Turner, Taylor Rex, BS *
Uhl, Jessica Lynn, BS *
Valenciano, Eleazar, BS 
Valentine, Spencer Stephen, BA *
Wade, Colton Boyington, BS 
Wahlen, John S., BA *
Wasserman, Oran, BS 
Weedop, Daison Harper, BS ^
Winward, Brandon Thane, BS +
Worthy, Jennifer LeAnn, BS 
Woster, Alex Michael, BS 
Wright, Alisha Nicole, BS 




Anderson, Bently Walt, BS *
Archibald, Tyler D., BS *
Birchett, Kaila M., BS ^
Bunderson, Ian T., BS +
Bustamante, Vanessa Paola, BS 
Callister, Chad Wayne, BS 
Cook, Wesley J., BS 
Daines, Tamarind Alicia, BS 
Dent, Russell Joseph, BS +
Dittmar, Taylor Marie, BS +
Evans, Branden James, BS +
Gunnell, Bradley Austin, BS 
Hales, Joshua Benjamin, BS *
Jolley, Tessa Marie, BS *
Lake, Alexander Robin, BS 
Lapp, Jordan Scott, BS +
Latin, Jessica Lee, BS *
Lee, Justin, BS 
Lyons, Alexander T., BS ^
Mann, Soren Ulric, BS ^
Marshall, James, BA  
Michalko, Bridget J., BS *
Naegle, Bronson R., BS +
Naegle, Dakota Kelly, BS 
Paxton, Zackery Steven, BS *
Pehrson, Andrew William, BS 
Peidl, Anthony Stephen, BS 
Sherrill, Alison Michelle, BS *
Sinex, Emily Caroline, BS *
Steeneck, Amy Jane, BS 
Van Leeuwen, Fiona, BS *
Vargas, Josafat, BS +
Von Niederhausern, Sidney, BS *
Westover, Nicholas Marc, BS 
Wilson, Emily, BS ^
 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Aliifua, Errick Jordan, BS 
Barney, Joshua Reed, BS ^
Barrett, Matthew David, BS +
Beeston, Alexander Marshall, BS ^
Bell, Eric Michael, BS 
Beverly, Miles Anthony, BS +
Bingham, Laurel G., BS 
Bishop, Matthew Scott, BS +
Blake, Elijah Darrel, BS 
Bodily, Brady Fizz, BS 
Boettcher, Karsten B., BS *
Boyd, Jason W, BS 
Brunell, Daniel Robert, BS 
Buffenbarger, Brent, BS ^
Buhman, Cole Dennis, BS *
Bullough, Wyatt Alfred George, BS 
Bunnell, Arianna R., BS +
Call, Katelynn Erlaine, BS *
Calvo, Rodrigo Luis, BS *
Campbell, Jaren Russell, BS ^
Carlisle, Joseph Stephen, BS +
Cook, Jake William, BS 
Corcoran, Kathryn, BS *
Dashner, Wesley B., BS ^
Dawson, Joshua Curtis, BS 
Devitry, Sally Jane, BS +
Dibble, Connor J., BS +
Dickey, Daniel Aaron, BS +
Dolce, Christopher James, BS 
Done, George R., BS 
Draper, Damon Michael, BS 
Egbert, Ryan Ross, BS *
Emery, Aristarchus Wilson, BS 
Ferguson, Ryan, BS *
Figgins, Carter Joseph, BS *
Francom, Brock K., BS *
Fryar-Ludwig, Kenneth, BS 
Garlick, Chet Dean, BS 
Gibson, Nicholas Scott, BS 
Glaittli, Scott Thomas, BS 
Goodwin, Braysen Derk, BS ^
Green, Tyler Thomas, BS *
Gunther, Abraham L., BS 
Hale, Tanner Austin, BS 
Hansen, Logan Moon, BS 
Harper, Malachi Takehiro, BS 
Hassan, Braden Joel, BS +
Henrichsen, Hunter Elias, BS ^
Hobson, Matthew Charles, BS 
Hodson, Waseca R., BS 
Hooper, Tanner Calvin, BS 
Hopkins, Stuart W., BS +
Howell, Elizabeth Rene, BS 
Howell, Hannah Elizabeth, BS +
Humble, John Hiram, BS 
Jameson, Daniel J., BS +
Johnson, Byron James, BS 
Johnson, Gary R., BS 
Johnson, Isaak Mark, BS 
Johnson, Ryan M., BS 
Johnson, Scott, BS 
Johnson, Zachary Derek, BS 
Kamerath, Margaret Watkins, BS ^
Kaye, Cory K., BS 
Kennedy, Kohl D., BS *
Kidd, Matthew Aaron, BS 
King, Brianna Natalie, BS 
Knutti, Jared T., BS 
Kunz, Johnathan Donald, BS 
Lambert, Jared Campbell, BS *
Larsen, Brandon, BS 
Lauritsen, Jake Todd, BS 
Lindholm, Kimberly C., BS *
Lindow, Matthew Hyrum, BS *
Lockhart, Mathieu Chet, BS 
Lofthouse, Makayden, BS 
Lott, Kaleb Easton, BS 
Loveland, Richard Kinta Toru, BS 
Lovell, Nathaniel Reed, BS 
Luke, Samuel G., BS *
Lundell, Adam Scott, BS *
Macfarlane, Ian Daniel, BS 
Manesse, Seth Christian, BS +
Maxwell, Jazlyn McKenzie, BS 
McGee, Carter R., BS +
McMullin, Andrew Stein, BS *
McMurray, Scott Eugene, BS 
Medlyn, Ryan A., BS 
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Tolman, Jessica Kay, BS ^
Worley, Sydney Marguerite, BS 
 
GEOSCIENCES
Kubina, Rachel Lynne, BS *
Lee, Carly Messerly, BS 
Paulding, Anna Alexis, BS 
Schubert, Myles, BS 
Staheli, Zachary Jens, BS 








Andersen, Sierra Rose, BS 
Anderson, Landon Erik, BS *
Astle, Ragan Marie, BS ^
Bessinger, Melissa Sue, BS 
Black, Dyllan Robert Edward, BS 
Boyer, Matthew Stephen, BS 
Braeger, Noah Lars, BS ^
Broadhead, Dirk N., BS +
Bunnell, Arianna R., BS +
Burnham, Matt Jared, BS *
Butikofer, Abby, BS *
Cable, Alyssa C., BS *
Cantrell, Nicholas P., BS +
Carlson, Jaren August, BS +
Carr, Mckensie Kaitlyn, BS 
Chen, Yuxin, BS *
Christiansen, Shawn M., BS 
Clayson, Tyler Douglas, BS 
Coghlan, Abigail F., BS 
Corbridge, Caitlin, BS 
Diaz, Jonathan Maxwell, BS *
Dowdle, Ryan M., BS ^
Fernandes, Kasidy F., BS 
Fleming, Nicole Elizabeth, BS 
Fox, Sierra, BS ^
Fuller, Esther Oluyejide, BS 
Gailey, Stephanie, BS *
Gale, Claire Madeline, BS +
Gatrell, Darryl Phillip, BS 
Geib, Daniel Gordon, BS 
Griffin, Erin Jade, BS 
Heath, Mckayla K., BS 
Hernandez, Jorge, BS +
Huffman, Christine, BS *
Isaac, Alexa Rae, BS 
Jarman, Scout Cabe, BS ^
Jensen, Chase D., BS *
Jones, Gerald Benjamin, BS ^
Merrell, Jonah Richard, BS ^
Merrill, James Phillip, BS 
Miranda, Lux, BS *
Mobley, Sialao Jerry, BS *
Moe, Chit, BS 
Moore, Jeremiah Mark, BS 
Murri, Chad Leo, BS 
Nance, Conner D., BS 
Netz, Brennon C., BS 
Nielsen, Brett Gregory, BS 
Nielsen, David Michael, BS 
Novascone, Warren Rhead, BS 
O’Reilly, Thomas Ray, BS ^
Packer, Dallin J., BS 
Parra, Jonathan, BS 
Rasmussen, Alex Moody, BS 
Revelli, Laryssa Ann, BS +
Rogers, Kendra Lyn, BS 
Rose, Dominick Anthony, BS ^
Saldivar, Ivon Thomas, BS *
Scott, Jared Chesler, BS 
Simcox, Steven Dale, BS 
Smith, Brandon Kevin, BS 
Smith, Derek P., BS ^
Smith, Shawn Anthony, BS 
Spackman, Brett Merrill, BS 
Steiner, Zion Jeffrey, BS ^
Stokes, Linsey, BS 
Strong, Jacob Harper, BS 
Stucki, Clay Jacob, BS 
Summers, Steven Michael, BS 
Svedin, Brady Joseph, BS 
Swenson, Hannah Michelle, BS 
Thacker, Thomas Jay, BS 
Thomas, Tristan Lloyd, BS 
Thompson, Kortlin Shay, BS *
Toller, Charles Scott, BS 
Tolley, Sterling Jacob, BS *
Wagner, Wryn Linden Josef, BS *
Warnock, Garrett Savage, BS +
Warren, Michael Allen, BS 
Webster, Joshua R., BS *
White, Abraham Douglas, BS 
White, Matthew T., BS 
Wilde, Carson Brent, BS *
Winwood, Christian James, BS 
Wood, Lauren, BS *
Yamane, Mark William, BS 
 
GENERAL STUDIES 
Clausnitzer, Sam Todd, BS 
Corbett, Ryan A., BS 
Donoso, Carlos Eduardo, BS 
Fairbanks, John Talbot, BS +
Harward, Brinnlie Ellen, BS 
Hunter, Tyson, BS 
Smith, Alyson Joyce, BS *
Soule, Jarom Conner, BS 
Labrum, Clarissa, BS ^
Libberton, Jaden Kenneth, BS +
Merrell, Jonah Richard, BS ^
Miranda, Lux, BS *
Moore, Jeremiah Mark, BS 
Noyes, Natalia Ruby, BS ^
Ogborn, Brooks Clifford, BS *
Okada, Jordan Tetsuji, BS 
Peterson, Clarissa, BS *
Piiparinen, Kurt Nils, BS 
Rands, Samuel Winter, BS +
Raymer, William Samson, BS 
Reed, Jeffrey Robert, BS *
Reiley, Jaxon J., BS *
Robertson, Miles Leroy, BS ^
Rogers, Miranda, BS ^
Saloga, Richard, BS *
Selman, Nicole Alexis, BS +
Simpson, Shelby Ann, BS 
Smart, Myndi, BS *
Strong, Kaden J., BS 
Toller, Charles Scott, BS 
Vance, Branden Vail, BS *
Vaughn, Hannah H., BS 
Warren, Michael Allen, BS 
Watteyne, Joshua Rick, BS *
Williams, Bryce Clinton, BS ^
Wursten, Broc Robert, BS 
 
PHYSICS  
Arnell, Joseph B., BS 
Braeger, Noah Lars, BS ^
Brian, Garron, BS +
Briggs, Ryle Nathan, BS ^
Britt, Jonathan Edward, BS 
Burton, Lance Chase, BS *
Childs, Ryan Franklin, BS 
Collins, David Michael, BS 
Eastham, Eric Bryant, BS 
Green, Austin Walker, BS *
Halling, Brock W., BS +
Hansen, Clayton Robin, BS 
Harshman, Trevor Vance, BS +
Held, Gavin Wayne, BS +
Hogan, Matthew Thomas, BS ^
Lange, Christian Michael, BS ^
Mortensen, Madison Renee, BS *
Nelson, Alexandra Hughlett, BS *
O’donnell, Erin N., BS 
Ormsby, Jeffrey Allan, BS 
Pankey, Cade N., BS *
Pasic, Din, BS 
Pierson, Alexander Ned, BS *
Stalder, Emily Melisssa, BS 
Whiteley, Jennie Rebecca, BS ^
Wilcox, Brenne, BS 
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EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND 
HUMAN SERVICES CONVOCATIONS
UNDERGRADUATE CONVOCATIONS
May 7, 2021 
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
9:00 am & 11:00 am
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR ADDRESS
Dr. Kimberly Lott, 
School of  Teacher Education and Leadership
COLLEGE VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS
Maegyn Ipsen, Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
RECESSIONAL
GRADUATE CONVOCATION
May 7, 2021 
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
1:00 pm
PROCESSIONAL 
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
PRESENTATION OF 2020-2021
EMMA ECCLES JONES
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN 
SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
STRONG HUMAN SERVICES 
RECIPIENT ADDRESS
Dr. Kristin Searle
Instructional Technology & Learning Sciences
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
CLOSING REMARKS 
Dr. Jamison D. Fargo, Interim Dean
RECESSIONAL
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2020-2021 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS




Dr. Mimi Recker, Instructional Technology and Learning 
Sciences
FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD




LEGACY OF UTAH STATE AWARD
Katelyn Elizondo Childers, School of  Teacher Education and 
Leadership
MASTER’S STUDENT RESEARCHER
Tyler Hansen, School of  Teacher Education and Leadership
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR
Dr. Jody Clarke-Midura, Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Moana Fullmer, Human Development and Family Studies
STRONG HUMAN SERVICE AWARD
Dr. Kristin Searle, Instructional Technology and Learning 
Sciences
TEACHER OF  THE YEAR
Dr. Kimberly Lott, School of  Teacher Education and 
Leadership 
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR
Dr. David Law, Human Development and Family Studies
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR














Maegyn Ipsen enjoys 
serving children 
in her community, 
particularly those 
with special needs. These service opportunities greatly 
influenced her decision to become a special education 
teacher. A favorite experience was volunteering at Jump 
the Moon, a Logan foundation that makes art accessible 
to those with special needs. Maegyn enjoyed her 
practicum placements and loved learning from creative 
teachers and school staff  and applying her education 
in a real-world setting. Most of  all, Maegyn enjoyed the 
students with whom she met and worked. Maegyn was 
on the Dean’s List every year during her time at USU.
DEPARTMENT VALEDICTORIANS
Katherine Van Wagoner, Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf  Education
Madison Thomas, Human Development and Family Studies
Victoria Hepworth, Kinesiology and Health Science
Brooke Meyer, Nursing
James Clayton, Psychology
Caitlin Thaxton, School of  Teacher Education
and Leadership
Maegyn Ipsen, Special Education
and Rehabilitation Counseling
*The Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education and Human 
Services expresses deep appreciation to our generous donors.
** The U.S. News and World Report has ranked the Emma Eccles 
Jones College of  Education and Human Services 29th on its 
annual list of  “Best Graduate Schools of  Education” in the 
nation. USU has the only School of  Education in Utah to place 
in the top 50. Our college took the No. 12 spot nationally for 
research funding, receiving $41.8M to support research, teaching, 




Allen, William Thomas 




Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Michael E. Levin
Browning, Kaitlyn Olivia
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Timothy A. Shahan
Carpenter, Neil
Doctor of  Philosophy
Education
Dr. Cindy D. Jones
Corralejo, Samantha
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez
DeVilbiss, Nicole Josephine
Doctor of  Audiology
Dr. Karen Munoz
Downs, Jacob D. 
Doctor of  Philosophy
Education
Dr. Kathleen A. J. Mohr
Flory, Michelle
Doctor of  Philosophy
Education
Dr. Kathleen A. J. Mohr
Franco, Joana M.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Mimi Recker
Frye, Charles Casey Joel
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Amy L. Odum
Galizio, Ann Irene Bruce
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Amy L. Odum
Hagman, Amanda




Doctor of  Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Troy E. Beckert
Hinnenkamp, Jay E. 
















Doctor of  Philosophy
Education
Dr. Steven Camicia
Kemple Reeves, Ana Eloisa
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez
Larsen, Makynzie
Doctor of  Audiology
Dr. Karen Munoz
Mahamane, Salif  P.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Kerry E. Jordan
Matyi, Joshua Matthew
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. JoAnn T. Tschanz
Mechammil, Molly
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Rick A. Cruz
Muncy, Monica Paige
Doctor of  Audiology
Dr. Sarah Leopold
EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
AND HUMAN SERVICES
2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
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Neilson, Brionne
Doctor of  Philosophy
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Ann M. Berghout Austin
Papa, Lesther Anthony
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez
Poole, Frederick J. 
Doctor of  Philosophy
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Jody Clarke-Midura
Priestley, K. Lea
Doctor of  Philosophy
Education
Dr. Marla K. Robertson
Reeder, Rachel Checketts




Doctor of  Audiology
Dr. Karen Munoz
Ritter, Caitlyn R. 
Doctor of  Audiology
Dr. Brittan Barker
Rosario-Colon, Jeisianne
Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez
Schoepf, Sydnie
Doctor of  Philosophy
Education
Dr. Suzanne H. Jones
Sun, Chongning
Doctor of  Philosophy
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Jody Clarke-Midura
Thiede, Nicole Marie
Doctor of  Audiology
Dr. Sarah Leopold
Thomas, M. Faith








Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology
Dr. JoAnn T. Tschanz
Walker, Seth Gregory








Doctor of  Philosophy
Psychology













Dr. Gretchen Gimpel Peacock
































Dr. Ryan Knowles & Dr. Steven Camicia
MASTER’S DEGREES 
Abubukker, Kareem Khaled
Master of  Science
Health and Human Movement
Dr. Brennan Thompson
Agee, Lyndy Sue
Master of  Education
Psychology
Aland, John Winn
Master of  Education
Psychology
Allan, Tauna Elizabeth
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Amevor, Kayse Cottrell
Master of  Education
Psychology
Anderson, Cammie
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Anderton, Natalie Kae
Master of  Education
Psychology
Arnett, Caitlin Kauikawekiu
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Atkins, Darby Farr
Master of  Education
Psychology
Bagley, Brinn Elizabeth
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Bainbridge, Melody Ann
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Baker, Scott
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Travis Peterson
Bakner, Kaelah Ellen




Master of  Science
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Dr. Sandra Gillam
Bates, Joshua Graham
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Benallie, Troy James
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Dave Robinson
Bennett, Ammon Nephi
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Bennett, Kestly Brooke
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Berlin, LeAnne Kofford
Master of  Education
Psychology
Berry, Heidi Durham
Master of  Education
Psychology
Boehme, Amy Latricha
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Bosgieter, Cristin Murphy
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Bowen, Elisabeth Anastasia
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Bowman, Justin Davin
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Brunson, Arrin J.
Master of  Education
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Butters, Shyli
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Call, Dawnelle Dearden
Master of  Education
Psychology
Campbell, Mackenzie




Master of  Education
Psychology
Carter, Steven
Master of  Education




Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Chalfant, Tiffany Elaine
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Chamberlain, Kassidy Rose
Master of  Education
Psychology
Chamberlain, Laura
Master of  Education
Psychology
Chandler, Kerianne L. L. 
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Phillip Waite
Chandler, Rebecca K
Master of  Arts.
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Checketts, Rebecca Jo
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Christensen, Hillary Anne
Master of  Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Lisa Boyce
Christensen, Morgan Patricia
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Clark, Jeremy K.
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Ryan Seedall
Coleman, Sara
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Collard, Sarah Ashley
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Cowgill, Rachel Eve
Master of  Education
Psychology
Cragun, Hannah Rose
Master of  Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Elizabeth B. Fauth
Craner, Jed Douglas
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Daines, Evin E.
Master of  Education
Psychology
Darby, Chealsy Marie




Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Davis, Carter Haskell
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Michael E. Levin
Denning, Debra J. 
Master of  Education
Psychology
Detering, Annabel Marie
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Dexter, Taylor Dean




Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Donham, Abigail Marie
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Draper, Cameron Curt
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Duke, Jessica
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Julie Gast
Eaton, Zinna D. 




Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Elsmore, Elizabeth
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Steve Hawks
Estes, Grant Jeffrey
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Ewart, Donna Matlock
Master of  Education
Psychology
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Ferguson, Melissa MaShea Green
Master of  Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Aryn Dotterer
Ficklin, Erica Lynn




Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Forsythe, Natalie Eddings




Master of  Education
Psychology
Fox, Carly B.
Master of  Science
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Dr. Sandra Gillam
Fuchs, Laura Camille
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Fuse, Jamie Lee
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Garcia, Byron Horacio
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Rick A. Cruz
Gardner, Heather M.
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Dave Robinson
Garner, Teah Jayne
Master of  Education
Psychology
Gibbs, Stacie
Master of  Education
Psychology
Gibson, Hannah
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Giles, Sierra
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Debasree DasGupta
Gill, Marjorie M.
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Godfrey, Steven
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Golson, Megan Elizabeth 




Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Gordon, Sarina Michelle




Master of  Science
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Dr. Lauri H. Nelson
Gutierrez, Stella J.
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Hadden, Morgan Elizabeth
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Julie Gast
Hansen, Aleandria 
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Hansen, Alison A.
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Dave Robinson
Hart, Mary
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Harward, Elise
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Hepler, Madison Dawn
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Herrington, Matthew Charles
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Hibbard, Jessieann
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Hicks, Elizabeth Costello
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez
Hidalgo, Jeremy Craig
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Hills, Loryn D.




Master of  Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. David Schramm
Hoggan, Tara Cherie
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Holgreen, Breanna
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Hooten, Natalie Alaine
Master of  Education
Psychology
Hopkin, Kimberly Autumn
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Hopkins, Lisa L. 
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Howlett, Evann Alecia
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Huber, Elisabeth Ann
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Idso, Connor Grant
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Isaacs, Devon S.




Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Jacobson, Lennox
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Jarvis, Shauna Rae
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Jensen, Kirt Larry
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Steve Hawks
Jensen, Laura Beth




Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Jessup, Samantha
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Johns, Whitney Marie
Master of  Education
Psychology
Johnson, Aaron M.
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Johnson, Melissa
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Johnson, Natalie Blair
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Jones, Jennifer S.
Master of  Education
Psychology
Josephson, Elizabeth Rulu
Master of  Science
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Dr. Stephanie Borrie
Judd, Hailey Alice
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Travis Peterson
Kay, Dallin Jesse
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Kelley, Christa A.
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Kelly, Amber Lavon
Master of  Education
Psychology
Kingsford, Patricia “Trish”
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Kishbaugh, Shannin
Master of  Education
Elementary Education
Konrath, Samuel L
Master of  Science
Kinesiology
Krantz, Kirstin
Master of  Education
Psychology
Landes, Sarah Nicole
Master of  Education




Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Lara, Jazmin
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Rick A. Cruz
Larsen, Jill
Master of  Education
Psychology
Lawrence, Danielle Elizabeth
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Lay, Sherri
Master of  Science
Special Education
Dr. Karen Hager Martinez
Lewis, Kaylie Janel
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Travis Peterson
Liddell, Tiffany Page
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Linford, Blair Adrienne
Master of  Education
Psychology
Linnell, McKenzie L.
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Little, Jasmine Brynn
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Lovell, Nicole R.




Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Lubomski, Kristina Maria
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Ludolph, Ashley Victoria
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Luther, Angelee Lucile
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Mack, Sallie A. 




Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Makar, Morgan A.
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Mann, Karely
Master of  Science
Special Education
Dr. Karen Hager Martinez
Margetts, Saralyn
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Julie Gast
Markland, Lacie Lynn
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Marlar, Kjerstin
Master of  Education
Psychology
Martineau, Hailey A.
Master of  Science
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Dr. Sandra Gillam
Maw, Jana B.
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
McDonald, Andrea R.
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
McGuire, Connor Ryan
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
McKnight, Mallory
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Mechem, Tanja Jo
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Mendenhall, Aprel Marie
Master of  Education
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Mercer, Miles A.




Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Miles, Sandra J. 
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Missel, Alexis Meredith
Master of  Science




Master of  Science
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Kristy Bloham
Munk, Brittany Marie
Master of  Education
Psychology
Murray, Julie L. 
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. M. Scott DeBerard
Nielsen, Derek J.
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Nielsen, Kole
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
North, Karlee
Master of  Education
Psychology
Norton, Jeffrey Ryan
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Oliver, Elizabeth Jewel
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Ordonez, Andrea
Master of  Learning Technologies and Instructional Design
Osgood, Zakary Marius
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Ottley, Brian
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Palmer, Stacie
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Parker, Madison Jean
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Peck, Sara




Master of  Education
Psychology
Peralta, Sylvia Lee
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Petersen, Juliana M.
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Michael Twohig 
Pickrell, Mary Elizabeth
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Pilkington, Jamie
Master of  Education
Psychology
Polson, Rebecca Lynn
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Poole, Mikayla Shay
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Porritt, Meaghan Brown
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Porter, Alexis Kathleen
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Price, Tori
Master of  Education
Psychology
Prien, Megan Lindsay
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Quinn, Melisa
Master of  Education
Psychology
Randazzo, Kala Evelyn




Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Reay, Melinda Paige
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Reed, Megan
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Reuveni, Noa Sara
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Scott Bates & Dr. Sara Prince
Rhinesmith, Benedict Davis
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Megan Lachmar
Richards, Rachel
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Riddle, Joshua
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
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Rios, Magdalena Leshon








Master of  Education
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Ross, Tracy
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Ryan, Madison Ann
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Salgado, Lindsey R.
Master of  Education
Psychology
Schroeder, Melissa Lauren Brown
Master of  Education
Psychology
Schut, Kendrick Theo
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Schwab, Shay
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Seegmiller, Halie Dawn
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Shafiei, Mahdi
Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Kerry E. Jordan
Shakespear, Christina
Master of  Education
Psychology
Shaw, Nathaniel Charles
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Sheets, Justin Gary
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Shepherd, Rebecca Marie
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Sheriff, Jeanna R.
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Shields, Angela
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Megan Lachmar
Simm, Maygen Rae
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Sitton, Jessica Monique




Master of  Science
Psychology
Dr. Tyler Lefevor 
Smith, Emily Elizabeth
Master of  Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Sarah Tulane
Smith, Misti Ann
Master of  Education
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Smith, Nicole
Master of  Marriage and Family Therapy
Dr. Ryan Seedall
Smith, Rachel Jean H.
Master of  Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. David Schramm
Smith, Robb
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Smith, Robert Isaac Alakai
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Smuin, Breeze Heil
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Spencer, Steven




Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Sperry, Marty Michelle
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Springer, Ashley M.
Master of  Education




Master of  Science
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Mimi Recker
Stokes, Sarah Elizabeth
Master of  Education
Psychology
Stromberg, Katie June




Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Swenson, Emily
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Tapia, Lonee Nikol
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Thompson, Ashley J.
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Todd, Rachel
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Toloso, Glorya Avalon
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Truex, Jordan
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Trusty, Nicole Lynn
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Tupola, Tanza Leigh
Master of  Education
Psychology
Verhaal-Pereira, Tonya
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Wang, Xingchen
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Warburton, Chelsey Louise
Master of  Education
Physical and Sport Education
Dr. John Kras
Watts, Jessica
Master of  Arts
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Weaver, Megan E. 




Master of  Education
Psychology
Weeks, Sean N. 




Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Welsh, Kimberly
Master of  Public Health
Health Education and Promotion
Dr. Phillip Waite
West, Roxanne
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
Whetten, Logan Benson
Master of  Education
Educational Technology and Learning Sciences
Wight, Kara
Master of  Arts
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Wolfley, Robert Eugene
Master of  Rehabilitation Counseling
Wood, Jennifer Dalebout
Master of  Education
Psychology
Woodland, Laura Ashley
Master of  Science
Human Development and Family Studies
Dr. Sarah Tulane
Wright, Justin D.
Master of  Education
Instructional Leadership
Wright, Stephanie Kaye
Master of  Education
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences 
Wyson, Jillian Schmutz
Master of  Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Xu, Jennifer
Master of  Science
Health and Human Movement
Dr. Brennan Thompson
Young, Teena
Master of  Education
Communicative Disorders and Deaf  Education
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EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
AND HUMAN SERVICES
2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
AGGIES ELEVATED  
 Giebel, Bret Leo, C 
 Morgan, Paige Nicole, C 
 Ortiz, Jake Tanner, C 
 Otty, Jessica Yuriko, C 
 Perdue, Kyle Leslie, C 
 
COMMUNICATIVE 
DISORDERS AND DEAF 
EDUCATION  
Abshire, Melanie, BS 
Addams, Amber Rebecca, BS 
Ah-Sha, Susan, BS +
Anderson, Bethany Ruth, BS ^
Aquino, Stephanie, BS 
Archuleta, Alicia Ann, BS 
Ashcraft, Carrie, BS +
Augustin, Roudline, BS 
Austin, Joshua Andrew, BS ^
Bate, Abagail Maya, BS 
Bea, Jada Marie, BS *
Beeman, Amber, BS 
Behm, Shauna Lee, BS 
Bell, Lindsay Brooke, BS ^
Besch, Heather Marie, BS 
Bess, Genela Anette, BS 
Best, Rachel Kathleen, BS 
Biagini, Maya, BS ^
Blackburn, Belle, BS +
Bowman, Brock Jay, BA ^
Bowman, Emma Brown, BS *
Boyer, Pamela, BS 
Brauer, Colene, BS 
Brock, Hannah T., BS 
Brogan, Nicole, BS 
Brown, Rochelle Dawn, BS 
Buchheit, Megan, BS 
Butterfield, Natalie Camille, BS *
Call, Johanna Nielson, BS 
Camacho, Brianna Ruby, BS 
Cantrell, Candice Aileen, BS 
Cardenas, Desiree Alenai, BS 
Cardiel, Diana Lynn, BS 
Cardon, Rachel, BS ^
Carlson-Zapata, Nancy, BS 
Castro, Noemi Joanna, BS 
Cerruti, Stephanie, BS *
Cervantes Cortez, Alejandra Cervantes, BS 
Chan, Michelle Huey Min, BS 
Chase, Ellie Marian, BS +
Chesley, Jaron MaClinn, BS *
Ching, Vanessa Ashley, BS 
Christensen, Laurie Virginia, BS *
Christenson, Taylor Renee’, BS 
Chuop, Sopat, BS 
Clarke, Edione, BS 
Claybrook, Morgan, BS 
Cohen, Hailee, BS 
Cohn, Sara B., BS 
Coleman, Elizabeth J., BS *
Coleman, Katie Sylvia, BS *
Conway, Brook E., BS 
Cook, Madelyn, BS 
Coppinger, Susan, BS 
Coronado, Jennifer Starlynn, BS 
Coronado, Mariana E., BS 
Cottam, Kendra Nicole, BS 
Cottrell, Mackenzie J., BS ^
Cowan, Sara Christine, BS 
Cox-Hearn, Kelli Lynn, BS 
Crespo, Laura Natalia, BS 
Cruz Mercado, Jessica, BS 
Cuneo, Savannah Joy, BS 
Damico, Samantha Rae, BS 
Daniels, Emily Mayuko, BS 
Davies, Stephen, BS *
Davis, Kristina Rae, BS +
Davis, Sylvia Marie, BS ^
De Jesus, Rachel K., BS 
De La Rosa, Zeidhel Yadira, BS 
Decker, Marieta Louise, BS 
Deese, Tara, BS 
DeLaney, Jordyn Elizabeth, BS 
Delmont, Melissa D., BS 
Dianaty, Kathryn Tess, BS 
Dixon, Sarah, BS 
Dombrosky, Sarah Evette, BS 
Dority, Rachel, BS +
Dryden, Faith, BS +
Ducote, Taryn Anne, BS 
Dummar, Jayden Nicole, BS 
Durden, Lindsey, BS 
Duritsky, Nina Eileen, BS *
Echeita, Michonne Carlee, BS +
Edwards, Shantel I., BS +
Ellis, Shannon D., BS *
Erickson, Jennifer, BS ^
Esparza, Inez Colleen, BS 
Euresti-Leija, Michel, BS 
Evans, Laura, BS +
Farrer, Loralee, BS 
Field, Mindy Nielsen, BS +
Flores, Ivana, BS 
Foate, Wendy, BS 
Fowler, Bryn Ilene, BS 
Frandsen, Ami, BS 
Frank, Marlaine, BS 
Frankman, Savannah, BS *
Friant, Jalyssa M., BS +
Frost, Maycee Maud, BS ^
Gadd, Makayla Alice, BS 
Gailey, Morgan Danielle, BS 
Gamble, Shatequa Keirra, BS 
Garcia, Jennifer Ashley, BS 
Garcia, Viridiana Salgado, BS 
Garrett, Emalee Alyssa, BS *
Gates, Allison Leigh, BS 
Gatten, Jessica Michelle, BS 
Goldring, Lindsay Brooke, BS 
Gonzalez, Gabriela, BS 
Gowans, Amy Lee, BS 
Green, Hannah, BS 
Green, Nicole K., BS 
Grzybek, Dawn, BS *
Guerrero Mares, Nayeli Jazmin, BS 
Guyton, Michelle Lauren, BS 
Guzman, Tara Alyssa, BS 
Ha, Kathy Nguyen, BS 
Hackworth, Andrea Bianca, BS 
Haddaway, Victoria Piper, BS 
Haffner, Aislinn, BS 
Hall-Kirkham, Cade, BS 
Hamblin, Brinlee Shae, BS *
Hansen, Avery Brooke, BS ^
Hansen, Sydney J., BS +
Harbaugh, Angela, BS 
Harris, Emily Gayle, BS 
Hart, Jennifer Gail, BS ^
Hartvigsen, Abigail Marie, BS 
Head, Angela, BS 
Hebert, Devyn Faith, BS ^
Hepworth, Taylor John, BS 
Hernandez, Norma Elizabeth, BS 
Hill, Sydnee, BS +
Hodge, Madison Joy, BS ^
Hoffman, Lindsay Lee, BS 
Hoffman, Rider E., BS 
Hokanson, Alyssa, BS 
Holly, Josie Anne, BS 
Houston, Sarah Amanda, BS *
Hulse, Marianne, BS 
Hunt, Heidi Diane, BS *
Iqbal, Maryam, BS 
Irvine, Maria Fa’anunu, BS 
Jackson, Madilyn, BS 
Jackson, Nacole Angela, BS 
Jellen, Michelle, BS 
Jensen, Mercedes, BS +
Johnson, Mikaela C. K., BS 
Jongewaard, Sydney Ann, BS 
Kazmierski, Julianna Lynn, BS +
Keogh, Rebakah Dawn, BS *
Keyser, Leah Jean, BS 
Kidd, Mikayla, BS *
Klingsmith, Maria Lynae, BS 
Knoll, Michael Richard, BS *
Knowles, Kirsten Marie, BS ^
Kotowski, Jordyn, BS 
Kuhl, Michelle Marie, BS ^
Kunz, Elizabeth, BS +
Lal, Noorie, BS 
Larson, Kali Rae, BS 
Laws, Shaylee Anne, BS 
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Layman-Gonzales, Daven, BS 
Layton, Cody Troy, BS 
Leavitt, Lindsey Sarah, BS *
Leib, Bonnie, BS ^
Lima, Angelica, BS 
Linebarger, Morgan Marie, BS 
Lopez Hernandez, Diana, BS 
Lukash, Aleksandra, BS 
Lund, Jamie Anne, BS *
Lyles, Deborah Claire, BS 
Maass, Elizabeth, BS 
MacQueen, Ella K., BS *
Maddux, Julia Lynn, BS *
Magre, Sadie, BS +
Maki, Jennifer Lynn, BS 
Mallory, Annie Michelle, BS 
Mansoor, Jennifer Rebecca, BS ^
Marion, Kristy Lee, BS 
Martin, Karina, BS 
Mcdaniel, Alexandria Elaine, BS 
McDowell, Sarah, BS 
McGonegal, Jennifer, BS +
McMullin, Mckinnlei, BS 
Meadors, Amy Kathleen, BS 
Meldrum, Stephanie Renee, BS *
Mendoza, Katherine Lee, BS 
Menes, Amanda Taylor, BS 
Merryman, Laura Lynn, BS 
Mikesell, Calvin Kirk, BA  
Miles, Callie Michelle, BS 
Miller, Carmen Jayne, BS 
Miller, Nicole Renee, BS 
Moffitt, Braxtyn, BS 
Mork, Dana Jill, BS ^
Myrick, Brooke Elizabeth, BS 
Nakashima, Elizabeth Anne, BS 
Naser, Lauren Jean, BS ^
Nash, Katherine Anne, BS ^
Navarro, Betsy, BS 
Nichols, Chelsea LeeAnn, BS 
Nobis, Mckenna, BS +
Norris, Katelyn J., BS 
Okutsu, Morgan Jane, BS 
Oldham, Cameron Grant, BA *
Olsen, Annie Jane, BS 
Olson, Kimberly Ann, BS 
Orchard, Erin Ann, BS 
Osier, Eric, BS *
Ostergar, Sunny Jay, BS 
Ott, Sarah Blanche, BS 
Pack, Erinn, BS 
Page-Warner, Mia Latema, BS 
Parson, Gabrielle, BS *
Pastore, Nicole, BS ^
Peck, Cammy Christensen, BS 
Pentzer, Kristi Lynn, BS 
Perez, Julio, BS 
Perfecto, Catherine Lamban, BS *
Peterson, Heather Corrine, BS 
Peterson, Irelyn Shea, BS 
Pineda, Jennifer Astrid, BS 
Porter, Allison Jolene, BS *
Purcell, Casey, BS 
Quinn, Megan Elyse, BS *
Rafeel, Tatyana, BS 
Rainsdon, Virginia Carroll, BS 
Ramirez, Alice, BS 
Ramos, Kaitlyn Olivia, BS 
Ramsey, Leigh-Ann, BS 
Reddig, Cynthia Jeanne, BS 
Renoad, Sarah Jane, BS *
Rich, Megan Trees, BS 
Richter, Emily, BS +
Rictor, Ian Guy, BS 
Riestra, Jazmin, BS 
Ring, Jennifer Lee, BS 
Riter, Audreigh Marie, BS *
Rivadeneira, Carla, BS 
Rivera, Jessica Evelyn, BS 
Robertson, Alyssa Jane, BS 
Robinson Washington, Jadelyn Ashley 
  Shanel, BS 
Roby, Annette, BS 
Roman, Graciela Marie, BS 
Rubio, Belinda, BS 
Rudinger, Merry Kathryn, BS 
Ruff, Mary Andrea, BA *
Russo, Rita Carol, BS *
Rzyski, Carina, BS 
Sady, Julie, BS 
Salazar Aguilar, Saimi Yanira, BS 
Sanderson, Sarah Ann, BS ^
Sanford, Taylor Christine, BS *
Saul, Stephanie Thomas, BS 
Scalf, Jessica Renae, BS 
Schliesser, Johana, BS ^
Scott, Lexie Elizabeth, BS ^
Scribner, Natalie Catherine, BS *
Sereno, Chase Michael, BS 
Serio, Jennifer E., BS 
Sharp, Allison Johanna, BS *
Sharp, Molly Elizabeth, BS 
Shibata, Nicole Kiyoko, BS 
Simms, Gabriel Kade, BS *
Small, Sharon, BS ^
Smith, Rachel Joyce, BS 
Smithson, Shila Capri, BS 
Snell, Brenda Sue, BS 
Snow, Paige Elise, BS +
Solano, Claudia Jennie, BS 
Somerset, Baylie Aspen, BS 
Spedding, Emma N., BS *
Spencer, Kelsey Dale, BS *
Staheli, Paige Elaine, BS +
Starkey, Tara Jo, BS +
Stearns, Brenley, BS 
Stibbe, Julianne, BS 
Stimpson, KeeLee Shay, BS 
Strickland, Krystal Blue, BS 
Strong, Gwyndolynn C., BS 
Styler, Savannah Mary, BS 
Tait, Kimberly Ann, BS *
Taliaferro, Yuyun Wahyunani, BS 
Tate, Natalie Anne, BS 
Tay, Shi Chern, BS 
Tejada, Mariela L., BS 
Thomas, Chanelle M., BS ^
Thomas, Sarah, BS 
Thompson, Kenna M., BS 
Tibbets, Kolbee Lynn, BA 
Toyn, WyLee Karter, BS 
Tubbs, Taylee Ann, BS +
Uluave, Kira, BS 
Valencia, Susana Rodrigues, BS 
Van Leeuwen, Kristen, BS +
Van Pelt, Megan Marie, BS +
Van Wagoner, Katherine Grace, BS ^
Vandegrift, Stella Mari, BS 
Vanderheiden, Lisa Ann, BS 
Vega, Vivian, BS 
Vellani Jones, Sarayia, BS 
Versailles, Brittni Pauline, BS 
Vetter, Kari L., BS *
Wager, Nautica Faye, BS 
Walters, Amanda Janet, BS *
Walters, Celeste Nicole, BS 
Warner, Ashlynn, BS 
Watanabe, Hikari, BS 
Weaver, Jessica Teri, BS 
Webber, Lexi, BS *
Weight, Olivia Murray, BS ^
Weller, Michelle Ruth, BS ^
Wells, Alyssa Renee, BS 
West, Melinda, BS 
Weston, Kara Beutler, BS *
White, Olivia Margaret, BS 
Whitford, Vanessa Lee, BS 
Williams, Abby Lee, BS 
Williams, Candice, BS 
Williams, Chelse Rhea, BS +
Williams, Chelsea Patricia, BS +
Williams, Erika, BS *
Williams, Raina Shirlyn, BS ^
Wilson, Isabella Marguerite, BS ^
Winterton, Jenice, BS *
Wiser, Kaylene, BS +
Wolf, Kaileen Adele, BS 
Wood, Chelsee Marie, BS 
Wright, Alexis Lillian, BS 
Zapien, Courtney, BS 
Zeris, Brandon, BS 
Zheng, Yun, BS 
Zimerman, Stefanie Jena, BS 
GENERAL STUDIES
Adams, Jeffrey Dale, BS 
Aliifua, Demytrick, BS 
Bassett, Esther Hailey, BS 
Bolingbroke, Mara, BS *
Breese, Cennedy Summit, BS 
Cardenas, Jean Marko, BS 
Carter, Heidi Christine, BS 
Cerroni, Virginia L., BS 
Chico, Giselle, BS 
Douglas, Kaitlyn, BS 
Dunmeyer, Kalin Cory, BS 
Ewell, Joshua, BS 
Gatten, Hayliann, BS 
Grootfaam, Roche Gilliano, BS 
Haney, Kirk William, BS 
Harvill, Kelly, BS 
Hathaway, Chelsea Billings, BS 
Holgreen, Shanna, BS +
Hull, Delaney M., BS 
Kragero, Aidan Laurance, BS 
Law, Melissa E., BS 
Lloyd, Jarrod Don, BS 
McDonald, Lyndsey Cheyenne, BS 
Michael, Julane M., BS 
Moore, Jason Alan, BS 
Nielson, Spencer William, BS 
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Park, Shane Byron, BS 
Quayle, Kenden Anne, BS ^
Rasmussen, Sarah, BS 
Rigby, Jeffrey Wayne, BS 
Sanford, Jarod Raymond, BS 
Stall, Klay David, BS 
VanOrman, Jonathan Ashton, BS *
Wright, Miles, BS 
Yankura, Michael David, BS 
  
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
AND FAMILY STUDIES  
Abplanalp, Lauren McKell, BS 
Almanzan, Destiny Rose, BS 
Anderson, Hailey May, BS *
Anderson, Heather Nicole, BS +
Anderson, Tandem Penelope, BS *
Averett, Ashlie Dawn, BS 
Baker, Miranda Marie, BS ^
Barker, Erin H., BS *
Barlow, Amberlee, BS ^
Bashaw, Shelby Ella, BS *
Benge, Regan Ginna, BS *
Bingham, Ashlyn, BS 
Bryant, Afton Gabrielle, BS +
Bullion, Sara L., BS +
Bunch, Julee, BS +
Butterfield, Kayla Faye, BS *
Campbell, Emma Claire, BS *
Campbell, Moani, BS +
Chesley, Tiffany Ann, BS ^
Christensen, Carley Madison, BS *
Clarke, Caitlyn V., BS 
Clayton, Emma, BS +
Cook, Lauren, BS 
Coppin, Andrea Jolynne, BS +
Costlow, Hannah Claire, BS ^
Dalia, Hannah, BS *
Dalton, Bailey, BS 
Dart, Dawn Elizabeth, BS 
Deere Leavitt, Josie Anna, BS 
Draper, Whitney Ann, BS *
Dunn, Katelyn Cozzens, BS 
Egan, Spencer Brock, BS +
Emerson, Emily Elizabeth, BS 
Evans, Darci Jan, BS +
Falslev, Cindy, BS 
Fiore-Torres, Angelica, BS 
Fitzgerald, MaryKate, BS ^
Fletcher, Kayli Marne, BS ^
Fridal, Brianna Eyre, BS +
Fuller, Anna Jo, BS *
Fullmer, Maku Moana Maree, BS +
Goaslind, Lauryn Michelle, BS 
Green, Madison Christine, BS +
Greenhalgh, Autumn Rae, BS 
Gutierrez, Andrew Luciano, BS +
Guymon, Kimberly K., BS 
Hagenlocher, Jill, BS 
Hales, Angela Nicole, BS 
Hales, Emily Shaffer, BS *
Hall, Anna Michelle, BS ^
Hall, Madison Marlene, BS ^
Hardy, Brittlyn, BS 
Harris, Jasmine Rebecca, BS *
Heward, Shayla B., BS +
Hoskisson, Orrin, BA *
Houseman, Lindsey Alexandra, BS 
Howell, Melanie Linford, BS *
Ivie, Kayla Marie, BS 
Jensen, Aubrey Elizabeth, BS *
Jenson, Taylor M., BS 
Jentzsch, Kirsten, BS *
Johnson, Anne Marie, BS *
Jordan, Brittany Ann, BS *
Judd, Megan Rachel, BA 
Juhasz, Elisabeth Ann, BS +
Kitchen, Camille J., BS 
Labrum, Casey Sean, BS 
Law, Amy Weeks, BS +
Lensch, Emily Joy, BS 
Lloyd, Shonee Nichole, BS 
Loveland, Alexia, BS *
Lundberg, Makendra, BS 
Lundgren, Annika Sylvia, BS *
Lynch, Rebecca Dawn, BS 
Madsen, Aspyn N., BS ^
Mahaffey, Ashley Suzanne, BS 
Markworth, Madison Fern, BS *
Marshall, Jacqilynn Marie, BS +
Martinez, Abigail Hess, BS *
McDonald, Michelle, BS ^
Mendenhall, Andrea, BS ^
Michel, Jesse, BS *
Miller, Leslie Camille, BS 
Mitton, Regan E., BS 
Moody, Brenda Justeena, BS +
Morgan, Melissa M., BS *
Muhwezi, Crystalyn Wilson, BS *
Murdock, Bailey Dean, BS *
Murnighan, Sarah Marietta, BS *
Murray, Rita Ann, BS 
Nelson-Bell, Alicia M., BS +
Nilsson, Madison, BS +
Oler, Kara Marie, BS *
Packer, Sera Esther Elizabeth, BS 
Pearce, Kirsha A., BS 
Pena, Veronica Natali, BS *
Perkins, Madelin Mae, BS 
Perry, Rylee Jo, BS 
Peterson, Jennifer, BS ^
Pobanz, Allison Ann, BS ^
Poulson, Taylor Brooke, BS *
Reid, Bentley Jean, BS *
Reynolds, Merikay, BS 
Rigby, Ashlee Sue, BS *
Robinette, Amanda, BS *
Sanchez-Martinez, Jacklynn Lenora, BS +
Sidler, Maren Glen, BS +
Sites, Anika Jeneve, BS *
Smith, Savannah Elaine, BS 
Sparks, Savannah, BA 
Stephan, Olivia, BS *
Stubbs, Tara Marie, BS *
Taggart, Suzanne Olya, BS 
Taveapont, Melissa, BS *
Taylor, Krystal Estelle, BS +
Terry, Bret LaMar, BS *
Thacker, Melissa Dawn, BS 
Thomas, Madison, BS ^
Thorn, Sarah Pyper, BS +
Torrie, Kylie Dawn, BS 
Tripp, Jessica Annett, BS +
Turner, Makenzy S., BS +
Vernier, Alyssa Alexandria, BS 
Warby, Ashley Olivia, BS +
Warner, Tarena Marie, BS *
Wheldon, Allyson Elizabeth, BS *
Wiegand, Jessica, BS +
Williams, Mikayla Nicole, BS +
Williams, Olivia Kate, BS 
Wilson, Macy Ane, BS *
Winterton, Andrea, BS 





Christensen, Kameron Mikel, BS 




Jackson Jr., Ladale Lamont, BS 




Abeyta, Taylon K., BS 
Adamson, Carly R., BS 
Alder, Hollyn, BS *
Allen, Paige, BS 
Andersen, Abby Shae, BS +
Andersen, Caden Jay, BS 
Anderson, Katelyn Mary, BS *
Anderson, Kaylee, BS +
Andreasen, Joseph Dirk, BS 
Ashton, Whittney Nicole, BS 
Baadsgaard, Brinley Lou, BS 
Babauta, Cassey Pangelinan, BS 
Bair, Cody, BS 
Ball, Kelli Lyn, BS 
Barker, Dylan Nicolas Coy, BS 
Barrow, Katie, BS *
Bartlett, Haley Shea, BS 
Bawden, Kaitlyn, BS +
Bean, Justin Barrus, BS 
Bednar, Rebekah J., BS *
Bernhisel, John Michael, BS 
Birky, Jaxton Bruce, BS +
Blake, Shanda Lyn, BS 
Bolton, Dakota Randall, BS 
Botts, Brittany Paige, BS *
Bower, Ryleigh MyKole, BS 
Brindley, Matthew, BS 
Brower, Mitchell Scott, BS 
Budge, Madison Brooke, BS ^
Capell, Jared K., BS +
Capener, AshLyn, BS *
Carey, Matthew, BS 
Carpenter, Richard James, BS 
Carr, Megan Eliza, BS *
Casebolt, Ashley Mae, BS 
Christensen, Teisha, BS +
Christiansen, Olivia, BS 
Clark, Jacob, BS 
Clark, Riley J., BS 
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Collins, Dana Emily, BS *
Cook, Austin Alan, BS +
Cook, Jordyn, BS *
Cooley, Jaden Max, BS *
Corbridge, Samantha, BS +
Crandell, Paige Taylor, BS 
Crosby, Kylie Anne, BS 
Currie, Bryan Michael, BS *
Davies, Daniel Lynn, BS 
Davis, Emma Jane, BS +
Denny, Ali Marie, BS 
Diaz, Anna Gabrielle, BS *
Dickson, Aaron, BS 
Doyle, Hunter H., BS *
Drake, Elizabeth, BS +
Edmondson, Samuel Owen, BS 
Egbert, Austin Chad, BS 
Egbert, Courtney, BS *
Esplain, Quintana April, BS 
Famuliner, Kai, BS ^
Feyedelem, Jake Christopher, BS *
Fjeldsted, Annika, BS *
Folland, Elizabeth Nicole, BS *
Fonger, Aimee M., BS *
Freeman, Jessica, BS 
Funk, Kelee Suzannah, BS ^
Garcia, Andres, BS +
Garry, Jillian Ellen, BS 
Gonzalez, Cecelia Ambria, BS *
Goodrich, Jasay Ann, BS *
Greenland, Kimberly Paige, BS +
Greer, Kayla E., BS *
Hack, Kyler, BS 
Hale, Amy Elisabeth, BS +
Hale, Tembree Lynn, BS 
Hanks, Hunter Anthony, BS *
Hansen, Tate L., BS +
Hansen, Viktoria Cassidy, BS 
Hardy, Kyra, BS +
Harker, Taryn Danielle, BS +
Harlan, Ariana Rae, BS *
Harmon, Preston Jenks, BS 
Harmon, Shelbi M., BS *
Harris, Hunter Jeffrey, BS 
Harrison, Nicholas Michael, BS *
Hepworth, Victoria Grace, BS ^
Hill, Courtney Kaye, BS 
Holliday, Almyrah M., BS 
Holmes, Taylor Ryan, BS 
Horrocks, Abbey, BS ^
Hull, Mariah Lee, BS ^
Hull, Matthew Thomas Carpino, BS 
Hunsaker, Jake Ryan, BS *
Hunsaker, Naomi, BS 
Hunter, Caitlin Elsbeth, BS 
Hurst, Kyle, BS 
Hutchinson, Aaron, BS 
Jensen, McKenna Machel, BS +
Jensen, Megan Rae, BS 
Johnson, Heather L., BS 
Johnson, McKay Brian, BS 
Jolley, Blake Lee, BS 
Jones, Brendon Todd, BS ^
Karren, Katherine Delta, BS +
Kinghorn, Kielee Taylor, BS +
Kinkade, Mccall Kristina, BS 
Kitterman, Kaeleigh D., BS *
Klein, Madelyn Noel, BS 
Knight, Devin Vern, BS 
Knowles, Riley Jack, BS 
Kuba, Erin Elizabeth, BS 
Lamb, Allison M., BS 
Lane, Makayla, BS *
Lanning, Tiffany Kay, BS 
Larsen, Elisabeth Johanna, BS ^
Lecheminant, Derek Hill, BS *
Lefavor, Alexis, BS *
Lightfoot, Holly Lynn, BS *
Litchfield, Tanner Cole, BS 
Long, Christopher Louis, BS ^
Loveridge, Cameron David, BS *
Luna, Francisco Javier, BS 
Lund, Rachel Eva, BS *
Lusk, Aaron Ulrich, BS 
Ly, Cecilia R., BS 
Manning, Bronwyn T., BS *
Manning, Daniel Britten, BS *
Margetts, Joshua G., BS 
Marshall, Amber, BS *
Martin, Cody William, BS +
Maseda, Bailey Lynn, BS 
McAllister, Jenna, BS *
McBride, Joshua, BS 
McClellan, Whitney Jo, BS +
Mecham, Erin Kathleen, BS +
Melton, Rachel Elizabeth, BS 
Merrill, Makenna Ku’ulei, BS 
Meyer, Mikaela, BS *
Miller, Axel Michael, BS 
Miller, Jaclyn Atencio, BS +
Milovich, Miranda, BS *
Morrell, Matthew Stephen, BS *
Muniz, Edwin, BS 
Munoz, Eric, BS 
Navarrete, Emilio, BS 
Nelson, Chancelor Michael, BS 
Nelson, Tyler Joseph, BS *
Nielsen, Emily, BS *
Nielsen, Megan, BS 
Nielsen, Pieper Sage, BS 
Nielson, John Rollin, BS 
Noall, Tyler Jeffery, BS *
Nosler, Isabella A., BS 
Nykamp, Hyrum S., BS 
Odong, Erica Boston, BS 
Oman, Jordyn N., BS +
Orchard, Shae Lindsey, BS 
Outsen, McKinley Tate, BS 
Overson, Bradley Bruce, BS 
Packer, Jessica Lisa, BS +
Painter, Jami Marissa, BS 
Palmer, Kristin L., BS 
Parkinson, Kortnee, BS 
Pavicic, McKinley Renee, BS 
Pectol, Brittany Paige, BS 
Peisley, Kevin Jason, BS 
Penrose, Alyssa Nicole, BS 
Petersen, Bradley Sterling, BS 
Petersen, Brindi, BS 
Petersen, Kiera A., BS *
Peterson, Anthony Allen, BS 
Plowman, Trevor J., BS +
Pope, Kaycee Layne, BS +
Raschke, Megan Mariah, BS 
Ravsten, Kelly, BS 
Reed, Brandon Shane, BS *
Reed, Stephanie Michelle, BS *
Regennitter, Piper Lee, BS +
Reid, Jacob Ford, BS *
Riss, Danielle Nicole, BS 
Roberts, Tyson Steven, BS +
Rodman, Blake Fung, BS 
Russell, Destinee, BS 
Sainsbury, Kristen Noelle, BS +
Samples, Riley Cassie, BS *
Scoggins, Jordan Marie, BS 
Scott, McKenzie, BS 
Silva, Omar, BS 
Simonsen, Hunter Jeffery, BS *
Slade, Kaitlin, BS +
Slater, Sara, BS 
Smith, Abigail Marea, BS 
Smith, Hailey Ann, BS *
Smith, Hannah Raquel, BS 
Smith, Tanner Cade, BS *
Smith, Victoria Anne, BS 
Southworth, Amelia Jean, BS 
Steele, Alyssa Dawn, BS *
Steele, Benjamin Lonny, BS 
Stevens, Samuel Dale, BS +
Stewart, Jessie Ann, BS +
Stuart, Bryce Connor, BS *
Summers, Kassi, BS +
Taggart, Bailey Nicole, BS +
Talbot, Morgan, BS 
Tamayo, Brenden Ray, BS 
Tambe, Keith, BS 
Tarbet, Terence Robert, BS 
Taufoou, Jaynee Lupe, BS *
Tews, Paige Kay, BS ^
Thomas, Alexa, BS 
Thomas, Jared, BS 
Thomas, Olivia Q., BS *
Thompson, Jared Scott, BS 
Thuet, Laura Kathleen, BS +
Tippets, Tevan Lewis, BS 
Truman, Felicia T., BS ^
Vail, Macy Marie, BS *
Valdez, Aubrey Margaret, BS *
Vander Stoep, Kiana Sophia, BS 
Varnadore, Leighton, BS *
Volmar, Megan, BS ^
Wacker, Jennabee, BS 
Wall, Sarah Georgia, BS 
Wallace, Mikayla Juleen, BS *
Warner, Jayme S., BS *
Warr, Kirsten Lynn, BS 
Welch, Riley S., BS 
Wells, Alissa Victoria, BS 
Wilding, Mckay, BS +
Woodhall, Kathryn Elizabeth, BS 
Woolley, Kaitlyn Paige, BS +
Wright, Paige Elizabeth, BS 
Yang, Lily, BS *
Yazzie, Kristen B., BS 
Zavala, Lilia Leticia, BS 




Anderson, Carien Linford, AAS **
Anderson, Jesse Steven, CC ^^
Ballard, Brityn P., CC **
Barnett, John Paul, CC ^^
Bartold, Allison Breann, AAS ^^
Batioja, Dalia E., CC ^^
Bean, Joanne P., AAS 
Benn, Tondra, AAS 
Berge, AlixSandra, AAS 
Berindean, Anca Monica, AAS ^^
Bigelow, Cyene Rose, CC **
Black, Brittany, AAS **
Black, Sage M., AAS **
Bogdin, Brenna Lynn, AAS **
Bolton, Griffin Blake, BS *
Bothwell, Marci Dawn, AAS ^^
Bowring, Hunter Michael, AAS ^^
Brady, Celeste Cleo, AAS 
Brock, Kaylee Rebecca, AAS **
Charley, Latanya, AAS 
Chaves, Darla Poulette, CC **
Christensen, Abygail, BS *
Chynoweth, Lexi N., CC **
Clement, Sherry, CC 
Cloward, Haley Elise, AAS ^^
Collett, Marcela, AAS **
Conrad, Jaycie P., BS *
Davis, Erica Lynn, AAS ^^
Davis, Timothy Glenn, AAS 
Day, Laci Rose, AAS ^^
Deswood, Valerina Adakai, CC ^^
Dodge, Quencavies, AAS 
Douglas, Christine Marie, BS +
Downs, Riley Danielle, AAS 
Durfee, Hailey, AAS 
Dusenberry, Baylee Mee-Kyung, BS *
Eliason, Jeremy, AAS 
Eyre, Swaysie J., AAS **
Florence, Maddison Nichole, AAS 
Frandsen, Melissa, CC 
Franke, Brayden Christopher, BS 
Freestone, Stenson Daniel, AAS ^^
Gallardo, Adelina C., AAS **
Gardner, Haylee B., BS *
Garner, Sadie Jayne, BS +
Geltz, Brielle Nicole, BS +
Hall, Megan Jessica, AAS **
Hall, Samantha Ann, AAS 
Hardy, Dansie A., CC 
Hartnagle, Tanesha A., CC **
Heath, Alisann Camille, AAS **
Holland, Emma J., BS +
Holliday, Lincoln Seth, CC 
Holmes, Makenzie Lee, AAS 
Holt, Dallin, AAS ^^
Horrocks, Bridget Marie, AAS ^^
Howard, Chorus A., BS ^
Howell, Tiffany Jae, AAS **
Hull, Jessica D.Ann, AAS **
Hunsaker, Jacob Christian, BS *
Hyder, Melissa Linn, AAS 
Ivins, Stephanie, CC ^^
Jackson, Melissa Diane, AAS ^^
Jenson, Rebekah Kay, BS ^
Johnson, Alyse, BS +
Johnson, Christine Jamie, AAS ^^
Jones, Nichole Louise, AAS **
Juggert, Senaida Kelli Jo, CC **
Keetch, Lauren Alexa, BS +
Keith, Autumn Pauline, CC 
Knowles, Sarah Elaine, BS +
Krueger, Lauren, AAS 
Law, Cortnie Webb, AAS **
Lawrence, Rachel Catherine, AAS 
Lester, Daniel Cameron, CC **
Liu, Allan Carlton, AAS 
Lupo, Makayla Alyssa, CC **
Lyman, Devin C., CC **
Maloney, Alexis, AAS **
Maughan, Vonda Michelle, BS *
McElprang, Tiana Ann, CC 
Mercer, Jessica Lyn, BS +
Meyer, Brooke L., BS ^
Miller, Ashley, AAS **
Miller, Audrina, BS *
Mills, Hanna Kay, CC ^^
Mixon, Allie Elizabeth, AAS ^^
Mixon, Barbara Dayonne, AAS ^^
Moore, Fallon Alisha, BS *
Moreno, Britni Joy, CC ^^
Moreno, Douglas Jene, AAS **
Muava’a, Brigit T., CC **
Munford, Mica Sharee, AAS ^^
Nerdin, Kambrea Alee, AAS 
Nielson, Amber, CC **
Nielson, Gabriella E., AAS ^^
Nielson, Justin Thomas, CC **
Notestine, Heather, AAS **
Noyes, Gentry Anne, CC **
Olsen, Brooklynn, CC **
Orr, Riley Haven, CC 
Pack, Katie Francis, AAS 
Palmer, Caden Russell, BS ^
Parkinson, Jacob Daniel, BS 
Partridge, Carmen Raye, CC ^^
Pavithran, Margaret Anne, BS +
Perkins, Remington Stellar, CC **
Perrizo, Donald Mark, AAS **
Porter, Claresa Lee, AAS 
Poulson, Calie Mae, AAS ^^
Pressett, Stasha Dawn, CC ^^
Price, Jeridi Lynn, CC 
Pridmore, Janae Lynn, AAS ^^
Pritchard, Colter, BS *
Pruett, Karrie Denise, AAS **
Ramsay, Emma Christine, BS ^
Reary, Shayla Rae, BS +
Redd, Kristi, AAS ^^
Reeves, Mikayla Nicole, AAS 
Reid, Jennifer Lynne, AAS **
Rendon, Candy Lynn, AAS ^^
Rich, Dustin Clark, CC **
Richens, Kristen, AAS **
Roberts, Jennifer B., AAS ^^
Rogers, Kayli Rose, CC 
Rodriguez Celestino, Lizbeth Marisela, CC 
Shaw, Miranda M., CC 
Sheriff, Mallory, AAS 
Smith, Amy Leigh, BS +
Sundloff, Lindsay Clegg, AAS **
Thatcher, Jamie lynn, AAS ^^
Thomason, Kallie, CC ^^
Thompson, McKinzie Anne, AAS ^^
Tivao, Nohelani, AAS 
Tohtsonie, Brittney Albertina, AAS 
Turner, Terra Jo, AAS **
VanMeter, Ian Tyler, CC **
Vickers, Dellene Marie, AAS ^^
Waldron, Emma Jo, BS ^
Wandry, Jessie Lynn, BS ^
Washburn, Emily Janae, AAS **
Welsh, Alia Jean, CC ^^
Wheeler, Brett, BS +
Whetten, Kassy Michelle, AAS **
White, Tiffany Beth, CC ^^
Whitehair, Shannon Marlena, AAS 
Wiker, Tamra Ann, AAS 
Wilcken, Kristy, AAS ^^
Wilson, Kyle, CC 
Wood, Ashlee M., BS ^
Wride, Anna Marie, BS *
Young, Natalee Ann, AAS 
Zunich, Mercedes, CC ^^
  
PSYCHOLOGY  
Albiston, Cayden E., BS 
Allen, Austin Blaine, BS 
Andersen, Brandon David, BS *
Andreasen, Riley James, BS *
Archibald, Camryn L., BS +
Arrington, Cammon Mitchell, BS 
Ashby, Amelia Katelyn, BS *
Atterton, Brennon R., BS 
Avery, Tracy, BS ^
Bailey, Amber Kaye, BS 
Bailey, Lydia Anne, BS ^
Ballam, Whitney Angela, BS 
Barnes, Emma M., BS 
Barton, Matthew Scott, BS 
Bates, Alexis Nicole, BS *
Beardsley, Erika Maureen, BS 
Beckdol, Brooklyn Kay, BS *
Beckett, Natalie McKell, BS 
Behm, Rachel Annette, BS 
Bell, Andrea Catherine, BS 
Bell, Chelsea Marie, BS 
Berrett, Whitney Marie, BS *
Bills, Jameson R., BS 
Black, Derek J., BS *
Boyd, Sydney Allyse, BS +
Bradshaw, Jesse R., BS +
Bridge, Mariam Nicole, BS 
Brinkworth Jr., Adam Lorance, BS *
Buchmiller, Cloe Lynn, BS *
Bullitt, MaKayla Monet, BS 
Burraston, Stephen James, BS +
Butler, Meranda Thayer, BS *
Butterfield, Lara Kye, BS +
Cardoso, Isaiah, BS *
Carlsen, Emma, BS +
Carpenter, Aria E., BS 
Cavey, Morgan Elizabeth, BS 
Christiansen, Brittany Allyn, BS *
Clark, Connor Jeffrey, BS ^
Clayton, James William Tad, BS ^
Conover, Riley Marie, BS +
Cox, Jaylee K., BS *
Cramer, Michael Asher, BS 
Creager, Angelica Lynn, BS *
Crockett, Austin Dale, BS +
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Daines, Tanner Andrew, BS *
Davis, Caitlyn Jean, BS 
Davis, Sydnee Jean, BS 
DeMercy, Haylie Marie, BS *
Desmond, Ashley Ida, BS 
Dikwa-Nkrumah, Chelsea Adjiwa, BS *
Downey, Haylee Montez, BS ^
Eck, Perri Ann, BS 
Ellsworth, Sarah A., BS 
Esquivel, Janelle, BS *
Evans, Jaisha A., BS +
Everitt, Misa, BS 
Fallon, Eva Alexandria, BS *
Felkins, Alexandria Sally, BS *
Flint, Rylee Erin, BS *
Foulger, Finley, BS *
Frome, Julianne, BS 
Gale, Claire Madeline, BS +
Geddes, Dominique Mortensen, BS *
Gifford, Jessica Madsen, BS +
Giles, Alexis May, BS 
Gillette, Lirenza, BS 
Goldman, Jason Everett, BS 
Grove, Joshua Dallan, BS 
Gudmundson, Tiffany A., BS * 
Gutierrez, Michell Lynn, BS *
Ha, Jennifer, BS +
Hand, Haley Erickson, BA ^
Hansen, Natasha C., BS 
Harker, Romney B., BS +
Harris, JoAnna Kristine, BS ^
Hathaway, Sara E., BS ^
Hawkins, Trevor J. Wayne, BS 
Heugly, Janelle Lynne, BS *
Hickman, Jonah M., BS *
Hill, Joshua James, BS *
Hobbs, Preston R., BS 
Holladay, Jennifer, BS 
Hoth, Tali Ilene, BS +
Huenemann, Hanna, BS 
Humphrey, Darcy Jane, BS 
Irish, Travis A., BS *
Jaimes, Laurie A., BS 
Jensen, Aspen Lee, BS 
Jensen, Caden James, BS 
Jenson, Autumn, BS +
Johns, Alyssa Diane, BS ^
Johnson, Hannah Melelani, BS +
Johnston, Jacob D., BS +
Jones, Emma Hattie, BS 
Jones, Katelyn Marie, BS 
Kleinhampl, Karissa Day, BS +
Landrum, Maddie Belle, BS ^
Lebow, Mikayla Ray, BS 
Lemmon, Kaitlynn, BS +
Liford, Madeleine Camille, BS +
Lopez Matus, Maria Del Pilar, BS 
Lott, Natalie Ryan, BS ^
Lott, Owen Andrew, BS 
Marble, Rylee D., BS 
Martin, Kylie R., BS +
McGregor, Mary, BS +
Meyer, Caden Joshua, BS 
Molina, Leah Rae, BS +
Monaco, Chelsey A., BS 
Moser, Mariah Jade, BS +
Moser, Nathan Kent, BS *
Mott, MaKenna Rae, BS *
Munn, Gable Shane, BS *
Murday, Jessie Taylor, BS ^
Murray, Katherine A., BS *
Nercesian, Samantha Jo, BS ^
Newby, Sarah Jane, BS +
Nielsen, Macie K., BS ^
Nielson, Carma, BS +
Novoa, Juan David, BS 
Nyman, Jadelynna Kim, BS *
O’Berry, Gwen Leilani, BS 
Olsen, Landon Boyd, BS 
Olvera Moreno, Michelle, BS *
Packer, Ceirra L., BS +
Palmer, Jareth Wade, BS +
Paul, Moira Silvina Soledad, BS *
Peralez, Christina Elizabeth, BS 
Petersen, Samantha Mieko, BS ^
Peterson, Conner Edward, BS 
Peterson, Natalie Joy, BS *
Peterson, Taya R., BS *
Pollard, Andrew Monan, BS 
Powell, Alexis Rae, BS +
Rayas, Hailee, BS *
Redford, Zachary, BS 
Reid, Joshua Reynold, BS 
Riboldi, Pablo Andres, BS 
Robinson, Olivia Katarina, BS *
Romo-Gonzalez, Ari Y., BS 
Rusby-Wood, Kayla Tehmi, BS +
Sacco, Justin, BS *
Schenk, Amy, BS *
Schollars, Nichole Marie, BS *
Schultz, Sunrise Sierra, BS *
Simpson, Michael Elswood, BS *
Skousen, Nathaniel William, BS 
Smith, Kelsey Brook, BS ^
Snow, Janice Louise, BS ^
Stannard, Levi Joseph, BS 
Staten, Abigail Katrina, BS +
Stocking, Cameron Ian, BS *
Strong, Mary Elizabeth, BS 
Sue, Riley Paige, BS 
Templeton, Madeleine Brooke, BS *
Thiede, Jacob, BS 
Thomas, Jordan D., BS +
Thompson, Holly Ann, BS ^
Thompson, Sarah Elizabeth, BS 
Tidwell, Noah, BS 
Traini, Madison Brooke, BS *
Tubbs, Zachary Thomas, BS 
Tucker, Nicholas James, BS ^
Turnmire, Hunter Kent, BS 
Walker, Amy Teresa, BS *
Warner, Madison Rae, BS 
Warr, Seth Nathaniel, BS ^
Wickenhiser, Matthew Owen, BS 
Williams, Natalie Ann, BS 
Williams, Ria A., BS *
Woller, Michael Phillip, BS +
Wood, Madison, BS *
Woodard, Kenzie S., BS +
Wride, Ashton Jones, BS *
Yoder IV, Roman Aaron, BA 
Yost, Sarah Ruth, BS +
Zimmerman, Todd, BS 





Adams, Mallory Denne, BS ^
Afatasi, Cierra, BS 
Alarid, Angel Clorine, BS *
Allen, Kaitlin Palmer, BS +
Argyle, McKenzie Lyn, BS *
Baker, Stephen Lloyd, BS *
Blaser, Grace Noelle, BS +
Brough, Michelle Marie, BS 
Brown, Brynn, BS *
Buckley, Sarah Elisabeth, BS 
Carpenter, Dallas M., BS 
Carter, Amber Jacqueline, BS *
Catmull, Sydney Ann, BS *
Churilla, Keyera Eugenia, BS *
Connor, Michaela Louise, BS 
Counter, Melissa Dawn, BS *
Crawford, Tersa Peters, BS *
Daley, Beatrice E., BS *
Dent, Kirsten Jane, BS 
Estrada, Diana Laura, BS 
Evans, Hanna, BS *
Fluegel, Robin Rae, BS 
Fultz, Makenzie Xela, BS 
Gallegos, Mary Audriene, BS 
Gammell, Whitney Anne, BS ^
Geiser, Cheree Sundae, BS 
Gledhill, Madeline Alice, BS *
Gritts, Tabitha Kay, BS 
Hales, Allyson, BS ^
Higley, Jennifer, BS 
Hirschi, Alyse Janae, BS *
Hirst, Michelle Lee, BS 
Howell, Jennifer Lynne, BS 
Ipsen, Maegyn, BS ^
Joham, Kimberly Adel, BS ^
Juarez, Rebecca Lyn, BS 
Kayl, Crystal, BS 
Kitchen, Shambray Lynn, BS +
Knudsen, Kerri, BS +
Kurtz, Tiffany Lynn, BS +
Larsen, Sarah Ann, BS +
Larsen, Stephanie Darryll, BS +
Litchford, Rachael, BS 
Lucas, Shane Charles, BS 
Mickelson, Rachel, BS *
Morgan, Mary, BS 
Mork, Susan B., BS ^
Morse, Hailee Mae, BS 
Munn, Emma Rose, BS +
Myers, Madysen A., BS ^
Nau Jr., David, BS 
Ortiz, Fawn Ardith, BS 
Ostler, Camille Brianna, BS *
Ottley Black, Sarah Helen, BS ^
Phillips, Maria Elizabeth, BS 
Rashid, Katelyn Marie, BS 
Richards, Emma, BS *
Richens, Ashley Marie, BS *
Saez, Abigail Rosalea, BS 
Sanderson, Mikell J., BS 
Saunders, Amanda Jean, BS +
Scoubes, Robyn Lynn, BS 
Shepherd, Cody, BS +
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Silva, Julia Josephine, BS 
Simons, MaKenzie, BS +
Stadel, Madelyn Rose, BS 
Steenblik, Madison, BS +
Stone, Karen, BS 
Tarbet, Whitnee, BS *
Tatton-Sayles, Heidi Anne, BS 
Thompson, Kristan Lee, BS 
Townsend, Erica Anne, BS *
Turner, Allie Rae, BS +
Wahlen, Saranie Kathryn, BS *
Waldroup, Julia Arria, BS +
Warburton, Kathleen Alexandra, BS +
West, Wendy, BS 




Adams, Allison Marie, BS ^
Alexander, Kennedi K., BS *
Allen, Shayle Kay, BS *
Allred, Loralin, BS ^
Allred, Tiane, BS *
Andersen, Shayna L., BS 
Anderson, Caitlin Nicole, BS +
Anderson, Courtney Jan, BS 
Anderson, Jeremy Roy, BS +
Anderson, Jessica, BS *
Andreasen, Zander Logan, BA ^
Armstrong, Megan, BS +
Armstrong, Sarah Jane, BS +
Ballard, Aimee L., BS +
Bangerter, Mallory Ann, BS *
Bentley, Kymberlee Robinson, BS +
Bielamowicz, Haley Nicole, BS 
Borup, Philip Stewart, BS *
Bradford, Alexis Mary, BS *
Braithwaite, Samantha Jordan, BS ^
Brannon, Natalie Ann, BS ^
Brooksby, Nicole Erin Nielsen, BS *
Brown, Brynn, BS *
Bryson, Peggy Jane, BS *
Chambers, Heather Roxie, BS *
Cherry, Nicole, BS +
Christensen, Chambray Darlene, BS +
Christensen, Katie Ann, BS 
Christensen, Melissa Gabriela, BS *
Clark, Karissa Ann, BS +
Cornia, Hawkan Jon, BS *
Culberson, Carlee Ann, BS +
Curtis, Sarah C., BS *
Daley, Beatrice E., BS *
Dittman, Brooklyn, BS 
Dobson, Rachel Elisabeth, BS +
Donohoe, Jericka Maryn, BS 
East, Jayme, BS +
Edmondson, Sarah Elizabeth, BS ^
Erickson, Riley Kay, BS *
Estep, Emily Allison, BS 
Evans, Deeann, BS +
Fitzgerald, LaTisha, BS 
Fowers, Jerra Jo, BS *
Fryer, Joseph Matthew, BS ^
Fuller, Abigail, BS +
Ganowsky, Jessica Toni, BS ^
George, Tyler Michael, BS 
Gibbons, Aubre C., BS *
Gordon, Shadleigh Kaci, BS 
Gudmundson, Tyler Steven, BS *
Hancock, Jorden Elizabeth, BS *
Harris, Stephanie Pearl, BS ^
Hawksley, Halee K., BS 
Hendricks, Ashlee Nicole, BS +
Hillstrom, Elise M., BS *
Hinton, Talise Michelle, BS *
Hofer, Kaitlin, BS *
Hubbard, Morgan James, BS *
Humphries, Austin Michael, BS 
Hunsaker, Arielle, BS +
Hyder, Bree, BS 
Jacobs, Riley Laura, BS +
James, Kadra Nicole, BS *
Jones, Gabrielle Lynn, BS ^
Keeslar, Kathryn Ann, BS *
Kendig, Emily Jayne, BS 
King, Shelbey Ann, BS *
Lambert, Charisse Adara, BS *
Lancaster, Abby Rebekah, BS *
Lange, Bayley A., BS 
Larsen, Katie A., BS 
Leavitt, Nicole Lynn, BS +
Lewis, Taylor Cheryl, BS *
Lund, Courtney Amelia, BS +
Mather, Shelby, BS *
Mayers, Jenny Lea, BS ^
McDermott, Ellise, BS +
Melling, Calli Lynn, BS ^
Menck, Malori Melissa, BS +
Messick, Madelyn Duncan, BS *
Mickelson, Rachel, BS *
Miller, Daniel Thomas, BS +
Miller, Rulen Ray, BS 
Mitchell, Mary Eva, BS +
Moulton, Rebecca Ann, BS *
Muir, Katelyn Carin, BS *
Naranjo, Cherie Lynn, BS *
Nelson, Adrienne, BS *
Nelson, Joshua Heaton, BS *
Nichols, Justeen Renee, BS 
Nicolson, Kaisa Lisa, BS *
Niles, Kathy Ann, BS *
Peckham, Kristine, BS ^
Pendergrass, Kailee L., BS 
Perry, Emmalee, BS +
Peterson, Brooke Danielle, BS +
Peterson, Rebecca Anne, BS ^
Phenes, Lindsay Jo, BS ^
Plowman, Marissa Linares, BS +
Rasmussen, Madeline Hannah, BS ^
Richards, Hannah S., BS *
Richens, Ashley Marie, BS *
Rindlisbacher, Jacquelin Koford, BS *
Robertson, Madisyn, BS +
Robins, Morgan Hollie, BS +
Rockwell, Lisa Renea, BS 
Sanders, Melanie Ann, BS *
Sansom, Madison Claire, BS +
Schwab, Olivia Melissa, BS *
Sessions, Matthew, BS *
Sharafinski, Alina Margaret, BS *
Shoell, Kassidy Lucile, BS *
Simms, Alyssa Lyne, BS 
Simpson, Jessica S., BS ^
Skinner, Kami Rose, BS +
Snow, Jadie Marie, BS *
Spainhower, Kaitlynn Ann, BS +
Stanger, Taylor Lee, BS *
Steffensen, Chelsea Lynn, BS +
Stevenson, Jennifer, BS ^
Stowell, Rachel, BS *
Stuart, Jill, BS 
Stuart, Kaitlyn Elizabeth, BS *
Sudol, Andrea Christine, BS 
Thaxton, Caitlin Janith Wright, BS ^
Turley, Sarah Jane, BS +
Turner, Jacob Daniel, BS 
Van Weezep, Abigail, BS *
Vela, Madalyn Elizabeth, BS +
Vincent, Andrea, BS *
Walker, Kristie Robbins, BS +
Wallentine, Emma J., BS 
Warner, Darcy Lyn, BS *
Watt, Erika Nicole, BS *
White, Megan S., BS *
Williams, Audrey Lynne, BS *
Willie, Baylianne, BS +
Wiseman, Natalie Jenna, BS 
Wynn, Olivia Kathryn, BS *
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Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
9:00 am 
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
WELCOME & DEAN’S ADDRESS
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean
INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. Briggs Depew









Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
11:00 am 
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
WELCOME & DEAN’S ADDRESS
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
CLOSING REMARKS
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean
RECESSIONAL
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2020-2021 JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Douglas D. Anderson, Dean
TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Bret Crane
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Todd Griffith
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR 
OF THE YEAR
Dr. Alex Romney
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR 
OF THE YEAR




FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
Dr. Zsolt Ugray
CAZIER PROFESSOR LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
Dr. Randy Simmons
EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Shara Gibbons
LEGACY OF USU AWARD
Ashley Morrey













Jack DeSpain is 
receiving degrees in 
both Finance and 
Economics, with a 
minor in Real Estate. 
Jack was born in Salt 
Lake City but grew 
up in Philadelphia, 
later returning to Utah to attend college. 
Once on campus, he quickly became involved in several 
programs and extra-curricular activities at USU. He has 
been actively involved as a member of  the Huntsman 
Scholar Program, a highly selective honors program 
within the business school. While attending the 
Huntsman School, Jack has grown to love economic 
theory, specifically the subjects of  game theory and 
econometrics. Jack was a four-year member of  the Club 
Baseball team, earning 2nd Team All-Region honors as a 
starting pitcher his freshman year. Later, Jack would serve 
as Club President, and help lead the team to multiple 
conference titles and regional tournaments.
Following graduation, Jack plans to work in data analytics 
for a software company in Salt Lake.  His long-term 
goal is to start his own business. Jack credits all of  his 





Master of  Business Administration
Acevedo, Taylor David
Master of  Science
Financial Economics
Dr. Tyler Brough
Adams, Caleb M. 
Master of  Business Administration
Adams, Gabriel




Master of  Accounting
Aguilar, Alissa K. 
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Alkandari, Ahmed Walid
Master of  Management Information Systems
Alkhaleel, Sally
Master of  Business Administration
Allen, Ryan B.
Master of  Business Administration
Anderson, Kyle Ellis
Master of  Human Resources
Annis, Devon 
Master of  Accounting
Arebalo, Allison
Master of  Human Resources
Ashby, Taylon
Master of  Business Administration
Ashcraft, Bryson Loren
Master of  Business Administration
Bagley, William Sargent
Master of  Management Information Systems
Baldwin, Jack




Master of  Business Administration
Banks, Joshua Mark
Master of  Accounting
Barajas, Emily Kate
Master of  Business Administration
Bardsley, Jake Stanford
Master of  Business Administration
Barlow, Talon James
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Barlow, Kacy Wren
Master of  Business Administration
Bateman, Trenton Charles
Master of  Business Administration
Bell, Jordan Taylor
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Bennett, Kristopher Kevin
Master of  Business Administration &
Master of  Human Resources
Bernhisel, Melissa K. 
Master of  Accounting
Biddulph, Bradley Michael
Master of  Business Administration
Bisbee, Matthew Clint




Master of  Human Resources
Black, Christopher Albert
Master of  Business Administration
Bland, Kody Kincade
Master of  Accounting
Bonifazio, Macey Alexandra
Master of  Business Administration
Boring, Wade LaVar
Master of  Business Administration
Bowler, Bernadette
Master of  Business Administration
Bowman, McKay 
Master of  Business Administration
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Boyce, Justin
Master of  Business Administration
Brann, Jeffrey Lynn




Master of  Business Administration
Brenchley, Ryan Matthew
Master of  Business Administration
Brewer, Samuel Rich
Master of  Business Administration
Bromley, Jeffrey Richard
Master of  Accounting
Brown, Curtis Clark
Master of  Business Administration
Buffmire, Rob W.
Master of  Business Administration
Buhrman, Jacob James
Master of  Business Administration
Bullard, Evan




Master of  Business Administration
Burton, Megan Elizabeth
Master of  Human Resources
Butterfield, Brooke Ann
Master of  Accounting
Butterfield, Collin D. 




Master of  Business Administration
Call, Jared
Master of  Business Administration
Cardall, Dan A. 




Master of  Accounting
Carson, Parker L.
Master of  Business Administration
Carter, Shelby Danielle
Master of  Accounting
Caten, Bryce Denton
Master of  Business Administration
Checketts, Jason L.
Master of  Human Resources
Checketts, Spencer
Master of  Business Administration
Christensen, Cali Anne
Master of  Business Administration
Christensen, Callin M.




Master of  Science
Financial Economics
Dr. Tyler Brough
Christensen, Jaime L. 
Master of  Business Administration
Clark, Dakota
Master of  Accounting
Clayson, Jacob, Dolan
Master of  Business Administration
Clements, Skyler L.
Master of  Business Administration
Clements, Trevor Roger
Master of  Business Administration
Coburn, Kyle Norvel
Master of  Business Administration
Colby, Lori Ann
Master of  Human Resources
Cook, D.Jay
Master of  Human Resources
Copas, Mark
Master of  Human Resources
Cordner, Eric Robert
Master of  Business Administration
Cortez, Daniel P.
Master of  Business Administration
Curwen, Eric Ernest
Master of  Business Administration
Dahl, Jordan L.
Master of  Management Information Systems
Daniels, J. Parker
Master of  Business Administration
Davis, Eric
Master of  Business Administration
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De Baer, Joachim
Master of  Business Administration
De La Cruz, Jonathan
Master of  Business Administration
De Oliveira, Rafael Mello
Master of  Business Administration
Deem, Marshall 
Master of  Science
Financial Economics
Dr. Tyler Brough
Demerath, Sabrina Marie Lopez
Master of  Business Administration
Dennis, Alex M.
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Doxey, Brigham Scott
Master of  Business Administration
Draper, Cody David
Master of  Business Administration
Duersch, Keaton
Master of  Human Resources
Dutry, Riley Trent
Master of  Business Administration
Dyches, Lauren Amanda
Master of  Business Administration
Ebert, Todd M. 
Master of  Human Resources
Eddy, Benjamin Jacob
Master of  Business Administration
Eggli, Regan E.
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Emery, Kelsey O.
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Erickson, Rebekah Kay
Master of  Accounting
Evans, Jordan Daniel
Master of  Human Resources
Evans, Lee
Master of  Business Administration
Ewell, Brendan
Master of  Human Resources
Eyster, Eric Myers
Master of  Business Administration
Fackrell, April
Master of  Accounting
Fisher, Kimberlee Anne
Master of  Accounting
Fisher, L. Tyler
Master of  Human Resources
Flores Diaz, Laura Andrea
Master of  Business Administration
Foster, Mikayla Ruth
Master of  Business Administration
Froerer, Mecayla Dawn
Master of  Business Administration
Fry, Jared Richard
Master of  Accounting
Funk, Randall B. 
Master of  Business Administration
Garrett, Audrey
Master of  Business Administration
Giles, Amanda Bree
Master of  Human Resources
Graham, Hailee Housley
Master of  Human Resources
Grammer, Brad C.
Master of  Business Administration
Green, Jacob Allen
Master of  Business Administration
Green, Matthew Karl
Master of  Business Administration
Greenberg, Scott G.
Master of  Data Analytics
Greenhalgh, Landon
Master of  Business Administration
Greenland, Stephanie Nicole
Master of  Accounting
Grenny, Samuel
Master of  Business Administration
Grover, Katherine Anne
Master of  Data Analytics
Grover, Matthew LaMar
Master of  Business Administration
Gutierrez, Jose Luis
Master of  Business Administration
Haddock, Christopher R. 




Master of  Business Administration
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Hansen, Ike Wayne
Master of  Business Administration
Harmon, Marcie
Master of  Business Administration
Harris, Chase Dee
Master of  Business Administration
Harward, Camilla
Master of  Human Resources
Hawks, Joseph Cecil
Master of  Human Resources
Hendrickson, Megan R. 
Master of  Business Administration
Hendrix, Hunter
Master of  Business Administration
Heninger, Hannah Lyn
Master of  Human Resources
Heninger, Nicholas Attwood
Master of  Business Administration
Heninger, Samuel Joseph
Master of  Business Administration
Henley, Nathan Jerry
Master of  Accounting
Henricksen, Blake
Master of  Human Resources
Himes, Tyler J. 
Master of  Data Analytics
Hlavaty, Hannah Paige
Master of  Accounting
Houston, Tiana Lavinita
Master of  Human Resources
Huff, Sean Preston
Master of  Management Information Systems
Hunt, Chelsea Page
Master of  Human Resources
Hurt, Dillon Fletcher
Master of  Business Administration
Hutchison, Joseph Craig
Master of  Business Administration
Ingram, Lydia Anne
Master of  Accounting
Israelsen, Brent M. 
Master of  Business Administration
Jackson, Eric
Master of  Business Administration
Janosik, Sara Lynn
Master of  Business Administration
Jenkins, Benjamin Reed
Master of  Business Administration
Jenkins, Daniel
Master of  Business Administration
Jeppsen, Ian
Master of  Business Administration
Jin, Xiang
Master of  Accounting
Johnson, Jeff  R.
Master of  Business Administration
Johnson, Jeremy
Master of  Human Resources
Johnson, Jessica Christina
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Johnston, Kirsten Anna
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Jones, Cooper Wade




Master of  Business Administration
Jones, Ryan Donald
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Jones, Timothy
Master of  Business Administration
Kay, Stacey Grant
Master of  Human Resources
Kelsey, Forrest Grant
Master of  Business Administration
Kennington, Richard Skyler
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Kim, Myungho
Master of  Business Administration
Kingston, Xavier Roedel
Master of  Data Analytics
Kirkham, Ashton Delaney
Master of  Business Administration
LaMar, Denis Noel
Master of  Business Administration
Lamb, David J. 
Master of  Human Resources
Larsen, Robert Paul
Master of  Business Administration
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Lawrence, Kelli Marie
Master of  Human Resources
Lee, Benjamin David
Master of  Business Administration
Leiker, Dylan James
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Liechty, Joshua Robert
Master of  Accounting
Liriano Langer, Nikaury
Master of  Human Resources
Loosle, Matthew Stratford
Master of  Accounting
Lowry, Miles Benjamin
Master of  Management Information Systems
Lyman, Joshua J.




Master of  Business Administration
Mandadi, Varsha Reddy
Master of  Data Analytics
Marquit, Miranda
Master of  Business Administration
Martinez, Leslie Eydrian
Master of  Business Administration
May, Jaeden Gonzalez
Master of  Accounting
McClanahan, Adam Wright
Master of  Business Administration
McDougal, McKenzie Danielle
Master of  Accounting
McGreer, Robert Paul
Master of  Business Administration
McGuire, Dillon M.




Master of  Business Administration
McRae, Ben A. 
Master of  Business Administration
Mehrabi Nia, Poorya




Master of  Business Administration
Merrill, Helen M.
Master of  Human Resources
Mhetre, Suyash Pandurang
Master of  Data Analytics
Mi, Xiaoyan




Master of  Accounting
Miller, Melanie
Master of  Business Administration
Moon, Brandon Laird
Master of  Business Administration
Moore, Christopher David
Master of  Business Administration
Mora Saucedo, Enrique
Master of  Business Administration
Morales, Jennifer




Master of  Management Information Systems
Moss, Jeremy
Master of  Business Administration
Munyan, Spencer Samual
Master of  Business Administration
Myer, Jared Arjalon
Master of  Accounting
Nelson, Corey D.
Master of  Human Resources
Nelson, Kaleb Moroni
Master of  Business Administration
Nemelka, Jefferson O.
Master of  Business Administration
Nielsen, Benjamin Moss
Master of  Business Administration
Nielsen, Miles Jacob
Master of  Business Administration
Oborn, Aaron T.
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Odekirk, Craig Dana
Master of  Business Administration
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Oldham, Parker Drake
Master of  Human Resources
Ollerton, Alexander Ryan
Master of  Data Analytics
Olson, Alexis
Master of  Accounting
Openshaw, Max
Master of  Accounting
Pace, Thomas Dean
Master of  Business Administration
Paddock, Zachary Ashden
Master of  Accounting
Paice, Amanda Sue
Master of  Accounting
Parkinson, Charity Smith
Master of  Accounting
Parry, Kellie Jennette
Master of  Human Resources
Patch, Cameo Lynn
Master of  Human Resources
Patino, Jenny Karen
Master of  Accounting
Patterson, Jared R.
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Paul, Taylor Marie
Master of  Business Administration
Pedersen, Cameron Don
Master of  Business Administration
Persinger, Dallas
Master of  Business Administration
Phillips, Abigail
Master of  Accounting
Phillips, Mark Wisdom
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Pierce, Brandon
Master of  Business Administration
Pierson, Justin
Master of  Business Administration
Pierson, Tyrel
Master of  Accounting
Pollard, Holland Joanette
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Porter, Abel Tiloi
Master of  Human Resources
Powell, Spencer Brian




Master of  Business Administration
Price, Jordan Q. 
Master of  Human Resources
Quinn, Jordan Lowell
Master of  Human Resources
Raccuia, Timothy Pete
Master of  Business Administration
Reid, David Jonathan
Master of  Management Information Systems
Remington, Kevin Bendixsen
Master of  Business Administration
Revelli, Cole
Master of  Accounting
Reynolds, Jonathon
Master of  Business Administration
Richardson, Erik
Master of  Business Administration
Richens, Joshua
Master of  Business Administration
Ricks, Eric Gordon
Master of  Human Resources
Rindlisbacher, Kyle Hal




Master of  Accounting
Robinson, Tanner Joel
Master of  Accounting
Rockwood, Samuel Preston
Master of  Business Administration
Rocquemore, Jontrell Jatione
Master of  Business Administration
Romney, Eric William
Master of  Business Administration
Rose, Jillian Ruth
Master of  Human Resources
Rowley, Derek Durant
Master of  Business Administration
Rupp, Wylie Scott
Master of  Accounting
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Russell, Matthew Scott
Master of  Business Administration
Sands, Acea Jasper
Master of  Data Analytics
Sasa, Richard Adinse
Master of  Human Resources
Scattergood, Stephen
Master of  Human Resources
Sedgwick, William D.
Master of  Human Resources
Shugart, Andrew Taylor
Master of  Business Administration
Simonsen, Kip Reid
Master of  Management Information Systems
Smith, Caleb B.
Master of  Business Administration
Smith, Travis B.
Master of  Human Resources
Snow, Malissa Marie
Master of  Accounting
Snow, Victoria R.
Master of  Management Information Systems
Solorio, Kim
Master of  Business Administration
Sparks, Jessica Joan
Master of  Business Administration
Spjut, Niccolle
Master of  Human Resources
Stadel, R. Dylan
Master of  Business Administration & 
Master of  Human Resources
Stark, Brenton James
Master of  Human Resources
Statham, Jeremiah M.
Master of  Business Administration
Steenblik, Ben
Master of  Business Administration
Stephenson, Jacob James
Master of  Business Administration
Stevenett, Tyler K.
Master of  Human Resources
Stoddard, Diana M.
Master of  Accounting
Strong, Halen
Master of  Accounting
Tarbet, G. Logan




Master of  Business Administration
Taylor, Dallin Grant
Master of  Business Administration
Thomas, Jessica L.
Master of  Business Administration
Thuet, Taylor Alden
Master of  Accounting
Tibbitts, Christopher
Master of  Business Administration
Tooke, Shannon R.
Master of  Business Administration
Twinting, Erikka A. 
Master of  Human Resources
Umutoni, Ines
Master of  Human Resources
Ung, Peang Hung
Master of  Accounting
Varela, Richard Cortez
Master of  Business Administration
Vaterlaus, James C. 
Master of  Business Administration
Vega, Leonardo Andres
Master of  Business Administration
Vincent, Shawn Duane
Master of  Business Administration
Voges, Ryan S.




Master of  Human Resources
Walker, William Elliot
Master of  Business Administration
Wall, Glen Gail
Master of  Business Administration
Wang, Tonghao
Master of  Business Administration
Ward, Ryan Tracy
Master of  Business Administration
Weaver, Laura Nicole
Master of  Human Resources
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Wells, Vard Walker
Master of  Business Administration
Wesemann, Scott Rowan
Master of  Business Administration
Westover, Stephen Fowles
Master of  Business Administration
Wheelwright, Emily A.
Master of  Human Resources
White, Benjamin
Master of  Accounting
Whiteley, Braden Matthew
Master of  Human Resources
Wilding, Andrew
Master of  Business Administration
Winters, Steven James
Master of  Business Administration
Wiser, Tyler
Master of  Accounting
Wright, Paige
Master of  Business Administration
Yami, Yemisrach D.
Master of  Accounting
Yu, Benjamin
Master of  Business Administration
Zander, Benjamin
Master of  Human Resources
Zarate, Michael
Master of  Business Administration
Zhao, Yixin
Master of  Management Information Systems
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ACCOUNTING 
Acevedo, Kalina Nichole, BS *
Adams, Caleb Marcus, BS *
Allen, Nicholas, BS *
Andersen, Kyler Brent, BS ^
Arnold, Brandon, BS 
Banks, Joshua Mark, BS +
Beard, Austin, BS 
Belnap, Hunter, BS *
Berrelez, Kimra Dawn, BS 
Brashears, Kinsey Kaye, BS +
Breeze, Jacob L., BS *
Bremmer, Kylee J., BS 
Brown, Hayden Alan, BS *
Campbell, Riley Warren, BS 
Cardon, Jessica Rose, BS 
Carlisle, Chase Boss, BS +
Carter, Madeline, BS *
Carter, Michael, BS *
Cellan, Bailey E., BS 
Christensen, Camryn Jelaine, BS 
Christensen, Nathan, BS +
Christiansen, Parker Todd, BS *
Cook, Timothy Chase, BS 
Cornia, Andee Mae, BS +
Daines, Connor Jacob, BS *
Davis, Alexander Reed, BS *
DeLisle, Jonas Paul, BS ^
Droubay, Lexton Rane, BS *
Edholm, Palmer McCoy, BS +
Erickson, Rebekah Kay, BS 
Fifield, Emie Fisher, BS 
Fox, Coal River, BS 
Foy, Colton, BS *
Freitas, Adam, BS +
Geertsen, Kendall Karch, BS *
Hale, Tiffany Bentley, BS +
Hale, Tristan John, BS *
Hamilton, Jesse Lane, BS 
Hammond, Alex Elaine, BS +
Hanni, Kallie Ann, BS +
Harper, Brandon D., BS +
Hendricks, Morgan J., BS +
Herbst, Laci Dawn, BS 
Higginson, Skyler Cole, BS +
Hintze, Bradley B., BS *
Horrocks, Tanner, BS 
Hugie, Cache Redford, BS ^
Israelsen, Jordan Charles, BS *
Jensen, Aidan Paul, BS +
Jensen, Matisse, BS *
Jeppesen, Shelby K., BA 
Johnson, Audrey Anne, BS *
Johnson, Taylor Christian, BS +
Kellems, Ashton Garth, BS +
Kennedy, Shirley J., BS *
Knudsen, Kourtney Allison, BS 
Koldan, Connor P., BS 
Liechty, Joshua Robert, BS ^
Magda, Nicholas James, BS +
Makley, Gabriella Elizabeth, BS 
Mattson, Hunter Jeffrey, BS ^
Miles, Robinson Corey, BS 
Miranda, Jesus, BS 
Moffitt, Erica, BS *
Neil, Andrew Stephen, BS 
Nelson, Jonathan H., BS *
Nguyen, Brittney, BS +
Olsen, Rachel C., BS *
Paddock, Zachary Ashden, BA *
Pals, Robina Reetma, BS *
Pearson, Jimmy, BS +
Peck, Blair M., BS +
Perry, Rebecca, BS 
Phillips, Joseph Taylor, BS +
Reese, Kirstin, BS 
Revelli, Cole, BS ^
Ricks, Katherine Beth, BS *
Rigby, Bradly William, BS +
Robins, Delanie Jeni, BS 
Robins, Tyler Silcox, BS *
Rodeback, Ashlyn J., BS 
Rupp, Wylie Scott, BS 
Sessions, Neal James, BS 
Shakespeare, John Michael, BS ^
Sheely, Stewart Allen, BS *
Skidmore, Jayden Wayne, BS 
Smith, Aubrey Ann, BS *
Smith, Madeleine Ruby, BS 
Solos-Newton, Mikala Marie, BS 
Sorensen, Natalia J., BS +
Sparrow, Kyler Norman, BS 
Squire, Rachel Ann, BS *
Stevens, Jaslyn Nakata, BS ^
Stoddard, Diana M., BA +
Stout, Tyler Bay, BS *
Tague, Chandler Davis, BS 
Thornton, Lance Andrew, BS *
Thuet, Taylor Alden, BS ^
Tonc, Zachary, BS 
Tracy, Landon P., BS +
Ulibarri, Renee E., BS *
Vaterlaus, Elizabeth Marie, BS *
Villegas, Sonia A., BS 
Von Niederhausern, Joshua David, BS *
Wadsworth, Emily, BS 
Ward, Clayton Jay, BS 
Wilhelm II, Andrew William, BS *
Wilson, Brandon Matthew, BS +
Winegar, Dane Penrod, BS 
Wiser, Tyler, BS *
Yardley, Whitney, BS *
Zarate, Jessica Ariana, BS 
  
BUSINESS  
Benton, Candi S., BS *
  
DATA ANALYTICS AND 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS  
Al-Derham, Ali Ahmad, BS 
Andersen, Harley, BS 
Anderson, Chase Christian, BS 
Baker, Tyson Max, BS 
Beck, Annabelle S., BS 
Bindrup, London, BS 
Blackburn, Henry Grant, BS *
Bolan, Michael Jordan, BS 
Brenner, Matthew Lawrence, BS 
Bybee, Jaden Christopher, BS 
Bybee, Quintin Sotero, BS 
Chism, Jonathan, BS 
Christensen, Bryce Karl, BS 
Clair, Grant Frost, BS 
Claybaugh, Kort J., BS 
Crump, Erin Micall, BS *
Dautrick, John Charles, BS 
Day, Marshall, BS *
Dodge, Jordan Parker, BS 
Duve, Logan Michael, BS *
Edholm, Palmer McCoy, BS +
Facemyer, Bailee Annalye, BS 
Fawson, Christopher Aaron, BS 
Fay, Jourdan C., BS 
Fogarty, Megan Ayn, BS +
Gardiner, Brooke Lynn, BS +
Garza, Thomas J., BS 
Gentry, Kaela Anne, BS +
Haroldsen, Royd Coen, BS 
Holliday, Carter Randall, BS +
Hollingsworth, Lance J., BS 
Jackson, Teagan Von, BS 
Johnson, Grace, BS *
Johnson, Zachary Taylor, BS *
Kartchner, Davis S., BS *
King, Alexander C., BS 
Krum, Nicholas David, BS 
Law, Kellen Craig, BA *
Lister, Mathieu Nelson, BS 
Ludwig, Daniel Ray, BS 
Mariott, Dane, BS ^
Mason, Samuel Kent, BS 
McClune, Tanner David, BS 
McCracken, Cordell Scott, BS 
Morrill, Luke Paul, BS 
Nel, Jared Jan, BS 
Nelson, Nicholas Tony, BS 
Orton, Hyrum Loring, BS *
Parker, Tracee Ann, BS *
Patrick, Tyler Lawrence, BS 
Peck, Blair M., BS +
Petersen, Taylor Grant, BS +
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Preece, Caden Kyle, BS 
Purser, Katie Louise, BS *
Rawson Jr., Wyatt Greg, BS +
Robinson, Jared Colin, BS *
Saline, John William, BS 
Schmalzle, Ty E., BS 
Sherpa, Omu T., BS 
Shupe, Caleb Paul, BS *
Simmons, Spencer Ryan, BS 
Smith, Dillan Wydel, BS 
Stern, Samuel A., BS 
Stevens, Star, BS +
Swartz, Landon Darin, BS 
Taylor, Cole Douglas, BS *
Taylor, Emily, BS 
Thurman, Gunnar Bart, BS 
Unruh, Eric Chase, BS 
Warr, Austin Daniel, BA +
Wells, Jordan Sullivan, BS 
Wiggins, Cord Justin, BS 
Wolkins, Dylan James, BS 
Young, Wesley Dylan, BA 
ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
Acosta, Felipe, BS ^
Ahmed, Sami Ismail, BS *
Allen, Rachel H., BS 
An, Zhelun, BS 
Anderson, Ethan B., BS *
Anderson, Lyndsey, BS *
Anderson, Steven Carl, BS 
Anderson, Wesley Steven, BS *
Asay, Ryan Alan, BS 
Austin, Tanner David, BS 
Ayres, Frederico, BS 
Bai, Puxian, BS 
Baird, Caroline J., BS *
Baker, Ryan Steven, BS 
Baldwin, Ross Owen, BA 
Ballantyne, Rhett D., BS 
Barnes, Landon Christopher, BS 
Bassett III, Dennis Milton, BS 
Bedke, RaeCee E., BS *
Bickmore, Elizabeth Sam, BS +
Birchell, Caleb Doyle, BS +
Bodily, Damon S., BS +
Bogoev, Yana Ivan, BS *
Bonzo, Kenneth H., BS +
Boore, Chad Samuel, BS 
Boston, Anthony Joel, BS 
Bradstreet, Austin Wilde, BS *
Brewer, Charles Coulson, BS 
Brower, Tyler Thomas, BS 
Burkhart, Maata Kaumoelotu, BS 
Bushnell, Cailean Olivia, BS 
Bybee, Quintin Sotero, BS 
Cai, Yinglu, BS 
Calley, Marshall David, BS +
Campbell, Elizabeth Anne, BS *
Candedo, Francisco, BS 
Cao, Jinqi, BS 
Cao, Ningshan, BS 
Cao, Weixin, BS 
Cao, Yuqing, BS 
Carlson, Jaren August, BS +
Carlson, Rachel Kathryn, BS *
Casperson, Jake Coltin, BS 
Cederlof, Justin Philip, BS 
Chang, Haowen, BS 
Chen, Bokai, BS 
Chen, Han, BS +
Chen, Hao, BS *
Chen, Jiaxu, BS 
Chen, Jiayi, BS 
Chen, Jingyi, BS 
Chen, Junyu, BS 
Chen, Xi, BS 
Chen, Yang, BS 
Chen, Yincong, BS 
Chen, Yuyang, BS 
Chen, Zixi, BS *
Cheng, Qijing, BS *
Christensen, Brandon Allen, BS 
Christensen, Elizabeth Bright, BS +
Christensen, Nikoli Glen, BS 
Clark, Brandon Thomas, BS 
Clark, Shailee Rochelle, BS +
Clegg, Hayden Michael, BS ^
Cole, Anneka Washburn, BS *
Cook, Nathanial David, BS *
Cornia, Andee Mae, BS +
Cornwall, Vidalia Beatrice, BS ^
Cowley, Brady William, BS 
Cox, Davis B., BS +
Cox, Jace Dean, BS +
Cox, Nathan Roger, BS *
Crump, Erin Micall, BS *
Curtis, Jaxon J., BA 
Cutler, William Royal, BS *
Dai, Guangzhao, BS 
Dai, Yangyang, BS 
Dash, Suneet, BS 
Daulton, Laura Lee, BS 
DeBloois, Evan Douglas, BA, BS 
Deng, Zhaoyang, BS *
Denhalter, Beau W., BS ^
DeSpain, Jack Nicholas, BS ^
Devenport, Tyler Keith, BS *
Diaz, Oscar Roberto, BS 
Ding, Meiyue, BS 
Ding, Yunhou, BS 
Dougher, Colten Nelson, BS ^
Droubay, Tryston Jade, BS *
Du, Chunxin, BS *
Du, Xiaojie, BS *
Duke, Michael David, BS 
Dumalang, Livia Larasati, BS *
Dyer, Taylor Royal, BS *
Edwards, David Clinton, BS 
Emerson, Eliza Jeannene, BS +
Evans, Brady Charles, BS 
Fabrizio, Morgan Joseph, BS *
Fan, Jing, BS 
Fan, Wei, BS *
Fan, Xuming, BS 
Fang, Jianliang, BS 
Fang, Renyuan, BS 
Fang, Yiren, BS *
Fender, Kelline Raynae, BS 
Feng, Beiqing, BS 
Feng, Shuo, BS 
Fenton, McKenzie Brooke, BS *
Fife, Trent James, BS *
Fillmore, Jaxon, BS 
Fivecoat, Cody, BS 
Flores, Juan, BS *
Fors, Kristian Raymond, BA ^
Fu, Bowen, BS 
Gao, Changze, BS 
Gao, Tianyu, BS 
Garlick, Chet Dean, BS 
George, Tyler Todd, BS 
Gibbs, Carson B., BS *
Green, Brock D., BS 
Gu, Shanshan, BS *
Guan, Xiyu, BS 
Guo, Jingtong, BS 
Guo, Ruolan, BS *
Guo, Tong, BS *
Guymon, Joshua E., BA 
Haacke, Bryan Arthur, BS *
Hadlock, Maxwell Aaron, BS 
Hall, Rachel Alayna, BS 
Halling, Mariah A., BS 
Halverson, Logan Ryan, BS *
Halvorsen, Austin, BS +
Hamilton, Jesse Lane, BS 
Hammond, Romney Joseph, BS 
Han, Jing, BS 
Han, Siyuan, BS 
Hanks, Tyler Craig, BS 
Hansen, Jonah Allred, BA 
Hao, Tian, BS 
Hartley, Ethan R., BS *
Hatch, Charlotte Dieterle, BS 
Hatfield, Michael Doyle, BS +
Hay, Xavier J., BS 
He, Guoli, BS 
He, Ruiyang, BS 
He, Zihao, BS 
Herd, Taven Richard, BS 
Hou, Pu, BS 
Hu, Haodian, BS 
Hu, Ke, BS 
Hu, Minrui, BS 
Hu, Qiushi, BS 
Hu, Tianzuo, BS 
Hu, Wenkai, BS 
Hua, Pengjie, BS 
Huang, Jialing, BS 
Huang, Jingwen, BS 
Huang, Yujia, BS 
Huang, Zhao, BS 
Jakins, Brenton D., BS *
Jenks, Parker Hatch, BS ^
Jenson, Heber William, BS ^
Jeppson, Austin Chet, BA *
Jewkes, Charlee Ann, BS +
Ji, Xiaosong, BS 
Ji, Zhuo, BS 
Jia, Tianyuan, BS 
Jia, Yuqing, BS 
Jia, Zitan, BS 
Jiang, Yunfan, BS 
Jiang, Zhuoyi, BS 
Johansen, Nathaniel Conrad, BS +
Johnson, Jed Carleton, BA *
Johnson, Jesse Trent, BS ^
Johnson, Meisha Lei, BS +
Johnson, Riley Stephen, BS *
Johnson, Samuel Bengtzen, BS *
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Johnson, Sean Deloss, BA 
Jolley, Tessa Marie, BS *
Jones, Brandon Parker, BS ^
Jones, Jace Parker, BS ^
Jones, Kelsey Anne, BS *
Kamerath, Margaret Watkins, BA ^
Kang, Shiying, BS *
Kasteler, Samuel McKeen, BS *
Kelly, Kylie S., BS *
Kemp, Gavin Taft, BS 
King, Daniel Blake, BS +
Kong, Dezhao, BS 
Kong, Lingcong, BS 
Kong, Wenxuan, BS *
Krauss, Henry Neil, BS 
Kuang, Yuanyuan, BS 
Kwak, Ryan Lamar, BA *
Lambert, Caleb Scott, BS *
Lambert, Matthew Johnston, BS *
Lange, Koller Grant, BS *
Larsen, James Stewart, BS ^
Laudenklos, Tyler James, BS 
Li, Boru, BS 
Li, Diancheng, BS 
Li, Donghao, BS 
Li, Haohua, BS 
Li, Jialin, BS 
Li, Jiaohan, BS +
Li, Jiaxin, BS 
Li, Jingqing, BS 
Li, Kairui, BS 
Li, Ke, BS 
Li, Linhao, BS 
Li, Rui, BS 
Li, Ruiyuan, BS 
Li, Shuo, BS 
Li, Shuyang, BS 
Li, Wanlin, BS 
Li, Yixue, BS 
Li, Yueyi, BS 
Li, Zhuo, BS 
Li, Zihan, BS *
Li, Zixuan, BS 
Liang, Chao, BS 
Liang, Hengrui, BS 
Liang, Linjie, BS 
Liang, Tianci, BS *
Liao, Xianghui, BS 
Lin, Huijun, BS 
Lin, Zhiwei, BS 
Liu, Aimin, BS 
Liu, Haiyi, BS *
Liu, Hongbin, BS *
Liu, Jiangli, BS 
Liu, Jiaqi, BS 
Liu, Jingqu, BS *
Liu, Jingyi, BS 
Liu, Jingyuan, BS *
Liu, Jinming, BS 
Liu, Jinnan, BS 
Liu, Min, BS 
Liu, Shuhan, BS *
Liu, Tian, BS +
Liu, Xiaoyang, BS 
Liu, Zhongmo, BS 
Low, Ryker James, BS *
Lu, Dongping, BS *
Lu, Tengyue, BS *
Lu, Xiyue, BS 
Luan, Sen, BS 
Lundberg, Thomas Kay, BA +
Luo, Dewen, BS 
Luo, Hengzhong, BS *
Lyu, Junhui, BS 
Lyu, Qiaochu, BS *
Lyu, Yujin, BS *
Ma, Danni, BS *
Ma, Jifan, BS 
Ma, Liang, BS 
Ma, Liang, BS *
Ma, Xiaoqiao, BS 
Ma, Xiaoyu, BS *
Madsen, Michael Tucker, BS +
Magda, Nicholas James, BS +
Malm, Dallin Michael, BS 
Mao, Jialin, BS *
Mao, Yulong, BS 
Martinez, Yadira, BS 
Mather, Nathan Brady, BS ^
Mattson, Nicholas Robert, BS 
Mcclune, Quinn Aaron, BS *
Mckay, Isaac Stone, BS 
McKee, Braxton Kade, BS 
McKee, Jacob Marte, BS 
McKenna, Joshua R., BS 
McKenzie, Samuel Aaron, BS ^
Melton, Amber Mackayla, BS 
Merrill, Amberlee B., BS 
Merrill, Emily Adell, BS ^
Miao, Yu, BS 
Mickelson, Eric Andrew, BS *
Mitchell, Andrew, BS 
Modi, Nish Ambrish, BS 
Mohr, Jakob Kevin, BS 
Montgomery, Cristian Thomas, BS 
Montgomery, Savana Anaias, BS 
Morales, Francis Christina, BS 
Mou, Yanlin, BS 
Mu, Qinyuan, BS 
Murdock, Hunter Stewart, BS *
Newton, Aubree Nicole, BA 
Nicholas, McKinley David, BS +
Norton, Spencer C., BS *
Olsen, Bethany Sunrise, BS 
O’Neill, James Daniel, BS 
Owen, Kauner Lightfoot, BS 
Page, Weston Isiah, BA *
Pan, Zexin, BS +
Pang, Bo, BS 
Panter, Riley Kip, BS 
Parker, Bailee Salome, BS +
Parry, Christian M., BS *
Peng, Peng, BS 
Peng, Shen, BS 
Peterson, Alec Steven, BS 
Phillips, Joseph Taylor, BS +
Piangnee, Benjamin Cedric, BS *
Pickett, Andrew David, BS 
Pierce, Tyler Daniel, BS ^
Poulsen, Daniel Val, BS *
Price, Payton R, BS +
Qian, Xinran, BS *
Qiao, Kailai, BS 
Qin, Chang, BS *
Qin, Haoying, BS 
Qin, Yirong, BS *
Qiu, Jingwen, BS 
Qiu, Junxiang, BS 
Qu, Wenqi, BS *
Qu, Xiaobing, BS 
Qu, Xinying, BS *
Ran, Jiaqi, BS 
Ren, Zonghao, BS 
Rhea, Matthew Isaac, BS *
Rice, Emily Susan, BS +
Richins, Rhett Bradley, BS 
Rigby, Bradly William, BA +
Ritchie, Jackson M., BS +
Roberts, Dakota Grant, BS *
Roberts, Leslie, BS 
Rodriguez, Cristopher Josue, BS *
Ross IV, George Byron, BA 
Sha, Mengdi, BS 
Shan, Bingliang, BS 
Shan, Yiqiao, BS 
Shan, Yiran, BS 
Shao, Jiayuan, BS 
Shaw, Benjamin J., BS *
Shaw, Clayton Thomas, BS 
Shaw, Ty Joseph, BS 
Shen, Bing, BS 
Shen, Xinyi, BS 
Shi, Xiaoyu, BS 
Shuai, Boyao, BS 
Sisemore, Taylor Ashton, BS 
Skousen, Jordan Derek, BS 
Song, Hanwen, BS 
Song, Jiahang, BS 
Song, Mingyu, BS 
Song, Weixuan, BS 
Song, Yixuan, BS 
Sonnenberg III, Christian Benjamin, BS 
Sorensen, Emily Elizabeth, BS *
Sorensen, Natalia J., BS +
Spinelli, Nicholas James, BS 
Stewart, Samuel Austin, BS *
Stoker, Mason Russell, BS *
Stringham, Matthew Frederick, BA 
Strong, McKenna Alley, BA +
Sun, Chumeng, BS *
Sun, Enfan, BS 
Sun, Hejia, BS 
Sun, Jingyi, BS *
Sun, Mengfei, BS 
Sun, Mingxu, BS 
Sun, Wanqi, BS 
Sun, Weican, BS 
Sun, Weiwei, BS 
Sun, Yu, BS 
Sutton, David Cade, BS ^
Syndergaard, Brett Alan, BS ^
Tang, Yixuan, BS 
Tebbs, Alexandra, BS +
Thompson, Kent Richard, BS *
Thorne, James D., BS *
Tomlinson, Braden Duke, BS *
Tong, Siliang, BS 
Van Shaar, Katherine, BS ^
Vaterlaus, Elizabeth Marie, BS *
Veile, Mary Danielle, BS *
Walker, Brett, BS +
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Walton, Sean A., BS 
Wamsley, Brock A., BS +
Wan, Jiale, BS 
Wan, Jiangzhou, BS 
Wan, Linxuan, BS *
Wan, Xinyi, BS 
Wandry, Joshua, BS +
Wang, Bin, BS *
Wang, Chenyu, BS *
Wang, Delu, BS 
Wang, Dong, BS 
Wang, Du, BS +
Wang, Hao, BS 
Wang, Heyu, BS *
Wang, Jianing, BS 
Wang, Jianpeng, BS 
Wang, Jianyu, BS 
Wang, Jiaqi, BS 
Wang, Jiuhong, BS 
Wang, Mengxuan, BS 
Wang, Mengyu, BS 
Wang, Shaoqi, BS 
Wang, Shuaichen, BS 
Wang, Shuang, BS 
Wang, Shulin, BS 
Wang, Shun, BS 
Wang, Siyu, BS 
Wang, Tianjian, BS
Wang, Wanxu, BS 
Wang, Xinyi, BS 
Wang, Yuheng, BS *
Wang, Zhaoyang, BS 
Wang, Zifan, BS 
Wang, Ziniu, BS 
Wang, Ziyi, BS 
Waterman, Connor Day, BS +
Wei, Shaopeng, BS 
Wei, Sijia, BS *
Wei, Xianying, BS 
Welker, Jacob Kendall, BS *
Wen, Ziheng, BS 
Weng, Yuhang, BS 
White, Michael Andrew, BS 
Whitlock, Eric Thackeray, BS ^
Wilcken, Thomas Eric, BS *
Wilde, Thomas Richard, BS 
Willis, Matthew Cardon, BA, BS *
Wilson, Brandon Matthew, BS +
Wilson, Emily, BS ^
Winder, Vincent Joseph, BS 
Winegar, Colton J., BS 
Withers, Andrew R., BA +
Work, Landon R., BS *
Wright, Garrett Jon, BS *
Wu, Lingwei, BS 
Wu, Weiren, BS 
Wu, Yueyuan, BS 
Wu, Zhaohan, BS 
Wu, Zheyu, BS 
Xia, Fan, BS *
Xian, Ning, BS 
Xiang, Peirong, BS 
Xiang, Yipei, BS 
Xiao, Liangyu, BS 
Xiao, Shuai, BS 
Xie, Jingwei, BS 
Xie, Songnan, BS 
Xu, Bicheng, BS +
Xu, Guicheng, BS 
Xu, Lingxiao, BS 
Xue, Mingrui, BS 
Yan, Nannan, BS *
Yan, Qiannan, BS 
Yan, Xiangdong, BS 
Yang, Chen, BS 
Yang, Gancheng, BS 
Yang, Leyu, BS 
Yang, Mingming, BS 
Yang, Xiujuan, BS 
Yang, Yiling, BS 
Yang, Yuntong, BS 
Yao, Ziwei, BS 
Ye, Jian, BS 
Ye, Zhiqiu, BS 
Yin, Jiufang, BS 
Yin, Shuo, BS 
Ying, Yue, BS 
You, Zhichao, BS 
Yu, Dongzheng, BS 
Yu, Mingtong, BS 
Yu, Qing, BS 
Yu, Taoming, BS 
Yu, Yu, BS 
Yu, Yue, BS 
Yu, Zaiyang, BS 
Yu, Zihan, BS 
Yu, Zongming, BS 
Yuan, Chunwang, BS 
Yuan, Lu, BS 
Zeng, Xiaohui, BS *
Zhai, Zhihui, BS 
Zhan, Jiazuo, BS *
Zhang, Chuanlin, BS 
Zhang, Haiyang, BS 
Zhang, Jiaqi, BS 
Zhang, Junleng, BS 
Zhang, Junrong, BS 
Zhang, Kexin, BS 
Zhang, Lansong, BS *
Zhang, Liyuan, BS 
Zhang, Ruiqi, BS 
Zhang, Ruixin, BS 
Zhang, Shengbin, BS 
Zhang, Shiya, BS 
Zhang, Shuangshuang, BS 
Zhang, Shuyu, BS *
Zhang, Sijing, BS 
Zhang, Tianji, BS 
Zhang, Weixu, BS 
Zhang, Wenlu, BS 
Zhang, Xiaonan, BS 
Zhang, Xuan, BS 
Zhang, Yi, BS *
Zhang, Ying, BS 
Zhang, Yueqian, BS 
Zhang, Zhicheng, BS *
Zhang, Zhongyi, BS 
Zhang, Zichen, BS *
Zhao, Fangdi, BS 
Zhao, Haiyi, BS 
Zhao, Hanying, BS *
Zhao, Junzhi, BS 
Zhao, Liwen, BS 
Zhao, Qihang, BS 
Zhao, Tiancheng, BS 
Zhao, Ting, BS 
Zhao, Wenhao, BS 
Zhao, Yixuan, BS 
Zhao, Yu, BS *
Zheng, Yan, BS *
Zheng, Zhiwei, BS 
Zhong, Sida, BS *
Zhou, Ruiqi, BS 
Zhou, Yating, BS 
Zhou, Yihan, BS 
Zhou, Yuan, BS 
Zhou, Zixiao, BS 
Zhu, Hongyao, BS *
Zhu, Ying, BS 
Zou, Yiqi, BS 
MANAGEMENT  
Adams, Brittany Liddell, BS 
Allen, Tanner, BS *
Alvarado, Allanah, BS 
Anderson, Zachary B., BS *
Atkinson, Nash B., BS *
Atwood, Jordan, BS 
Ballard, Linzie K., BS 
Bean, Blake Addison, BS *
Blackham, Spencer Anthony, BS 
Blanc, Lindsey, BS 
Brown, Madison Dianne, BS *
Buth, Dannie Dara, BS 
Call, Dallin H., BS 
Chambers, Conner Fox, BS +
Cheek, Yvonne Hope, BS *
Chiaramonte, Nichole Sarah, BS *
Child, Alyssa Baylee, BS *
Christensen, Elysa, BS +
Christensen, Hailey Breanne, BS *
Christensen, Karen M., BS 
Clark, Shailee Rochelle, BS +
Cooper, Cade J., BS *
Corbett, Ryan Alexander, BS 
Cuartas, Reggie Jodi, BS *
Deeble, Tyler Joel, BA 
Denhalter, Beau W., BS ^
Derbidge, Nicholas, BS *
Droubay, Tryston Jade, BS *
Edgington, Shaylee Marie, BS +
Eggers, Kason Scott, BS +
Eggers, Shelby Ann, BS +
Erickson, Thomas Darin, BS 
Fahrner, Kary Daniel, BS 
Ferrin, Branden D., BS 
Flitton, Keaton Jeffrey, BS 
Gaertner, Thomas Greghi, BS *
Gardner, Aubry J., BS *
Glabe, Michael Tyler, BS 
Goodwin, Mitchell Reed, BS 
Griffin, Taylor James, BS *
Hales, Lindsay Nicole, BS *
Halverson, Dylan Gary, BS 
Hansen, Cody Lee, BS *
Hansen, Milyon Keder, BS *
Hansen, Rebecca, BS 
Hansen, Shanae, BS *
Hanzlik, Joseph Brandon, BS 
Hardy, Brandon David, BS 
Harper, Nicole Rebecca, BS *
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Henderson, McKell Andrew, BS 
Higham, Mason Dawn, BS 
Hira, Kennedy Lauren, BS *
Hollingsworth, Cooper K., BS 
Hunsaker, Casey Lynn, BS 
Jacobs, Kaeden Michael, BS *
Jensen, Scott W., BS 
Jensen, Spencer Thomas, BS 
Jepson, Benjamin Lewis, BS *
Johansen, Taylor Harold, BS 
Johnson, Eryn, BS 
Johnson, Riley D., BS 
Jones, Fallon N., BS *
Jones, Nicolas Taylor, BS 
Judkins, Colenda Janae, BS *
Keehn, Tanner James, BS *
Keller, Alexis, BS 
Killman, Joseph Fife, BS 
Kisner, Alesha Gwynneth, BS *
Labrum, Scott A., BS 
Langi, Daniel Afu, BS 
Larsen, Nathan William, BS 
Laws, Kevin Douglas, BS 
Lazenby, Carli Ann, BS +
Leger, Maxwell Anthony, BS *
Lerma, Brianna, BS *
Lloyd, Sara Kathryn, BS 
Low, Cooper Dylan, BS *
Lubin, Gavin James, BS 
Lundberg, Alex, BS 
Lystad, Mary Jean, BS *
Madsen, Lindsey, BS 
Marsaw, Collin George, BS 
Matheson, Christian David, BS 
Maylett, Taylor, BS *
McClure, Kylee Marie, BS *
McKean, Montehausen Vernal, BS 
Miller, Brock Marc, BA *
Monje Quiroga, Xavier Antonio, BS 
Monson, Tanner Lee, BS *
Murphy, Timothy Edward, BS 
Napoleon, Kirk, BS 
Naylor, Jacob Chase, BS *
Nelson, Kylee J., BS *
Netzley, Troy Joseph, BS 
Nielson, Tanner R., BS 
Nilsson, Allison Ashley, BS 
Nkiere, Wawa Serge, BS 
Osterberg, Kodie B., BS *
Pectol, Lucas Ryan, BS 
Peranteaux, Rylan Alan Cole, BS 
Peterson, Brett LeRoy, BS 
Peterson, Collin Dean, BS +
Potter, Justan Thomas, BS *
Power, Celinda, BS 
Reynolds, John W., BS 
Rice, Emily Susan, BS +
Rollins, Marty L, BS 
Rosado, Sarina, BS *
Rowley, Keltyn J., BS 
Rutherford, Matthew R, BS 
Sanchez, Savannah, BS *
Sanders, Hannah Jo, BS 
Sederholm, Janelle R., BS +
Shaff, Caelan Dominic, BS *
Siegel, Matthew Charles, BS +
Simpson, Alex, BS *
Skoy, Jacob, BS 
Smith, Jenner Douglas, BS 
Southwick, Nicholas Todd, BS 
Sparks, Hallie D., BS *
Spencer, Mark Daniel, BS 
Squire, Bridgett B., BS *
Standing, Cody J., BS +
Stringham, Matthew Frederick, BA 
Sturgill, Annika, BS +
Sullivan, Kevin Philip, BS 
Swan, Taylor Ann, BS *
Taggart, Emily Michelle, BS *
Tarbet, Brooke Elizabeth, BS 
Taylor, Ayden JoHannah, BS 
Taylor, Brian Joshua, BS 
Thompson, Kolby Lee, BS 
Throckmorton, Rachel Eileene, BS *
Tidwell, Auston Shawn, BS 
Titensor, Chloe Catherine, BS ^
Trane, Samantha, BS *
Vick, Amy Danielle, BS *
Webb, Heather N., BS *
Whitworth, Jared Hal, BS *
Wilkey, Trevor Lee, BS *
Winn, Addisan R., BS 
Worth, Jared D., BS 
Young, Hannah Isabell, BS 
Zahn, Patrick Paul, BS 
Ziesman, Trevor, BS 
Zurcher, Michael P., BS *
MARKETING AND 
STRATEGY 
Absey, Alexis Lee, BS *
Ackley, Ellie B., BS *
Acosta, Felipe, BS ^
Adams, Brittany Liddell, BS 
Albrecht, Hayden Jake, BS 
Alcala, Lisebeth, BS 
Allen, Anthony Mckay, BS 
Arreola, Perla Karina, BS 
Asay, Ryan Alan, BS 
Ashby, Trevor Tad, BA +
Atkinson, Kate C., BS 
Ballard, Linzie K., BS 
Basinger, Ashley Victoria, BS *
Batt, Dillon Carl, BS *
Baucom, Korbyn W., BS *
Bentson, Alec K., BS +
Bickmore, Elizabeth Sam, BA +
Bitton, Megan, BS +
Blair, Ashley M., BS +
Boren, Brendon Rees, BS +
Boyce, Hannah O., BS 
Brady, Tabitha, BS *
Brinkerhoff, Jessica Lee, BA *
Bronzati, Dominic D., BS 
Butterfield, Chase R., BS *
Byers, Jadon Wilson, BS 
Caldwell, Connor Hayden Walker, BS 
Capener, Anders M., BS *
Carr, Kenneth Hayes, BS 
Carroll, Dawson R., BS *
Child, Alyssa Baylee, BS *
Christ, Matthew J., BS 
Christensen, Ben Whitton, BS 
Christiansen, Nicole Ann, BS *
Compton, Taylor Wayne, BA +
Cook, Alexa Morgan, BS 
Crawford, Savanah, BS *
Dautel, Abigail Christina, BS *
DeHarde, Autumn Kay, BS 
Dunford, Spencer Layne, BS *
Ellis, Brandon Todd, BS 
Fenton, Kylie Sue, BS 
Fjeldsted, Annika, BS *
Flitton, Kayla, BS 
Gibbs, Carson B., BS *
Gower, Justin Richard, BS 
Griffin, Burton, BS 
Grover, Andrew Lawrence, BS 
Gunnell, Kaylisha Colette, BS *
Hales, Lindsay Nicole, BS *
Hamilton, Tanner D., BS *
Hansen, Milyon Keder, BS *
Hardcastle, Brock William, BA *
Harms, Jeremiah Kjar, BS 
Harrison, Logan Ephriam, BS 
Haws, Baylee, BS *
Hayward, Paul A., BS *
Headrick, Justin Robb, BA *
Heywood, Stuart Leland, BS 
Hoopes, Navy K., BS 
Hopper, Ashton David, BS 
Houston, Alexa M., BS *
Howard, Logan Glen, BS 
Hunt, Stone D., BA ^
Huskinson, Stockton Lynn, BS 
Jarvis, Nathan Duane, BS 
Johnson, Jessica, BS 
Judd, Morgan, BS *
Kossin, Brennan John, BS *
Kremnev, Anna Margaret, BS 
Larsen, James Stewart, BS ^
Larsen, Rachel LeAnn, BS *
Lewis, Mitchell Darick, BS 
Loveless, Desiree A., BS 
Low, Cooper Dylan, BS *
Lubin, Gavin James, BS 
Malm, Corey R., BS 
Matheson, Carter C., BS 
Matheson, Christian David, BS 
Mckenna, Brianna S., BS 
Montgomery, Kelsey Lynn, BS 
Moore, Connor Francis, BS 
Noyes, Velden Kenneth, BS 
Ogden, Natalie Paige, BS 
Olpin, Adam Michael, BA *
Parry, Christian M., BS *
Patterson, Leslie Ann, BS *
Peranteaux, Rylan Alan Cole, BS 
Petersen, Austin Calvin, BS 
Petersen, Samantha Ann, BS +
Peterson, Chase J., BS 
Peterson, Collin Dean, BS +
Porter, James Ellsworth, BA *
Raymond, Damien Douglas, BS 
Renn, Jacob Anthony, BS 
Richards, Margaret Potter, BS *
Richards, Meredith Potter, BS *
Roney, Jaxson Taylor, BS *
Rueckert, Sarah M, BS *
Savea, Josette, BS *
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Simkins, Jacob Gardner, BS *
Simpson, Alex Christopher, BS 
Simpson, Sadie Tina, BS *
Skillicorn, Brayden Paul, BS 
Snow, Mary K., BS *
Stratton, Katelin Dawn, BS 
Tebbs, Alexandra, BA +
Thaller, Jonathan Guy, BA *
Thomason, Haylea Rae, BS *
Thompson, Andrew Michael, BS *
Thorne, James D., BA *
Throckmorton, Joshua Ludlow, BS 
Tibbitts, Jeffrey Dan, BS 
Trane, Samantha, BS *
Tubbs, Jordan Anne, BS 
Turner, Noah J., BS +
Varnadore, Logan Elizabeth, BS *
Vasquez, Nicholas Joseph, BS *
Vera, Andrew, BS *
White, Ashleigh Morgan, BS *
Whitlock, James C., BS
Wilkey, Trevor Lee, BA *
Williams, Chandler Addison, BA
Wimmer, Jacob Kamalei, BS +
Winn, Addisan R., BS
Wood, Alyssa Ann, BS
Woodward, David Craig, BS
Yates, Spencer T., BS
Young, Jacob Floyd, BS
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Newel & Jean Daines Concert Hall 
Chase Fine Arts Center 
1:00 pm
PROCESSIONAL
USU Scotsmen Pipe and Drum Corps
WELCOME
Dr. Chris Luecke, Dean
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Dr. Claudia Radel, Associate Dean
INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
Dr. Sarah Klain
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MASTER GRADUATE RESEARCHER 
Emma Doden
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Madison Vega
GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR
Manny May & Martinique Chavez
OUTSTANDING TEACHING FELLOWS
Amanda Mast & Claire Tempest
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
Maria Catalano
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE AWARD
Christina Longjohn
TEACHER OF THE YEAR 
Dr. Mark Chynoweth
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Jim Lutz






GRADUATE MENTOR OF THE YEAR
Dr. Janice Brahney
STAFF RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
Chase Lamborn
EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Melanie Conrad
DEPARTMENTAL SENIORS OF THE YEAR
Environment and Society, Sage Sutchliffe & Holden Regnier
Watershed Sciences, Bailey Holdaway






Dr. Sarah Klain, 
Environment and 
Society
Maria is graduating 




minors in Spanish and Sociology. She grew up outside 
of  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and moved to Logan to 
attend USU. Throughout her time here, she has been 
actively involved in environmental clubs such as the 
Student Organization for Society and Natural Resources 
and Sunrise. She has been active in leadership roles by 
serving on the QCNR student council and is currently 
the USUSA student senator for the college. Outside of  
school, Maria spends her summers outdoors working on 
ecological research projects and exploring the West. She 
loves to get outside and is enamored by Utah’s natural 
beauty. From the snow-capped mountains to the red-
rock desert, she’s loved every bit of  the state she now 
calls home. After graduation, Maria will be working as an 
environmental organizer for Greens Corps and continue 




Doctor of  Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Karen H. Beard
Do Nascimento, Leandro Aparecido
Doctor of  Philosophy
Ecology
Dr. Karen H. Beard
Forero, Leslie Ellen




Doctor of  Philosophy
Range Science
Dr. Juan J. Villalba
Lamm, Alexi Elizabeth
Doctor of  Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Roslynn McCann
Larsen, Lauren Nicole Dupey
Doctor of  Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Jordan W. Smith
Li, Yajie
Doctor of  Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Peter D. Howe
Prudencio, Liana R.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Watershed Science
Dr. Sarah E. Null
Small, Justin R.
Doctor of  Philosophy
Wildlife Biology
Dr. Terry A. Messmer
Wilkins, Emily
Doctor of  Philosophy
Environment and Society
Dr. Jordan W. Smith
MASTER’S DEGREES 
Bailey, Elizabeth C.




Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Janice Brahney
Bidner, Robert Joseph Julius
Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Karen E. Mock
Brown, Christopher Reeder
Master of  Science
Range Science
Dr. R. Douglas Ramsey
Brown, Michael Cameron












Master of  Science
Recreation Resource Management
Dr. Christopher A. Monz
Dangerfield, Cody R.
Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Steve Voelker and Dr. Larissa Yocom
Del Bosco, Tatum Darka




Master of  Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Peter Wilcock
S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES
2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION & HOODING
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
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Edwards, Cody W.
Master of  Natural Resources
Franklin, Russell William
Master of  Natural Resources
Friend, Madeline Louise




Master of  Science
Watershed Science
Dr. Sarah E. Null
Graham, Robin Dianne
Master of  Science
Environment and Society
Dr. Jordan W. Smith
Kreider, Mark Regier
Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Larissa L. Yocom
Leydsman McGinty, Ellie I.
Master of  Science
Bioregional Planning
Dr. R. Douglas Ramsey
Malcolm, Brhianna Gail
Master of  Natural Resources
Merritt, Angela Marie
















Master of  Natural Resources
Robinson, Rae








Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Emily K. Burchfield
Sharp, Andrew
Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Clark S. Rushing
Sinclair, Kylie Nicole








Master of  Natural Resources
Stout, Jesse Benjamin




Master of  Science
Wildlife Biology
Dr. Terry A. Messmer
Tait, Meghan Kaylee




Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. James A. Lutz
Thomson, Jessica Ivy Harvey








Master of  Science
Ecology
Dr. Christopher A. Monz
Zhang, Xueyan
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ENVIRONMENT AND 
SOCIETY  
Allred, Andra, BS *
Almeroth, Vincent, BS +
Anderson, James Tayler, BS 
Baldridge, Hunter Michael, BS ^
Baum, Dylan Kyle, BS *
Blue, Alexandra Kathrine, BS 
Bringhurst, Brayden Lee, BS 
Brinkerhoff, David Brian, BS 
Bullough, Logan, BS 
Bustos, Natalia Kimberly, BS *
Call, Timothy David, BS 
Cherry, Michael Alexander, BS 
Darling, Jacob Austin, BS 
Deandareyes, Christine Louise, BS *
Demers, Jordan Scott, BS 
Dewsnup, Sarah Lynn, BS +
Ence, Jordan M, BS 
Fisk, Kendra, BS *
Flomo, Betty D, BS 
Gonzalez Rosas, Cristal, BS *
Guadarrama, Urian C., BS *
Hanson, Bayli Ray, BS *
Harbachuk, Alek Henry, BS 
Henderson, Jesse Ryan, BS +
Ionel, Icelyn M, BS 
Jensen, Rowdy Tyler Gregory, BS 
Koller, Stevie, BS +
Lambert, ZoeAllene M, BS 
Lammers, Dalton D, BS 
Larsen, Tracy Diane, BS *
Laudie, Benjamin Thomas, BS *
Leggett, Bryan Dee, BS *
Lehnig, Bryan Donnor, BS 
Martin, Sierra Shaye, BS ^
Marty, Zoey K, BS +
Memmott, Sasha Hope, BS 
Meneses, Maurhy Alfredo, BS 
Merritt, Mackenzie Annette, BS 
Muhlestein, Ethan Nikolas, BS 
Nichols, Kendra, BS 
Olsen, Regan Weiler, BS 
Pennie, Malorie, BS 
Persico, Sally Paige, BS 
Regnier, Holden Paul, BS *
Rigby, Natalie Suzanne, BS *
Santangelo, Mary Elizabeth, BS ^
Sutcliffe, Sage C., BS +
Trader, Jared, BS ^
Vega, Madison Dalien, BS 
Wiese, Tiana Mae, BS +
 
GENERAL STUDIES  
Adey, Leonard Lewis, BS 
Bean, Tiffany Charlotte, BS +
Robinson, Kate Dorothy, BS ^
 
WATERSHED SCIENCES 
Bennion, Julia Lynn, BS 
Bollinger, Steven Bryce, BS 
Clawson, Michael Thomas, BS 
Hansen, Dillon Michael, BS 
Hanson, Destiny Adrian, BS 
Holdaway, Bailey Makele, BS ^
Johnson, Adam Paul, BS 
Jukes, Thomas P, BS 
Longjohn, Christina, BS 
Lybeck, Cara Renee, BS *
Pehrson, Hunter B., BS *
Thomas, Brandon Brent, BS 
Willey, Darianne Amanda, BS 
Young, Brynn, BS 
WILDLAND RESOURCES 
Andersen, Sheven Robert, BS *
Ardiano, Cristian, BS 
Ashcroft, Bradley Shepherd, BS 
Baldwin, Sarah Anne, BS *
Beck, Laura Christine, BS *
Bell, Madeleine Ann, BS *
Bench, Alexia Emily, BS +
Binks, Carter Brimhall, BS *
Blosch, Ethan, BS 
Bowles, Hannah Mary, BS 
Brown, Quisheima Bette, BS 
Carroll, Cambree Sara, BS 
Catalano, Maria Tate, BS ^
Daley, Kolbie Rachel, BS 
Davis, Dominique M, BS *
Doty, Elyse Mikell, BS +
D’Souza, Natalie K, BS *
Eastman, Klint Gene, BS *
Ellis, Wyatt McArthur, BS ^
Evans, Macahl Hadley, BS 
Farnsworth, Paige Marie, BS *
Ferrell, Joshua N, BS *
Fortin, Alexander Peter, BS +
Garrett, Alyssa Nicole, BS 
Garrett, Kailyn Drue, BS *
Greenwood, Sabrina Fair, BS 
Gunnell, Chase David, BS 
Hammond, Allysia, BS +
Handtke, Steven Roger, BS +
Johnson, Hannah K, BS +
Jones, Emma Nathel, BS +
Kenley, Meili Alise, BS *
Klein, Angelia Marie, BS *
Larsen, Morgan N, BS 
Lopez, Sierra Punzalan Allen, BS +
Madsen, Kylee J, BS *
Mast, Amanda Marie, BS 
Mathias, Rachael Rich, BS +
McGuire, Patrick Cullen, BS *
Moser, BayLee McKay, BS *
Nadiak, Ryan, BS 
Nelson, Trisha Ann, BS 
Parkinson, Bailey Ruth, BS 
Parkinson, Hayley, BS *
Patton, Cole Benjamin, BS *
Price, Tiana, BS 
Rasmussen, Cashe C., BS 
Rasmussen, Kailea Monea, BS 
Reynaga-Gonzalez, Bernardo, BS *
Riley, Elise Michelle, BS ^
Robison, Talin Cory, BS 
Rowley, Katrina E., BS 
Schramm, Hannah Juventa, BS 
Smith, Loretta, BS *
Sorensen, Andrew Gregory, BS +
Surrage, Savannah Kay, BS 
Suwyn, Christopher Chet, BS *
Swisse, Ty Ray, BS 
Tallerico, Johny S., BS +
Tarbell, Zacharius Charles, BS 
Thompson, Randi Mae, BS 
White, Kolby Leslie, BS 
Whittaker, Hailey Ruth, BS 
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2020-2021 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
Names listed in this program do not constitute graduation.
GENERAL STUDIES 
Aaron, Avonlea Rose, AS ^^
Abbott, Mark Spencer, AS 
Abeyta, Triton A., AS 
Acosta, Miguel Angel, AS 
Adams, Bailey Kate, AS 
Adams, Bronson Christian, AS 
Adams, Brooklynn J., AS ^^
Adams, Jason Michael, AS 
Addley, Shawn Rex, AS **
Addley, Stacy L., AS **
Aguero III, Jorge L., AS 
Alfaro, Thalia J., AS 
Allen, Sierra, AS 
Allen, Tyson John, AA ^^
Allen, Zachary George, AS ^^
Allmendinger, Joshua D., AA ^^
Allred, Davis Stephen, AS 
Allred, Mitisia C., AS **
Allred, Teryn DeAnn, AS ^^
Allred, Tuckett Todd, AS 
Alton, Madisyn Abbey, AS ^^
Alvarez, Angel Martin, AS 
Alvord, Kelsie Dean, AS ^^
Amosa, Saimoa Sam, AA ^^
Anderson, Afton Hayly, AS 
Anderson, Ashlynn Rae, AS **
Anderson, Gracie Lynn, AS **
Anderson, Isaac L., AS ^^
Anderson, Kayden Lance, AS 
Anderson, Kelsey Lee, AS 
Anderson, Tiffany, AS **
Anderton, Kennedy, AS **
Andreasen, Megan, AS **
Andrews, Ashlyn Marie, AS 
Andrews, Dakota B., AS 
Angus, Alex Kay, AS 
Aparicio, Raul, AS 
Archambault, Gabrielle D., AS **
Ashcraft, Tyler Scott, AS ^^
Ashcroft, Ian P., AS 
Astle, Hannah Jane, AS ^^
Atack, Brooklyn Kate, AS ^^
Atkinson, Zachry Troy, AS 
Atwood, Alexandria Marie, AS **
Austin, Alicia, AS ^^
Austin, Kenzie Nicole, AS 
Bailey, Kenlee Nicole, AS **
Ballard, Alyssa Nikelle, AS 
Balling, Bethany Nicole, AS 
Banham, Mauri, AS 
Barker, Brynlee Sage, AS ^^
Barker, Lindsay R., AS **
Barlow, Alexa Marie, AS 
Barlow, Alexia, AS 
Barlow, Margaret Elizabeth, AS ^^
Barnes, Reagan, AS ^^
Barnes, Savannah Rhylee, AS **
Barnett, Jenniffer D., AS 
Barnett, John Paul, AS ^^
Barney, Heather J., AS ^^
Barney, Jacob Tyrel, AS 
Barrett, Maycee McCall, AA **
Barrowes, Rachael Pauline, AA **
Bascom, Janelle Louise, AS 
Baucom, Kaylee A., AS **
Baughan, Clara Elizabeth, AS ^^
Baune, Abigail Lee, AS 
Beacham, Melissa Darlene, AS 
Beard, Morgan Leigh, AS 
Bedke, Kylee Marie, AS ^^
Beelek, Kaitlin Kristine, AS ^^
Begay, Quandinna Cheyanne, AS 
Begay, Tiarra Ashleigh, AS 
Begaye, Nizhonii Deezh, AS 
Bell, Preston Zachary, AS 
Benally, Sage, AS 
Benn, Charmaine Naomie, AS 
Bennett, Ambree Donn, AS ^^
Bennett, Hazin Jake, AS ^^
Bennett, Lacey Jae, AS 
Best, Avery Kaye, AS **
Beutler, Rebekah Pearl, AS 
Beveridge, Kaitlyn, AS ^^
Bigler, Delaney B., AS **
Bingham, Addison May, AS **
Bingham, Katherine Ann, AA ^^
Bingham, Kimberly Colleen, AS 
Bjerke, Justin Christopher, AS ^^
Black, Dariel Angelique, AS ^^
Black, Rachel Ann, AS 
Blackwing, Raiden, AS 
Blamires, Zachary David, AS 
Blanchard, Emily Bernice, AS 
Bland, Kyle B., AS ^^
Blanton, Brittney N., AS ^^
Blazzard, Kate, AS 
Bleazard, Rylee Heather, AS ^^
Bogdin, Brenna Lynn, AS **
Bolton, Griffin Blake, AA **
Boone, Marilisa Rachelle, AS 
Borba, Nikki Ann, AS 
Boren, Darby Laine, AS 
Both, Abigail E., AS **
Bowman, Alyssa Rae, AS **
Bowman, Kaitlin N., AS ^^
Bowman, Marisa, AS 
Boyer, Brecklyn Abby, AA 
Bradley, Zachary Don, AS **
Braman, Ricky Thomas, AS 
Brannelly, Meghann Kay, AS **
Brewer, Finnegan, AS 
Brindley, Ashley J., AS **
Brinkerhoff, John Allan Taylor, AS 
Broadhead, Lauren, AS ^^
Bronson, Cole J., AS 
Brough, Mackenzee, AS 
Brown, Sarah Ann, AS **
Bryant, Camden Matthew, AS 
Bryant, KailAnn Marie, AS ^^
Bryant, Samantha Dupin, AS 
Bryner, Brandon Shaun, AS ^^
Buck, Abigail H., AS **
Bullough, Sarah Anne, AS 
Bunker, Scott B., AS 
Bunnell, Kallie Nicole, AS **
Burnham, Shannon LeAnn, AS 
Burr, Nathan J., AS 
Bushman, Alex Keri, AS ^^
Bushman, Kelsey Hall, AS 
Butler, Jared Michael, AS 
Butterfield, Austin James, AS 
Buys, Parker, AS 
Bybee, Taylor B., AA 
Byington, Malli Suzanne, AS ^^
Cable, Spencer Darin, AS ^^
Calderon, Isabel, AA 
Call, Emilie Ruth, AS ^^
Callaway, Tara Ann, AS **
Callister, Chad Wayne, AS 
Callister, Sherri Lynn, AS **
Camacho, Brianna Ruby, AS 
Campagna, Cassie Anese, AS 
Campbell, Heather Grace, AS 
Cannell, Chandler Brent, AS **
Cardenas, Alvaro Jesus, AS 
Carling, Taya M., AS ^^
Carlstrom, Sunny Brooke, AS 
Carreón, Brooke Elizabeth, AA 
Carson, Thomas Scott, AS **
Carter, Janelle Renee, AA **
Carter, Todd Clayton, AS ^^
Carter, Trevor Leon, AS 
Casebolt, Ashley Mae, AS 
Casutt, Mikaela Jean, AS 
Cecil, Madison Ann, AS 
Celestino, Jenifer V., AS 
Cervantes, Amy, AS 
Chamberlain, Katharin Faye, AS ^^
Chamberlain, Rylan Shawn, AS 
Charlesworth, Mckensi, AS 
Charley, Latanya, AS 
Chee, Jaynee Marie, AS 
Cheney, Benjamin Earl, AS 
Cherrington, Hunter W., AS 
Cherrington, Kaylee, AS 
Cheshire, Kaylee, AS ^^
Child, Kevin Brett, AS 
Child, Madelin Maye, AS **
Child, Tenna Charlotte, AS ^^
Childs, AdriAnne Donna, AS 
Childs, Madyson L., AS 
Chiquito, Michaelina, AS 
Christensen, Ellie Nicole, AS ^^
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Christensen, Hudsen Kate, AS **
Christensen, Kailee, AA 
Christensen, Karli, AS ^^
Christensen, Marissa K., AS ^^
Christensen, Raquel Noel, AS 
Christensen, Stockton MacRay, AS 
Christiansen, Ryan L., AS 
Chynoweth, Kamri Lyn, AS ^^
Cisneros, Perla Anahi, AS **
Clayton, Karridy B., AS 
Clements, Macy Madeleine, AS ^^
Clements, Moriah Nicole, AS ^^
Cluff, Elizabeth Barrett, AS 
Cluff, Kya Jordan, AS 
Coleman-Mackey, Jamie Leigh, AS 
Collett, April, AS 
Collins, Caitlyn Marie, AS ^^
Colvell V, William Fred, AS 
Concidine, Eliza L., AS 
Cook, Aspen Noel, AS ^^
Cook, Lindsay, AA 
Cook, Samantha, AS ^^
Cooley-Bowden, Haleigh Jordyn, AS ^^
Cooper, Jayden E., AS ^^
Cooper, Stacey, AS **
Cordasco, Tiara, AS **
Cordon, Khaila S., AS ^^
Cornia, Rachel H., AS **
Cornia, Taylee Mae, AS 
Crabtree, Tyler D., AS 
Craig, Katie Joellen, AS 
Crank, Jared Joeh, AS 
Crank, Kauldrinn Saiyah, AS 
Crawford, Theressa Nicole, AS **
Cribbs, Marissa Nicole, AS ^^
Crockett, Daniel James, AS 
Croft, Kyle, AS 
Crowther, Angelia Darci, AS **
Crowther, Kiersten Alexus, AS 
Crozier, Hanna Mykal, AS ^^
Culley, Marisa Ray, AS 
Cummings, Riata Jean, AS ^^
Cutchen, Taylor Mayes, AS 
Dahl, Darci, AA 
Dailey, Rebecca Berry, AS 
Dalton, Britanee J., AS ^^
D’Amico, Kiara S., AS ^^
Damrow, Kandace May, AS **
Dansie, Megan Paige, AS **
Dansie, Rylee Jean, AS **
Dansie, Trevin Jace, AS 
Daugs, Ada Maria, AA ^^
Davis, Ashlyn, AS **
Davis, Aubrey E., AA ^^
Davis, Elizabeth Leanne, AS ^^
Davis, Malynne Afton, AS 
Davis, Mckenzie, AS ^^
Davis, Taycie Davis, AS 
Day, Brandi Joyce, AS 
Daynes, Bailey Summer, AS 
Dayton, Rachel Anne, AS ^^
Dayzie-Nez, Brittany, AS **
DeBack, Jeremy Mason, AS 
DeBloois, Eric D., AS ^^
DeCoursey, Melissa Joy, AS 
Denney, Rebecka, AS ^^
Dexter, Mercedes Jade, AS 
Dietrich, Haley Marie, AS 
DiLego, Dawn, AS ^^
Dodge, Mckay, AS 
Domgaard, Britton, AS **
Dority, Bryan Kim, AS **
Dow, Alexandria Deborah, AS 
Downs, Brennan Jay, AS 
Doyle, Landon Paul, AS ^^
Draper, Madison, AS **
Droubay, Tryston Jade, AS **
Duersch, Samantha Ann, AS **
Dummer, Elizabeth Jean, AS **
Duran, Jacqueline Lindsey, AS 
Dustin, McKenzee Emilee, AA ^^
Dutton, Donann, AS ^^
Dyer, Ashlyn Nicole, AS ^^
Dygert, Elizabeth M., AS 
Dziobkowski, Samuel York, AS ^^
Eastman, Kennedy Jean, AS ^^
Eaton, Aubrey Sarah, AA 
Eddington, Jessica Miles, AS 
Edelman, Kayla Marie, AS 
Edelmayer, Brooklynn Kate, AS ^^
Edmund, Isabel Joyce, AS **
Edwards, Meg Maree, AS ^^
Egbert, Kaydi Mae, AS 
Eggli, Jacob Isaac, AS ^^
Ellis, Jaycee, AS 
Elton, Sammie Gage, AS 
England, Elizabeth Shantel, AS ^^
Erickson, Zoe Olivia, AA 
Eshbaugh, Amanda Leigh, AS **
Eskeets, Jefawn Lynn, AS 
Esplin, Jaysa Sparkle, AS 
Eubanks, Taylor Michelle, AS 
Evaga, Noah Loimata, AA 
Evans, Braxton Rialey, AS 
Evans, Davis Mark, AS **
Evertsen, Shalese Franki, AS ^^
Eyre, Cedar Ann, AS 
Fairbanks, Hunter, AS **
Fairbourn, Kambry Ann, AS ^^
Falslev, Peyton Jensen, AS ^^
Fausett, Peyton Douglas, AS **
Fehlberg, Travis T., AA ^^
Feist, Lincoln R., AS ^^
Felt, Corinne, AA ^^
Ferrin, Alyssa Jenay, AS ^^
Fiack, Janell, AS 
Fife, Jenny Anne, AS ^^
Fillmore, Marci Anne, AA **
Finlinson, Butolia, AS 
Flavel, Kelsey Faye, AS 
Flint, Sarah Elizabeth, AS 
Flores, Andrea Valene, AS ^^
Folker, Hayden Paul, AA ^^
Forsyth-Kinder, Gina Marie, AS ^^
Fox, Jessica Nicole, AS 
Francis, Magen, AS 
Freelove, Megan Nicole, AA **
Freestone, Madison Sandra, AS **
Freestone, Stenson Daniel, AS ^^
Frodsham, Eric J., AS 
Fryer, Timothy Tyler, AS 
Fuller, Matthew D., AS **
Fulton, Breena Ann, AS **
Gagon, Preston William, AS 
Gaines, Garett Lee, AS 
Galeana Cruz, Hector Alister, AS **
Gallacher, CarlieAnn Stringham, AS ^^
Galvan, Vanesa, AS 
Ganowsky, Kevin McKlane, AS ^^
Garcia, Adriana Bailey, AS 
Gardner, Teya Jean, AS **
Garfias, Biby Nathalie, AS 
Garfield, Hope, AS 
Garrett, Madison Nicole, AS 
Garver, Michael Duane, AS 
Garvin, Tristan James, AS 
Gates, Jonathan, AS **
Gatherum, Alexander McGonigle, AS 
Geisler, Connor Seth, AS 
George, Morgon Brett, AS 
Georgeson, Jenna Ruth, AA ^^
Geurts, Joseph Robert, AS 
Gibson, Ambree McKay, AS 
Giles, Joseph Nash, AS 
Gittins, Tacy Ruth, AS ^^
Glazner, Haylee U., AS **
Glenn, Rebecca Nichole, AS ^^
Gnagy, Shelbey Adine, AS 
Goodrich, Kelsi Gail, AS **
Gordon, Lisa Moosman, AS **
Grant, Russell, AS 
Gray, Madyson B., AS ^^
Greer, Dylan Jarad, AS 
Grenko, Jennafer McCall, AS 
Griffin, Hailey Grace, AS ^^
Griffin, McKenzie Anne, AA 
Groo, Megan Nicole, AS ^^
Gunter, Kameron J., AS 
Gunter, Preston J., AS ^^
Gurr, Joshua Taylor, AA 
Gustin, Anna, AS **
Haag, Tana J., AS ^^
Haffner, Kaia, AS 
Hales, Joshua Daniel, AS 
Hales, Susan Cheryl, AS 
Hall, Gracie Morgan, AS 
Hall, Josie Jean, AS 
Hall, Megan Jessica, AS **
Hall, Mindy MinLing, AS ^^
Hamann, Kaleb Clay, AS ^^
Hanberg, Kaitlynn, AS 
Hancock, Jacqueline Michelle, AA 
Hanley, Kalvina Ann, AS 
Hanna, Stevie Helen, AS **
Hansen, Anna May, AS 
Hansen, Riley, AS **
Hansen, Teresa Dawn, AS 
Hansen, Tyler Jay, AS 
Hardman, Maceylin Fae, AS ^^
Haro, Jessica Cabrera, AS 
Harris, Brynlie Nancy, AS **
Harrison, Jordyn Paige, AS ^^
Harrop, Maci Elizabeth, AS ^^
Hartnagle, Tanesha A., AS **
Hasbrouck, Haylie, AS ^^
Haslam, Andersen Wade, AA 
Hassell, Katie Nicole, AS 
Hatch, Brandon J., AS ^^
Hathaway, Jordan Makell, AS **
Hawkins, Maddison Elaine, AA 
Hawks, Darcie Sariah, AS ^^
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Haymond, Hailey, AS 
Heath, Alexander James, AS ^^
Helquist, Haley L., AS 
Hemmert, Shaelynn Nicole, AS ^^
Henderson, Anna, AS **
Henderson, Brennon Gene, AS ^^
Henderson, Olivia Marie, AS 
Hendrickson, Garrett S., AS ^^
Hermann, McKenna Brianne, AS **
Hermann, Tyler J., AS 
Hernandez, Byron Michael, AS 
Hernandez-Galvan, Guillermo, AS 
Hess, Emilee Marie, AS **
Hess, Tucker D., AS 
Heywood, Shealee Alicia, AS ^^
Higley, Kadee D., AS **
Hill, Jaxon Robert, AS ^^
Hill, Mikaeli Kahalewai, AA ^^
Hill, Vivian Ashtyn, AS ^^
Hillhouse, Celeste Elizabeth, AS 
Hinkle, Nichole, AS 
Hixon, Cody Allen, AS 
Hoffman, Kinsey L., AS **
Hohrein, Skiler Tison, AS **
Holiday, Jeanna Nizhoni, AS 
Holloway, Jarom Scott, AS 
Holt, Emily, AS ^^
Honey, Mason S., AS 
Houghton, Benjamin Kimball, AS 
Huff, Parker Lloyd, AS **
Hunsaker, Anthony Ray, AS 
Hunt, Tyler Duane, AS ^^
Hunter, Natalie Dawn, AS 
Hurst, Lauren B., AS **
Hurst, Mollee Jean, AS 
Hutchens, Tiffany Ariana, AS 
Huxford, Job A., AS ^^
Hyde, Bailey Christina, AS 
Hyde, Isabella, AA ^^
Hymas, Ally Jane, AS **
Imanishimwe, Samuel, AS 
Ingles, Brooke Marie, AA ^^
Irwin, Kaleb Anthony, AS 
Israelsen, Brittney Paige, AS **
Jackson I, Bryton Cole, AS **
Jackson, Serenity Rae, AS 
Jacobson, Bowdie George, AS 
Janes, Lauren, AS 
Jaussi, Brynn Aleis, AS ^^
Jenkins, Kari Jade, AS ^^
Jenkins, Melanie Noel, AS **
Jenkinson, Madeline Olivia, AS **
Jensen, Aurora Noel, AS 
Jensen, Cayden K., AS 
Jensen, Emmalie J., AS 
Jensen, Jacob David, AS 
Jensen, Kyle Brent, AS 
Jensen, McKenna L., AS ^^
Jenson, Beau Andrew, AA **
Jessop, Brooklynn M., AS **
Jex, Kristina Lyn, AS 
Johansen, Madilyn, AS ^^
John, Zoe Summer, AS **
Johns, Marguerite V., AS 
Johnson, Ayzia L., AS ^^
Johnson, Brooklynn Bea, AS **
Johnson, Jillian Nicole, AS 
Johnson, Korden Bradley, AS 
Johnson, Sariah Kali, AS 
Johnson, Shannon, AS 
Jolley, Zane Henry, AS 
Jones, Abigail Jean, AS 
Jones, Amanda A., AS 
Jones, Beverly G., AS **
Jones, Jessica, AA ^^
Jones, Jessica Lynn, AS ^^
Jones, Jordan Lynn, AS 
Jones, Jordan C., AS **
Jones, Maggie, AA ^^
Jones, RyLee Jae, AS ^^
Joss, Olivia Beth, AS 
July, Helen Deresa, AS 
Kalista, Mackenzie, AS **
Kampeshi, Kunda, AS 
Kankamp, Lauren N., AS 
Karns, Taylor James, AS **
Kauffman, Grace Noel, AA 
Kay, Logan Garry, AS 
Keith, Vanessa Rebecca, AS 
Keller, James, AS 
Kennard, Cassandra Celeste, AA **
Kenner, Lindsay A., AS ^^
Kepsel, Amanda, AS ^^
Kern, Maddisan T., AS 
Kerr, Elizabeth, AS 
King, Kristopher Paul, AS **
Knecht, Blake, AS 
Kocherhans, Kelsey Croft, AS 
Kocks, Zoey G., AS 
Kowallis, Kaylee Ann, AS ^^
Kowchee, Carla Alexis, AS 
Kunz, Kaden Troy, AS **
Kunz, Taylor Bleu, AS 
Laaksonen, Jacob Michael, AS 
Lain, Christina Michelle, AS ^^
Laing, Britton John, AA ^^
Lamb, Abbigail Kimberly, AS **
Lane, Garrett Daniel, AS 
Lange, Mark Vincent, AS **
Langlois, Mickael Gerard Rosaire, AS ^^
Largo, Ernestine, AS **
Larsen, Emerie Bella, AS 
Larsen, Sarah Marie, AS 
Larsen, Savannah P., AS 
Larsen, Trevor A., AS 
Latimer, Tanner Anthony, AS ^^
LaTomme, Hannah Christine, AS 
Law, Melissa E., AS **
Lea, Margaret A., AS ^^
Leavitt, Meliya Kathryn, AS 
Leavitt, Rylee Lynn, AS 
Ledezma, Evalyn M., AS **
LeDuc, Jessica A., AS ^^
Lee, Amanda Hope, AS ^^
Lee, Justin David, AS **
Lee, Kayden Dale, AS 
Lemon, Emery G., AS **
Lemon, Matthew Jarrett, AS ^^
Lenhart, Matthew R., AA ^^
Leong, Hannah K., AS ^^
Lingwall, Kathrine E., AS 
Littlefield, Mary, AS ^^
Loaiza II, Oswaldo, AS 
Lopez I, Darwin Alberto, AS 
Loth, Brayden Caleb, AS 
Lott, Kelsy Jade, AS 
Lovan, Makayla Lyn, AS 
Luce, Shelbie Lynn, AS ^^
Luck, Madisen, AS ^^
Lunceford, Alexis, AS **
Lund, Amanda K., AS 
Lund, Justin Todd, AS **
Lundquist, Sadie Annette, AS **
Lutz, Emily Anne, AS **
Lyman, Janie Sarah, AS 
Lyman, Morgan Hope, AS 
Mainwood, Kaden Seiko, AS ^^
Malan, Cloie Ann, AS 
Maldonado, Abril Lizet, AS ^^
Mangum, Emma C., AS **
Marchant, Emma Mackenzie, AS ^^
Marlar, Lauryn N., AS ^^
Marshall, Riley Grace, AS **
Marshall, Wade Leon, AS 
Martin, Kesler Bonn, AS 
Martin, Ryan Travis, AS 
Martinez, Andres Reiner, AS **
Martinez, Mallorie Kaye, AS 
Martinez, Taylor Rayn, AS 
Martinez-Hernandez, Jorge Didier, AS 
Mason, Daryn John, AS 
Math, Nikhil Shivanand, AS 
Matsen, Ellie C., AS ^^
Matthews, Jessica, AS 
Mattson, McCall Kai, AS 
Mauer, Sarah A., AS 
Maughan, Bailee, AS 
Maughan, Carson Scott, AS 
Maughan, Hailey Alyssa, AS **
Maxwell, Shelby Lyn, AS 
May, Allie Elayna, AS 
Maynes, Kayla R., AS **
McCloy, McCinly Jo, AS 
McClure, Shane Dennis, AS ^^
McCourt, Maycee A., AS 
Mccrabb, Brittney N., AS 
McCubbins, Derek L., AS 
McCullough, Katrina Marie, AS **
McDougal-Deans, Joshua David, AS 
McElvaney, Mileena, AS 
McEvoy, McKenna, AS 
McFarlane, Lindsey M., AS 
McKeachnie, Delaynee Jo, AS 
McKee, Danielle Kirsten, AS 
McLaren, Oakley Christine, AS ^^
McMillan, Kinlee B., AS ^^
McNeely, Akyra Mai, AS 
McNeil, Rebecka Esther, AS 
Mears, Andie Linn, AS 
Mears, Kaigan, AS ^^
Mecham, Cherstin MacKay Parsons, AS 
Meek, Hayden Quinn, AS ^^
Melendez, Airam Alejandra, AS 
Memmott, James Adam, AS ^^
Mendez, Prisma Liney, AS ^^
Mendoza, Veronica, AS ^^
Merrill, Jordan Mark, AA 
Merritt, Kasey B., AS 
Messer, Brooklyn, AS ^^
Meyer, Caden Joshua, AS 
Michaelis, Brienna Joy, AA **
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Millan, Juana, AS 
Miller, Holland Rebekah, AS ^^
Miller, Nicole Renee, AS 
Milliken, John Andrew, AS 
Minchey, Deegan Tyler, AS ^^
Miner, Kristen, AS ^^
Mitchell, Audrey Morgan, AS ^^
Moffat, Jacob Eli, AS 
Mold, Jordan Alexis, AS 
Mollard, Megan Elizabeth, AS ^^
Money, Taylor M., AS 
Monroe, Abby Elizabeth, AS ^^
Monson, Megan A., AS ^^
Montgomery, Katie Frances, AS 
Montgomery, Leslie, AS 
Montufar, Sadie M., AS 
Moorhouse, Mikayla, AS 
Morgan, Paige Nicole, AS 
Morley, Mariah K., AS 
Moroney, Zsaneen, AS ^^
Morris, Ericka Diane, AS 
Mortensen, Erika Shay, AS 
Moss, Stuart Malone, AS ^^
Moulton III, Michael Cole, AS 
Mower, Alexis Nikkole, AA 
Mower, Parker Kate, AS **
Moynier, Jayde Dorothy, AS 
Moynier, Tyler Ryan, AS 
Mueller, Carmen Elise, AS 
Mueller, Katie B., AS ^^
Murphy, Khayla Nichole, AS 
Murry, Kaitlyn, AS **
Myers, Hayleigh, AS 
Myrup, Shanna Rae, AS 
Naegle, Auburn Tynee, AS 
Naegle, Cheyenne, AS ^^
Navanick, Charlotte, AS **
Needles, CheyAnn, AS ^^
Neill, Taylor J., AS 
Nelson, Brylee Summer, AS ^^
Nelson, Dallin, AS ^^
Nelson, Kaitlyn S., AS ^^
Nelson, Meghan Alexandra, AS **
Nelson, Olivia Liesl, AS ^^
Nerdin, Cairo Jacob, AS 
Nerdin, Kambrea Alee, AS 
Nguyen, Ngan Kim, AS ^^
Nielsen, Ashley Rose, AS ^^
Nielsen, Justin D., AS 
Nielsen, Paige Elizabeth, AS ^^
Nielson, Briana Emaline, AS 
Nielson, Joseph Mark, AS 
Nielson, Mason Tyler, AS 
Nielson, Naomi, AS **
Nieves, Natasha, AS **
Nihipali, Natalie Kahealani, AS ^^
Noble, Kimberly Ann, AS **
Norbertbeno, Maria Beatrice 
  Josephine, AS 
Norton, Natahni Tony, AS 
Novoa, Santiago Andres, AS 
Nye, Haylie Susan, AS ^^
Nye, Sarah Elizabeth, AS 
O’Crowley, Dan LaFell, AS **
Olander, Daedan Alan, AS ^^
Oliver, Audrey Rochelle, AS 
Oliver, Jaylyn Kae, AS 
Olsen, Brooklynn, AS **
Olsen, Kasey Kristen, AS 
Olsen, McKenzie, AS 
Oman, Madison Frankie, AS 
Orton, McKenzie Rose, AS 
Osiek, Aubryn Elizabeth, AS 
Osiek, Garrett Michael, AS 
Osterhout, Andrew R., AS 
Osuna, Angela, AS 
Pace, Zander, AS 
Pacheco, Tori, AS **
Palmer, Brooklyn Shae, AS ^^
Pantoja, Maria Isabel, AS 
Parke, Abbie M., AS ^^
Parrish, Bryant J., AS 
Parry, Rhett Teancum, AS ^^
Paskett, Rayna Faye, AS 
Patterson, George McKay, AS 
Paxton, Jess Knight, AS 
Payne, Matthew, AS 
Pearson, Kaylyn K., AS 
Peck, Cameron S., AA 
Pena, Edgar E., AS 
Perazzo, Madison Anne, AS **
Petersen, Kiera A., AS ^^
Petersen, Sheldon Robert, AS 
Petersen, Tacy M., AS ^^
Peterson, Bryce Robert, AS 
Peterson, Kira Marie, AS **
Peterson, Ryann, AS **
Peterson, Ryder Clark, AS 
Peterson-James, Bianca, AS 
Petty, Heather Lynne, AS **
Picton, Rhys David, AS **
Pierce, Kent Roger, AS **
Pierson, Ian Mitchell, AS 
Pike, Danielle Elise, AS **
Pogue, Kristian Rachelle, AS 
Polanco Ramirez, Ruth Noemi, AS 
Pond, Parker Allen, AS 
Porta, Helen, AS **
Poulsen, Brynn Marie, AS **
Poulsen, Kristen M., AS **
Poulton, Kennedy D., AS ^^
Powel, Maggie Mary, AS **
Powell, Emily Ann, AS 
Powell-Pummell, Mary Baxteen, AS 
Prettyman, McKylie Mae, AS **
Price, Brendan Andrew, AS **
Price, Kyaera Merlene, AS 
Priest, Briana Marie, AS 
Priest, Saydie, AS 
Pritchard, Camryn Claire, AS ^^
Proctor, Alexis Hope, AS ^^
Proctor, James Hansen, AS **
Proctor, Lisa A., AS 
Prue, Kyler John, AS 
Pugh, Jillian Lanae, AS ^^
Pyue, Pan, AS 
Queen, Connor, AS 
Quinn, Brooke A., AS 
Quintana, Heidi Jo, AS 
Quinton, Abigail Nicole, AA ^^
Rackham, Allison, AS ^^
Radford, Andrew N., AS **
Ramriez, Nolan Anthony, AS 
Rasmussen, Landon Jacob, AS 
Rau, Johan Christian, AS ^^
Rayburn, Sarah Kaymary, AS **
Read, Jacob Rodney, AS ^^
Reber, Jamie R., AS 
Redford, Alyssa Machelle, AS 
Reese, Hailee Kaye, AS ^^
Reeves, Cailey Bizhnibah, AS 
Reid, Casey Jo, AS 
Reid, Jennifer Lynne, AS **
Remund, Cassandra Jo, AS 
Renfro, Morgan D., AS 
Reynolds, Charity Patrice, AS ^^
Reynolds, Payton Dee, AS ^^
Rich, Dustin Clark, AS **
Richard, Rachel A., AS **
Richards, McKenna Elizabeth, AS **
Richardson, Kayla Moriah, AS 
Richardson, Kiara S., AS 
Richens, Ashlyn Sara, AS 
Richens, Nathan Paul, AS 
Ricks, Emma Colette, AS ^^
Rigby, Shayla Risbelle, AS ^^
Roark, Tanner W., AS ^^
Roberts, Maren Christina, AS ^^
Roberts, Tadd Wilson, AS 
Robinson, Jaxon T., AS ^^
Robinson, Jaycee Lynn, AS 
Rodriguez Medrano, Aurelio, AS ^^
Rolston, Royley Richard, AS 
Rubio, Duran J., AS 
Ruskauff, Victoria Leigh, AS 
Saarelainen, Eliza Kristine, AS ^^
Salisbury, McKay Taylor, AS 
Sam, Cassandra Misty, AS 
Sanchez, Jason Antonio, AS ^^
Sanders, McKenzie A., AS 
Sanders, Seth Crawford, AA 
Sanderson, Emri, AS ^^
Sandoval, Britnee, AS 
Schafer, Kimberly Kay, AS ^^
Schaugaard, Katelynn Joyce, AS 
Schriever, Mia L., AS 
Schroeder, Sam Blue, AS 
Schulthess, Amanda, AS **
Schvaneveldt, Madison, AS 
Scoggins, Samantha Jo, AS 
Scott, Isabelle Himeko, AS ^^
Scott, John Ryan, AS ^^
Scott, Parly S., AS 
Seamons, Hadley Marie, AS 
Seas, Jennifer Nicole, AS ^^
Sedlacek, Jared L., AS 
Seegmiller, Emma, AS 
Seelos, Tyler James, AS 
Sego, John Robert, AS ^^
Segura, Jorge Stiven, AS 
Sevy, Matt, AS 
Shaffer, Scott Garrett, AS **
Shaw, Colby J., AS 
Shaw, Kinsey M., AA **
Shaw, Miranda M., AS 
Shearer, Justin Tyler, AS **
Sheets, Curtis J., AS ^^
Sheffield, Tammy Lynn, AS **
Shelley, Sydney Hope, AS ^^
Sherratt, Janie C., AA ^^
Shipley, Heidi June, AS 
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Shipley, Jacob Richard, AS **
Shippen, Emma Colene, AS ^^
Shoemaker, Brynlee Kate, AS ^^
Sidwell, Kyron Shane, AS ^^
Sieverts, McCall L., AA ^^
Sill, Adison C., AS **
Silvera, Agustin, AS 
Simmons, Alyssa Janae, AS **
Simmons, Raquelle Diane, AS ^^
Simons, Kaden Randall, AS 
Sims, Carson, AS 
Singerman, Megan Elizabeth, AS ^^
Singler Jr., Jeffrey Lee, AS 
Skelly, McKay Harrison, AS 
Slaughter, John Emery Leroy, AS 
Smart, Marissa Ann, AS ^^
Smart, Paige, AA 
Smedley I, Braydon Talmage, AS **
Smedley, Tanner, AS ^^
Smith, Aurora Dian, AS 
Smith, Cora J., AS 
Smith, Isabella Smith, AA **
Smith, Jacob Don, AS **
Smith, Jaxon Tyler, AS 
Smith, Kami Lou, AS ^^
Smith, Mikaela Kathryn, AS ^^
Smith, Shaylee H., AS 
Smuin, Mara Anna Bantog, AS ^^
Snow, Jacob Scott, AS 
Snyder, Karlynn Hardy, AS 
Sorensen, Ana Brooke, AS ^^
Sorensen, Liberty Ann, AS **
Sorenson, Jordan Dale, AS 
Soto, Cristian Jared, AS **
Southern, Amalia Netjes, AS ^^
Spear, Kelli Y., AS ^^
Spencer, Jacob Andrew, AA ^^
Spencer, Kiara Lynn, AS **
Speth, Dalan Brent, AS 
Speth, Devin J., AS 
Squire, Grace Michaela, AS 
Stacey, McKina Rae, AS **
Staley, Taniyah Shaye, AS 
Stanley, Jasmine, AS **
Stanley, Travis Kee, AS 
Stansfield, Colin, AS 
Staples, Rachel Ann, AS **
Steadman, Jeremy Alan, AS **
Steck, Bryson Carter, AS 
Steele, Gracie Nicole, AS 
Steenbakkers, Carter John, AA 
Stembridge, Reahna Mae, AS ^^
Stephens, Anisa Rose, AS 
Stephens, Nicholas Robert, AS 
Stephenson, Madison Noel, AS 
Sterzer, Matthew James, AA 
Stevens, Dallin Kimball, AA ^^
Stevens, Kristianna Aftyn, AS 
Stewart, Conner Randell, AS 
Stewart, Kate Marie, AA ^^
Stirland, Breyden Van, AS 
Stirling, Mason Robert, AS 
Stoker, Kyle, AS **
Stokes, Trinity Jesse, AS **
Stout, Rachel Nicole, AS ^^
Stow, Kaylee Lynn, AS ^^
Stratton, Sierra Elizabeth, AS 
Streeter, Sean Justin, AS 
Streiff, Megan, AS **
Stringer, Amanda Eve, AS 
Stringham, Matthew Frederick, AS 
Stromberg, Carson Casey, AS ^^
Stuart, Misty, AS 
Stubbs, Emilie Brooke, AS 
Sturt, Olivia A., AS 
Suisse, Brittany, AS **
Sullivan, Allison, AS **
Sum, Vincent P., AS 
Sunter, Emilee Aubrey, AS 
Sutliff, Jenna Renee, AS **
Swain, MarLee O’Brien, AS 
Swanson, Morgan Elizabeth, AS ^^
Sweat, Mariah Elizabeth, AS 
Taggart, David Chadwick, AS 
Tallman, Ashley Lynn, AS 
Tate, Janeice Samantha, AS 
Taylor, Courtney M., AS 
Taylor, Emily, AS ^^
Taylor, Madison Jae, AS 
Taylor, Riley Weston, AS ^^
Taylor, Sarah, AS 
Taylor, Savannah Grace, AS ^^
Terwilleger, Sydney Rebecca, AS 
Thakur, Rishav, AS 
Thompson, Atley May, AS ^^
Thornell, Jason J., AS ^^
Thornton, Brek James, AS 
Thueson, Karlee Ann, AS **
Thurgood, Alivia, AS 
Thurman, Dani R., AS **
Timpke, Aubrey Diane, AS 
Tingey, Logan Porter, AS 
Titus, Emma Kate, AS 
Todd, KayLee Christine, AS **
Toluono, Morgan L., AS 
Toole, Jocelyn Lee, AS ^^
Toomer, Kacelyn, AS ^^
Toomer, Kinlee McKall, AS ^^
Totter, Rony Hyon, AS 
Trujillo, Jayson Heriberto, AS **
Trujillo, Karris Jaye, AS 
Trujillo, Sara, AS **
Tso, Danielle, AS **
Tsosie, Cassandra Jean, AS 
Tubbs, Taylee Ann, AS ^^
Tucker, Emily Jordan, AS ^^
Tucker, Hunter Lyn, AS ^^
Tuleuova, Amata S., AS **
Tullis, Wyatt C., AS 
Turner, Terra Jo, AS **
Tutko, Olivia Lauren, AS ^^
Umpleby, Jessica, AS 
Uresk, William John, AS 
Valenzuela, Alondra Karime, AS 
VanMeter, Ian Tyler, AS **
Vaughan, Anna Nicole, AS ^^
Vaughn, Kacey Lu, AS 
Verdejo, Benjamin D., AS 
Vick, Benjamin Matthew, AS 
Viehweg, Alexandra Leigh, AS 
Wadsworth, Michael Lind, AS 
Wagner, Roshelle Rose, AS 
Wagstaff, Chandra L., AS ^^
Walker, Jason Scott, AS 
Walker, Malinda, AS 
Wall, Michelle, AS 
Wallace, Kelsie Mariko, AS **
Wallentine, Jayden Lee, AS 
Walls, Brittany Ladawn, AS 
Walter, Anna Eliza, AS 
Wardell, Noah Thomas, AS ^^
Warner, Ashlynn, AS 
Warner, Tarena Marie, AS **
Wartz, Dawn Raine, AS 
Watkins, Stacia Lynn, AS 
Watson, Jethro Carter, AS 
Watts, Katie Brook, AS **
Watts, Mollie Lorrin, AS ^^
Webster, Hanna, AS **
Welling, Kamryn L., AS ^^
Wells, Kyra Breanne, AS 
Whimpey, Jessica Ann, AS **
Whitaker, Arleigh J., AS 
White, Katie Jean, AS **
Whitehair, Shannon Marlena, AS 
Whitehair, Stacey Shae, AS 
Whitworth, Janette M., AS 
Widner, Hannah Lynae, AS **
Wiecker, Shelby Lauren, AS **
Wight, Nathan, AS 
Wilhelmsen, Rebecca Lynne, AS **
Williams, Ashlee Dawn, AS 
Williams, Harrison Bradley, AS 
Williams, Joshua A., AS **
Williams, Sherylissa F., AS 
Williamson, Clifton Stuart, AS 
Willie, Lynnea T., AS 
Wills, Chantel Lydia, AS 
Wilson, Alyssa Amoire, AS 
Wilson, Collin Blair, AS 
Wilson, Megan Marie, AA 
Winder, James Robert, AS ^^
Winegar, Alec Glen, AS 
Winkel, Elise D., AS ^^
Winslett, Lindsi Jo, AA ^^
Wintersteen, Amy Nicole, AS ^^
Wiscombe, McKenna Suzanne, AS ^^
Wiscombe, Michael E., AS 
Wiser, Shelby Lee, AS ^^
Wold, Meghan Alyssa, AS 
Wolford, Tayler A., AS ^^
Wood, Claire Christine, AS 
Wood, Gage Christopher, AS **
Woods, Brittany Lee, AS **
Woodward, Jehkiah D., AA 
Woodward, Madison Jamee, AS 
Woolums, Morgan S., AS **
Wyatt, Tanner B., AS 
Yazzie, Domonique Summer, AS **
Yazzie, Kyle Keith, AS 
Yellowman, Katelyn Shondiin, AS 
Young, Bryson Joel, AS 
Young, Halle, AS ^^
Young, Kaylan Leigh, AS 
Youngman, Maddux Amanda, AS **
Zeller, Chloe A., AS 
Zilles, Jacob Shane, AS 
Zollinger, Sarah M., AS **
Zunich, Mercedes, AS ^^
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Aguirre, Karla Yeniffer, BS 
Allred, Shaylee Ann, BS 
Anderson, Emily Sue, BS 
Anderson, Gwendolyn Kaye, BS *
Anderson, Tracy, BS 
Babakitis, Sydney Danielle, BS ^
Baker, Chelsee, BS 
Bannerman, Jaylin Mycal, BS 
Bartholomew, Bailey Day, BS 
Belcher, Carrie L., BS 
Benally, Autumn D., BS 
Blackham, Megan Marie, BS 
Blackham, Zachary, BS 
Bracken, Bailey, BS 
Bradley, Amanda Marie Ann, BS *
Brost I, Kyle Alden, BS 
Brown, Teena Marie, BS 
Bucur, Sergiu-Ioan, BS 
Burke, Hannah Lavona, BS 
Butler, Kami Michelle, BS +
Caldwell, David Matthew, BS *
Campbell, Jordan D., BS 
Carter, Sean Lewis, BS 
Christensen, MaKenzie L., BS +
Clarida, Kevin Lane, BS 
Cobbley, Micalyn Rae, BS 
Court, Elaina Jane, BS *
Daniels, Braylee, BS 
Day, Mason Ogden, BS 
Dickson, Joni, BS 
Dirkmaat, Angela, BS 
Dugmore, Alexis, BS +
Fidel, Steven Scott, BS *
Francis, Nicholas Earl, BS +
Francom, Steven Dwight, BS 
Gardner, Kaden, BS 
Gillies, Heidi, BS 
Gines, Troial Marie, BS 
Giraldes, Cathryn Julia, BS 
Gonzalez, Victor, BS 
Grayson Jr., Andre Saul, BS 
Griffeth, Larry Vaughn, BS 
Gunther, Chelsea, BS +
Hale, Katie Larae, BS *
Hall, Jacobson J., BS 
Haltom, Nels Christian, BS 
Hancock, Jeremy Aaron, BS 
Hansen, Andrea L., BS 
Hansen, Teresa Dawn, BS 
Heninger, Elizabeth Clara, BS 
Hess, Andrew Travis, BS 
Hillier, Lisa McKenzie, BS 
Hilton, Marilyn Hanks, BS 
Hoffman, Michael Vern, BS *
Homer, Alexia M., BS *
Hoover, Maquel Nicole, BS 
Howard, Ethan Barker, BS ^
Hulme, Katherina Leilani, BS *
Jenkins, Elise Margaret, BS *
Jensen, Julie Ann, AS 
Johnsen, McKay William, BS 
Johnson, Austin Lane, BS 
Jones, Jake Thomas, BS 
Jones, Malorie Rae, BS 
Kaiser, Olivia, BS 
Kessel, Julian Bosch, BS 
Keyes, Heidi Marie, BS *
Kipp, Carissa Leigh, BS 
Klein, Shannon Mae, BS 
Krusi, Sage, BS 
Kuhnen, Scott David, BS 
Lachmar, Anne Ellen, BS *
Larson, Curtis Ryan, BS 
LaTomme, Hannah Christine, BS 
Leake, Aubri Jackson, BS 
Lee, Logan Griffeth, BS 
Lenzini-LeBaron, Stephanie Nella, BS 
Lichfield, Vaughan Webster, BS 
Longhair, Tetona, BS 
Mancilla Garcia, Erik, BS 
Matthews, Kiley Marie, BS 
McArthur, Shane S., BS 
McCleery, Trevor, BS 
McGavin, Daniel Gabriel, BS 
Mecham, Everett Gunnell, BS 
Mortimore, Hayley Rae, BS 
Mosher, Jennifer Emily, BS 
Mower-Harris, Megan Sandra, BS 
Niccoli, Andrew, BS 
Noriega, Miranda Camille, BS +
Ollerton, Michelle Alene, BS 
Parker, Ryan Luke, BS 
Parkinson, Karen Musser, BS 
Polanco Ramirez, Ruth Noemi, BS 
Powell, Jade Barry, BS 
Preston, Emma C., BS 
Price, Demetrius R., BS 
Primavera, Scott, BS 
Prince, Brookelyn Nicole, BS *
Reeder, Erin Leslie, BS 
Richard, Rachel A., BS *
Richins, Carly Jill, BA 
Ringle, Whitney Mishelle, BS 
Roskelley, David E., BS 
Rutledge, Rikki M., BS 
Rydalch, Desirae, BS 
Scherer, Shannon Dee, BS *
Sickler, Madison Mae, BS 
Skinner, Amy Kaye, BS 
Smith, Jill, BS 
Snell, Hyrum Christopher, BS *
Soter, Elna Mary, BS +
Stark, William, BS 
Stevens, Brittany Kay, BS 
Stewart, Emily Rose, AS 
Thomas, Justin, BS 
Thompson, KyLeigh Jill, BS 
Uch, Rosanna Runna, BS 
Vail, Whitley Cheyan, BS ^
Van Arsdale, Hanna Lynn, BS 
VandeMerwe, Tate, BS 
Walker Jr., Morian Daniel, BS 
Ward, Holly Dawn, BA *
Warner, Bethany Joy, BS 
Williams, Morgan Noelle, BS 
Williams, Zane Brunvand, BS 
Wilson, McKenna Marchien, BS 
Winder, Journey Bree, BS 
Winward, Kenneth D., BS 
Wiskerchen, Erica Inez, BS 
Wyan, Debbie A., BS 
Zufelt, Tessa, BS *
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UTAH SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Harris H. Simmons, Chair 
Nina Barnes, Vice Chair
Aaron V. Osmond, Vice Chair 
Jesselie Barlow Anderson 
Mike Angus 





UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Jody K. Burnett, Chair





UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT STEERING COMMITTEE









Associate Degrees and Integrated Studies: Alex Worley
Caine College of  the Arts: Elaine Olson
College of  Agriculture and Applied Sciences: Lisa Allen
College of  Engineering: Madeline Snow
College of  Humanities and Social Sciences: Scott Robinette
College of  Science: ValaRee Reese
Wayne L. Niederhauser












Alan E. Hall 







Emma Eccles Jones College of  Education & Human Services: 
Lisa Christensen & Laura Holley
Jon M. Huntsman School of  Business: Julia Westover
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of  Natural Resources: 
Traci Hillyard
School of  Graduate Studies: Megan Murdock
USU Registrar’s Office: Jeannie Maughan & Brandy Reeves
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